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Abstract 
Fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) reinforcing bars for concrete have become the ubject of 
research as an alternative to steel reinforcement which i susceptible to corrosion. Thi th i 
encompasses an experimental investigation and theoretical modelling of th cracking behavi ur of 
concrete panels reinforced with glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars under uniaxial and 
biaxial direct tensile loading conditions. 
In the experirn ntal phase of this investigation, a special setup i designed to test reinfi reed 
concrete panel und r uniaxial and biaxial tension. The setup accommodates con ret pan 1 that 
are reinforced with GFRP and/or steel reinforcing bars. The setup is used to carry out an 
experimental test program on twelve reinforced concret panels und r uniaxial and biaxial tensi n. 
The test parameters are the concrete strength, concrete cover to bar diameter ratio, bar spa ing 
reinforcement ratio and bar type (GFRP or steel). Th crack patterns crack widths and pa ings 
are investigated. The tensile stress-strain relationships and thus the tension stiffening behavi ur 
are xamined. The tension stiffening behaviour i the concrete contribution in resisting part of th 
tensile stre applied. 
The experimental results reveal that the crack devel pment und r biaxial tensi n affect the 
magnitud of the stress in the GFRP-reinforced concrete panel resulting in a decrease in th 
cracking 1 ads and stresses. GFRP-reinforced concrete panels under uniaxial tensi n perience an 
increase in the tension stiffening contribution compared to steel-reinforced concrete at the sam 
level of stress. However this contribution is n t ignificant under biaxial tension. GFRP-reinforced 
concrete panel und r biaxial tensi n experience much less tension stiffening contributi n than 
those und r uniaxial tension due to different cracking mechanisms for both cases. In g neral there 
i an increase in th tension stiffening contribution of GFRP-RC pan l du to th decrease in th 
reinforcement ratio. The area of the effective tension zone of GFRP-reinforced concrete is fc und to 
be alm st half the ize of th se that develop around steel reinforcing bars. Th use of an effecti 
t nsion zon for GFRP-reinforced concrete equal to ven time th bar diam ter i recomm nded 
rather than using 15 times the bar diameter which is commonly used for steel reinfi rcing bars. Th 
use f high strength concrete causes a reduction in the total number of vi ible crac and thus 
enhancing th tructural behaviour ofGFRP-reinforced concrete pan I . 
An analytical cracking model is d vel ped to predict the crack pacing and width f GFRP-
reinfc reed concrete. The model accounts for the bond stress transfer mechani m and surface 
characteristi of the reinfc rcing bar. The model is validated through comparisons with test ul 
and other existing experimental data The proposed model is very suitable to predict th cracking 
variables of GFRP-reinforced concrete. Furth rmore a tension stiffening constituti e mod I i 
proposed for non-linear finite element analysis of GFRP-reinforced concrete. Th proposed mod l 
accounts for the biaxial tension strength envelope. Th model assum a bi-linear relation in th po t-
cracking range to reflect the tensile behaviour of th tested GFRP-reinforced concrete pan Is. This 
mod l i in rporated into an incremental elastic plastic concrete model that is used t perfi rm a n n-
linear finite lem nt analysis of GFRP-reinforced concrete panel . The analy i results h w 
reasonable accuracy in predicting th behaviour ofGFRP-reinforced con rete. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General 
During the past few years, there has been a growing intere t in meeting th worldwide 
increasing demand for energy. The building of new infrastructure projects is being planned 
for the next three decades including marine structures offshore platfonn and nuclear 
power plants. However, most of these reinforced concrete (RC) structure will be likely 
exi ting in aggressive environmental conditions. Unless such structures are properly 
designed and maintained over their lifetime they will be more vulnerable to corro ion of 
steel reinforcement and concrete deterioration. The RC cracking behaviour is an important 
design concern due to its direct relation to corrosion of steel reinforcement and the effect 
on the structural performance. The control of cracking in R tructures usually lead to 
high reinforcement ratios, which could increase the costs of the project construction and 
maintenance. 
For many years the corrosion problems of steel-reinforcement have led to a growing 
interest in design strategies that would eliminate the structure' susceptibility against 
corrosive environments. Considerable attention has been given to using high-strength 
concrete (HSC) for improving the concrete durability again t deterioration as oppo ed to 
using normal-strength concrete (NSC). teel protection has been the subject of 
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considerable research effort resulting in the development of several techniques such as 
steel bar galvanization cathodic protection employment of stainless steel reinforcement, 
and/or epoxy coating. ln fact each protection technique has it own pros and cons. The 
main disadvantages of these methods are the experienced variations in the protection 
efficiency which are due to different tructure loading condition , quality of con tructi n 
and degree of expo ure to environmental conditions urrounding the structure. With the 
uncertainty in achieving efficient long term steel-protection, fibre reinforced polymer 
RP) composite bars have become the focus of research as an alternative to teel 
reinforcement specially where there is a high probability of ste l corrosion. FRP bars are 
deemed to be one of the promising technological advances in material applications in 
tructural engineering. Since the 1980s, the use of FRP bars have been growing in many 
highway bridges in Europe Japan, and North America. More recently FRP bar have been 
used on a selective basis for construction of some seawalls industrial roof deck ba e pad 
for electrical and reactor equipment and concrete floor slabs in aggressive chemical 
environments (ACI 440R 1996). 
lass- RP (GFRP) reinforcement has b en the commonly used compo ite bar typ for 
many civil engineering applications because of an economical balance of cost and trength 
properties. GFRP has more resistance to corrosion and higher tensi le re i tance compared 
to steel (Newhook et al. 2002). The current continuou re earch and development is 
leading to GFRP bar types that have better physical and mechanical characteri tics 
(Uomoto 2004; Witt and Jtitte 2008). 
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Further wider applications of GFRP bars in RC structures require more understanding 
of behaviour of GFRP-RC under different loading conditions. Establishing a rationale for 
cracking analysis and defining orne key aspect for nonlinear analysis are e ential for a 
wider utilization of the GFRP reinforcement in different types of tructures. Although in 
practice, R structures are subjected t a wide range of complex state of tress s, mo t f 
the past research focu ed on flexural members of beams and one way slabs. racks ar 
usually induced in concrete members either due to direct tension or due to bending. 
oncrete member and tructural elements that transmit load primarily by dir ct tensi n 
rather than bending include bins and silos tanks and containments sh lls tie of arche , 
r of and bridge trus es and braced frames and tower (ACI 224.2 1992). GFRP comp ite 
is a relatively new material compared to steel, and thus the analysis and design houJd be 
based on rational and well founded design recommendations. Testing a full cale or e en 
prototype models of structures is relatively complicated. Hence the tructure is usually 
simulated as a combination of different as emblages of concrete panels (panel-typ 
structures). ach panel has a different combination of tres es as tho e that exi t in the full 
cale structure. 
For accurate analysis of concrete structures, it i often important to include the p t-
cracking resistance of concrete. Concrete subjected to uniaxial tension exhibits p t-
cracking oftening behaviour. The existence of reinforcement stiffens and ngages the 
concrete between cracks through local bond stre transfer which is al o as ciated with 
local bond-slip. Thus, the concrete between cracks i in fact resisting part of the tensile 
stresses applied. This phenomenon is known as ten ion tiffening' . By ignoring th 
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effects of tension stiffening it may results in an overestimation of deft ction and/or crack 
width. Tension ti:ffening plays a major role in enhancing the calculations required for 
serviceability requirem nts of R structure . In addition, the accurate pr diction f 
cracking is es ential for a crack controlled d sign. Both ten ion tiffening and the 
a ociated propagation of cracks are complicated phenomena that play a ignificant r 1 in 
the nonlinear analysis of concrete structure. 
Very few experiments have been carried out to study the cracking behaviour and 
ten ion stiffening of G RP-RC under tension. Available information on the cracking 
b haviour and tensile response of GFRP-R is scarce and conflicting. The FRP bar 
modulu of elasticity and surface characteristics of GFRP bar affect the cracking and 
t nsion stiffening. Cracking and tension tiffening are al o influenced by veral 
parameters such as states of stress reinforcement ratio bar spacing concrete cover, and 
b nd tres e . Ther fore the results of an ext n ive experimental program to in stigate 
the behaviour under uniaxial and biaxial ten ile loading could be useful in developing 
design recommendations and analysi tools. 
1.2 Research cope 
The current study is carried out to examine the behaviour of GFRP-R when subjected 
to uniaxial and biaxial tension. The cope of th current program is a foil ws: 
1. To investigate the cracking behaviour f GFRP-R panel under uniaxial and 
biaxial t nsion. 
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2. To examine and evaluate the test data such as the displacement and train 
developed in the specimen under different loading conditions. 
3. To examine and analyze the changes in cracking mechani m and chang 
occurring in the crack patterns, widths and spacings. 
4. To compare the behaviour of GFRP-RC panels with those reinforced with 
traditional steel reinforcement. 
5. To compare the behaviour of GFRP-RC panel made of H C with those mad of 
NSC. 
6. To study and evaluate the stress-strain relationships recorded for the GFRP-R 
panels under different loading conditions. 
The experimental results can then be u ed to establish an approach to predict the 
cracking characteristics of GFRP-RC under tensile stresses. Moreover, the experimental 
re ults can be u ed to propose and calibrate a suitable constitutive model to idealize the 
tensile stress-strain relationships of GFRP-RC panels under uniaxial and biaxial tension. 
This constitutive model is suitable to be used in numerical analysis of GFRP-R 
tructure . 
1.3 Research Objectives 
The main objective of this research is to investigate the in-plane behaviour of GFRP-
RC panels under direct tension loads. The te t results will enrich the literature on the 
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b ha iour f GFRP-R · and thus help in extending the utilization of this n w mat rial in 
diffi rent tructural applications. The re earch bjectives of thi inve tigati n can b 
ummariz d a follow : 
1. Review the available method u ed in testing te 1-R panel under dir ct ten ion 
and thu identify uitable methods that can b u ed t te t FRP-R panels. 
2. Design an appropriate test s tup for panel t sting under uniaxial and biaxial direct 
tension that can accomrn date FRP bar and pr duce reliable te t data. 
3. llect and analyze the strength data and I ad-deformation b ha i ur f FRP-R 
panel under direct tension. o examine and evaluate the test data r cord th 
deformation characteri tics, and observe the failure mode . 
4. Identify the mam difference m structural beha iour b twe n · RP- and 
traditi nal teel-R panels. Thi could b e tabli h d b t ting matching 
sp cimens and comparing the te t r sults. 
5. xamine the cracking characteristic that include crack pacing and crack width 
forth different tructural configuration and I ading conditi n appli d t the t t 
sp cim n. 
6. valuate the effect of HS on the cracking and ten ile beha 1our f RP-R 
panel. 
7. Propo e a methodology that c uld be u ed to accurately predict the cracking 
b haviour of GFRP-RC panels. 
8. Examine the tension-stiffening effects of GFRP-R and adopt a theoretical 
constitutive model suitable for non-linear analysis. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
The the i work i pre ented in nine chapters including the introduction. 
hapter 2 is divided into two parts. The first part introduces a background to the 
general characteristics of concrete cracking concrete tensile behaviour under tension, and 
a literatur review of previous experimental and analytical re arch conducted mainly on 
steel-RC. The second part is a background review of GFRP reinforcement and it main 
characteristics followed by are iew of recent tudie on cracking and ten ile b haviour of 
GFRP-R . 
hapter 3 describes the design and construction stages of a new test etup :D r the 
current research program. The first part of the chapter introduces a brief review of previou 
r levant test etup in the literature. The second part addresses the conceptual design and 
provide a detailed de cription of the test setup and it preparation tages. 
hapter 4 describes the experimental investigation. Details of the te t program, t t 
parameters, pecimen details, measurements and instrumentation used are pre ented. 
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Chapter 5 presents the experimental results that focus on the cracking beha iour of the 
tested GFRP-RC panels. The effects of different test parameter on th cracking behaviour 
of panels are di cussed. 
Chapter 6 is divided into two main parts. The fir t part focuses on the analy i f the 
tensile stre -strain relationship of GFRP-R under uniaxial and biaxial ten ion. Th 
second part deals with developing an appropriate constitutive law for the tensile tr s -
strain relation hip of GFRP-RC. 
hapter 7 di cu es an analytical approach that i u ed to develop a con tituti e 
relation to predict the crack spacings of GFRP-R panels under direct uniaxial and biaxial 
tension. The verification of the propo ed model is also pre ented. 
Chapter 8 deals with the calibration and implementation of a tension stiffening m del 
of GFRP-R in a general purpose finite element pr gram. 
Finally a summary of the current inve tigation and the conclusions reached ar g1 en 
m hapter 9. 
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Chapter 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter summarizes the literature pertaining to the ba kground and different pects 
ofth pre entre earch work. The first part of this chapter presents the gen ra1 charact ristics of 
c ncrete cracking. Th concrete tensile behaviour under direct tensi n i presented and 
discussed. Different previous constitutive models for predicting concr te tensil behaviour ar 
summarized. AI the results of previous re earch programs that w re c nducted to pr diet 
crack widths and pacing are pre ent d. A review of different code and era king mod I i 
given. The maj rity ofth research studie reviewed in this part were conducted on t 1-R . 
The econd part f this chapter provide a brief background on GFRP reinforcement The 
mechanical characteri tic of GFRP reinforcement bars ar pre en ted. Th current tate of the 
art about the serviceability and crack control of GFRP-R is summarized. Rele ant recent 
research work on cracking and t nsile behaviour f FRP-R i di cus d. 
2.2 Cracking of Concrete 
oncrete is a non-homogenous material characterized by weakness in ten ion and g d 
perfonnance under normal compres ion. Thu cracks are generally expected to cur in R 
tructures with or without prestres ing when th tensile stres exceeds th tensil 
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concrete. When a crack controlled de ign is conducted mall acceptable crack widths and a 
number of cracks can be achieved. However, excessive and wide cracks are unde irable. Th 
significance of cracks depends on the type of structure as well as the nature of the cracking. 
r instance cracks that are acceptable for building may not be acceptabl in liquid retaining 
structures (for example water tanks). Crack may solely affect appearance· indjcate ignificant 
structure disintegration, distre or a lack of durability. 
2.2.1 Plain concrete under ten ion 
oncrete subjected to uruaxial tension exhibits post-cracking softening behaviour similar 
to the response under uniaxial compression (Gopalaratnam and hah 1985). racked plain 
concrete shows strain softening associated with the localization of a ingle crack and a 
corre pending sharp tensile stress release (Hillerborg et al. 1976· Bazant and Oh 1983). A 
cracks start to develop th energy stored in the material e entually gets conv rted into fra tur 
energy. Hillerborg et al. (1976) first introduced the area under the stre -deformation curv and 
defined it as the 'fractur energy', G1(Figure 2-1 (a)). The definition of G1 identifie the n rgy 
needed to create a crack of unit length and unit width. This energy advance the opening of 
existing cracks and causes concrete t often at relatively high rates. The rate of crack 
propagation i mainly dependent on the concrete material propertie . For instance H 
exhibits a post-cracking resistance under direct tension. Howe er it was found that H 
appears to be more brittle and stiffer than . Marzouk and hen ( 1995) reported that for an 
N of fc = 35 MPa, G1is - 110 N/m while for H of fc = 75 MPa, ~ i - 160 /m. Aft r 
the peak load, th stress-deformation curve of H de cend more sharply than that of 
(Phillips and Binsheng 1993; Giaccio et al. 1993; Marzouk and h n 1995). 
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everal researchers studied plain concrete under biaxial stre e . Kupfer et al. 1969) 
showed that the ultimate strength of NSC under biaxial tension loads results in a strength 
almost equal to the uniaxial tensile strength. This means that the strength under tension is 
found to be independent of the stress-loading ratio (ji I h) where fi and h are the principal 
stre es. Hussein and Marzouk (2000) investigated H C under different biaxial I ading 
combinations. It was observed that the crack patterns and failure mode under biaxial stresse 
for the HS are similar to those of C. The investigators concluded that ther is no 
fundamental difference in the formation of crack patterns and failure modes due to the in rea e 
in the concrete compressive strength under different biaxial loading combinations. 
2.2.2 Reinforced concrete under tension 
The existence of reinforcement stiffe and engages the concrete between the cracks 
through local bond stress transfer associated with local bond-slip. This improves the softening 
beha iour by introducing the tension stiffening effect, which causes the average concrete stres 
in tension to gradually reduce to zero as the cracks progress extensively. Hence tension 
stiffening and local bond slip are an interconnected phenomenon, which is very difficult to 
isolate. Tension stiffening stress-strain characteristics are different from tho e of tension 
softening of plain concrete due to the presence of reinforcem nt and the effect of bond (Figur 
2-1 (b)). 
The tension stiffening behaviour is well established for teel-RC. Nonetheless it is 
worthwhile to introduce some of the basics of the tension stiffening behaviour. Thee concepts 
are described in detail in other references (Ghali and Favre 1994· Collins and Mitchell 1991 ). 
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onsider a R member that is subjected to an axial tension N (Figure 2-2). The R 
member can be a stand alone member under Nor a tension zone in a flexural m mber. The R 
member wiJl not crack until the stress in concrete exceeds its tensile trength. Hence in thi 
stage the member is free from cracks and the reinforcement and concrete undergo compatibl 
trains. This uncracked condition is referred a state 1 . When the tensile strength in concrete 
is exceeded cracks develop. At the crack location the tensile tre is assumed to be re isted 
completely by the reinforcement. The section at the crack location is fully cracked and thi 
condition is referred to as ' state 2'. The sudden increase in stress in the reinforcing bar 
pr duce train that is incompatible with the strain in the adjacent concrete and re ulls in 
widening of the crack. 
In a section situated between two cracks the bond between the concrete and reinforcing 
bars restrains the elongation of the bars and thus part of the tensile force in the reinforcement i 
transmitted to the concrete situated between the cracks. The stress and strain in the ection will 
be in an intermediate condition between states 1 and 2. This means that the strain in th 
reinforcing bar varies from a maximum value at the cracks to a minimum value midway 
between the cracks. The rigidity varies between consecutive cracks in a imilar way. The 
contribution of the concrete between cracks to the rigidity of the members is r ferred as 
tension stiffening . By ignoring the effect of tension stiffening it result in an overestimati n 
of deflection and crack width. 
As shown in Figure 2-3 the value of /1f:b repre ents the difference between the mean bar 
train and the strain of the bar at a fully cracked section. hi difference has a maximum value 
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!:J.E:cr at the start of cracking when N = Ncr· Mathematically a cracking dimens.ionle 
coefficients is introduced to represent the extent of cracking in the member where s = 0 fi r 
an uncracked ection (N < Ncr) 0 < s < 1 for a fully cracked ection. he alu f sis gi en 
by: 
S=l-(;;)' 
The mean strain in the reinforcing bar i : 
where eh2 is th bar strain at th cracked ection. Th 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
cond term f Eq. (2.2) 
( seb2 ) represents the upplementary of train in the reinforcing bar com par d with the strain in 
concrete. 
vera! re earch rs realized the importance of the tension stiffening effec n th r po 
of concrete structures. Goto (1971) described the mechanism of crack formation while testing 
R specimens under ten ion. The formation of cracks starts with the devel pment of the 
primary cracks at th cracking train. ext, internal cracks form al ng th d formed bar du to 
bond transfer to the surrounding concret in between the primary crack . A econdary 
transverse network of cracks may grow from the splitting crack du to insufficient c ncrete 
cover. As hown in Figure 2-4 with increasing distance away from the crack, the c ncret 
tre s i I than th cracking strength fer· The concrete stres will incr as until at m 
d.i tance I, the tre d.i tribution remains unaffected by the crack. Th I ngth I, is ften 
referred as the transfer length'. This l, i defined as th distance at which there is a significant 
change in the bar strain distribution. This means that the crack influence on the tr 
concrete is within a distance ± l, of the crack location. Hence, the next crack to develop should 
fonn outside th l,. The new crack can fonn anywhere else and the pacing between th 
cracks cannot be le s than l,. uccessive further cracks can form until ther remains no part of 
the member where the stress has not been reduced by cracking. When thi ccurs the resulting 
pattern is the so called 'stabilized crack pattern . 
The average crack width Wm of a crack is: 
(2.3) 
where Srrn is the average crack spacing; and Em is the average tensile strain of the member 
which is often referred to as member strain (B eby 1972· omayaji and hah 1981). 
The rm depend on the bond propertie amount of cover to the reinforcem nt and hape 
of distribution of tensile stress over the section. The next section covers a review of eral 
propo ed equations to predict crack width and pacing based on the r ults of different 
experimental investigations in the literature. 
2.3 Cracking Research on Steel-Reinforced Concrete 
Most of the early work was conducted on plain bars and is no long r rele ant with th 
current use of deformed bars. However, it forms the basis for most of the as umptions that are 
currently used. 
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The earlier work by Watstein and Parsons (1943) concluded that the major factor affecting 
the crack width and spacing for steel RC is the bar diameter to reinforcement ratio, (db I Ps) 
upon which there earchers propo ed Eq. (2.4) that i only applicable for axially R members. 
(2.4) 
where Wm is the mean crack width· 1 and C2 are coefficients that depend upon the di tribution 
and magnitude of bond strength and tensile strength of concrete· Is i the stre s in the 
reinforcement and ns is the modular ratio. 
Clark (1956) assumed that the crack width is proportional to (db IPs h - d) for flexural 
members instead of (db IPs) proposed by Watstein and Parsons ( 194 3) for direct tensi n wh re 
h is beam height; and dis the effective depth of longitudinal reinforcement. 
hi and Kire tian (1958) investigated the effect of concrete compressiv strength on th 
cracking behaviour. It was concluded that for a concrete compressive strength range of 14 - 41 
!vf?a (2000 - 6000 psi) crack widths are practically independent of the concrete trength. The 
most important aspect of their research is that they introduced the concept of an effective 
area" Ae.ffresisting the cracking which is the area of concrete surrounding the reinforcing bar. 
The concept of the Aeffis described in the next paragraph. 
The transfer of force between concrete and teel occurs at the interface between 
them through bond. The stress that develops in the concrete at a section is non-
uniformly distributed over the net cro s sectional area Ac. The stress value f concrete 
at different locations are dependent on the djstance to the reinforcing bar. Maximum 
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stress values occur in the region adjacent to the steel, and decrease off farth r away 
from the bar. This Ae.ff is less than the total area of concrete in tension. hi and Kir tian 
( 1958) assumed that the Ae.ff in tension is nearly (16 db)2• Later, everal code such as the B-
FIP ( 1990) and NBR (1992) adopted thi fact and de cribed a zone of effecti e c n rete 
which may carry tensile force. As shown in igure 2-5 the effective zone of tension 
surr unding each longitudinal reinforcing bar is commonly taken as a maximum of (15 dbl 
The tensile stress carried in this effective concr te area is assumed to be uniformly distributed. 
When the net concrete area of the section is less than the Aeffi then Aeff is taken as equal to the 
net area, or Aeff= Ac. Overlapping effective zones of tension which may re ult fr m adjacent 
ngitudinal bars are shared between the two adjacent bars. 
With the evolution of high strength deformed bars in the late 1950 , m r re earch was 
conducted by Watstein and Mathey (1959) and Hognestad (1962). By testing steel-R beam 
Hogn tad (1962) concluded that: (1) both maximum and average crack widths are 
proportional to steel stress, (2) deformed bars are much better in controlling cracks than plain 
bars, (3) crack width is less dependent on bar diameter for deformed bars (4) crack width i 
independent of concrete compressive strength, (5) concrete cover strongly affects the crack 
width and (6) the be t control of cracks i obtained by appropriate di tribution of reinfi rcing 
bars over effective area in tension. 
Br ms (1965) te ted 37 tension members and 10 flexural members reinforced with a ingle 
high trength steel bar. It was found that the average crack spacing nn is clo er to twice the 
cover thickne . Broms assumed that the elongation of concrete between cracks i small in 
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compari on to that of reinforcement and can be ignored. Broms assumed the foll wmg 
equations for rm and Wm: 
mr = 21 (2.5) 
(2.6) 
where t is the distance form the center of reinforcing bar to the nearest c ncrete urface. 
Gergely and Lutz (1968) performed a statistical analysis of different crack width equations. 
This study was performed due to the large scatter in the predictions of the equations available 
at that time. It was concluded that steel stre s is the most important factor that influ nee the 
crack width. Equation (2. 7) proposed by the re earchers was later adopted by the A I 318 
committee to calculate Wmar as follows: 
(2.7 
where lb i the bottom cover measured from the center of the lowest bar· Aeff i the effecti e 
concrete area around a single bar; &scr is the strain in the reinforcing bar at the crack location; 
and pis the factor accounting for strain gradient. 
Desayi and Kulkarni (1976) proposed a crack pacmg model . 2.8) based on 
equilibrium and compatibility relations for teel-R . The importance of this model is that it 
accounts for the effect of transverse bars on the crack spacing by introducing two terms in the 
denominator; namely term A = ;rdb1kb -rbu/bs1 and term B = db2 ft,b/bs2 • 
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mt I (2.8) 
where db1 and db2 are the bar diameters in longitudinal and transverse direction respectiv ly; 
bs1 and bs2 are the rebar spacings in longitudinal and tran verse directions re pecti ly· Tbu i 
the maximwn bond stress· k1 is the tensil tr ss factor which depends on the di tribution f 
tensile stress on the concrete area Ac11• The k1 is asswned equal to unity for a unifonn ten ile 
stress distribution. The kb is a constant that depends on the surface charact ri tic of the bar. 
D sayi and Kulkarni (1976) definedfih as the bearing stress exerted by a tran ers bar on th 
concrete as the magnitude of this stre s may al depend on the di tance f the bar from th 
exi ting crack. However, it was found that it is difficult to estimate such an am unt of tr 
thu for the sake of simplicity, it was as umed that on average, this bearing tre on alJ bars in 
crack spacing length is half of the tensile strength of concrete. 
Leonhardt (1977) found that stre in steel increases sudd nly after the cracking of 
concrete due to its tensile strength being exceeded by the tress due t the applied load . If th 
udden increase of steel stre is large, it may re ult in bond-slip and thus the resulting cracks 
can be due to a combination of bond-slip and internal cracking. Leonhardt asswned th 
following equations to find a value for nn and wm: 
1 
= - 1 +I rm 2 o 1 
(2.9) 
where 10 is the length of almost no bond stre s' and i given by th following equation: 
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/ = J: 2,cr d 
0 6500 b 
(2.10) 
wherefs2.cr (p i) is the stres in steel at the cracked ection immediately after cracking. 
The /1 represents active bond stress length where it can be calculated fr m the following 
expre ion: 
I db I = K, +0.1 - (2.11) 
p 
where K1 is a factor that depends on the minimum concrete co er and th acing between th 
longitudinal reinforcement. The Wm is given by: 
(2.12) 
where £52 i the teel strain at the cracked section· and Ern is the average train measured er 
the cracks defined as follow : 
(2.13) 
wherefs2.cr is the stre in steel at the crack; andfs2 = NIAs (where Nand As ar th axial tensi n 
force and steel area, re pecti ely). 
Beeby (1972 1979) pr posed the following expre ions for rm and wm: 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
where &m is the average gro s strain; and K i a constant depending upon the type of bar. 
Rizkalla and Hwang (1984) tested everal teel-R pecimens under tensi nand c mpared 
their results with equations proposed by Leonhardt (1977) and Beeby (1979). It was concluded 
that Eqs. (2.13) and (2.15) may underestimate the average gro train after cracking of 
ncrete. Rizkalla et al. (1983) also tudied the effect of transvers bars on the cracking 
beha iour of th t nsion specimens. It was found that the transverse bars a t era k initiators, 
and thus influence the crack pacing. The researchers modified the Le nhardt (1977) equati ns 
to reflect their experimental data and al to consider the effect of transverse bar pacing 
follows: 
2.16) 
To account for the effect of transverse bar spacing R. Eq. 2.16) i multipli d by a fa t r 
P where fJ= 0.96fR0·02, that: 
R =-R (2.17) 
rm 
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Based on everal tests on steel-R members ubj cted to ten ion, Haqqi (1983) introduc d 
a crack pacing model (Eq. 2.18) analogous t the Leonhardt (1977) m del. H wever it i in 
terms of the quare of Cc I db as follows: 
rm=0.06·(s_)
2 
+0.11 db 
db p 
(2.18) 
everal building codes have adopted the c ncept of combining bond- lip and int mal 
cracking failure as presented by Leonhardt (1977) and its deri ati . om m dificati ns 
ha e been incorporated to reflect mor experimental data. For instance, th NBR 19 2 
building code as umed the following fonn to calculate the rm: 
( )
2 
b d b 
=2· c +- +Irk -
m 1 lO "1 2 
Peff 
(2.19) 
wh re Cc is the clear concrete cover· b is th longitudinal bar spacing n t greater than 15 db)· 
kt i th bar urfac characteristic coefficient as mentioned· k2 i a c ffici nt that take into 
account the strain distribution over the cross s ction: k, = 0.125 ( e, ;:" ). Th effe ti 
reinforcement ratio PeJJ is the ratio of th teel reinforcement area As to th Ae.ff The AeJJ i 
calculated according to Figure 2-6 and d cribed as the part of th tensil zon that i umed 
to contribute effectively to resist tensile fi rces transferred fr m th r inforcement t th 
concrete by bond. 
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TheE 2 (2004) adopted the following equation to calculate nn· 
(2.20) 
wher db is the bar diameter Cc is the clear concrete cover; k1 is a coefficient that depend on 
the bond quality: equal to 0.8 for high bond bars and 1.6 for plain bars. or cracking du t 
r traint ( hrinkage), k1 is multiplied by 0.8, and k2 i a coefficient that depend on the shape of 
the train diagram. Thus k2 is equal to 0.5 in case of flexural m mbers i.e. bending moment 
without axial force while it is equal to 1.0 in case f axial tension. 1n th case of ccentric 
effective concrete tension zone of 15 db around each teel bar. 
Frosch (1999) recognized that thick concrete c rs and corro ion pr t ction technique 
are currently being used in RC structures. Fr ch pr po ed the following model t determin 
the Wnm- for unc ated and coated reinforcements: 
w =2 / , f3 d 2 +(....!!...)
2 
max E c 2 s 
(2.21) 
where f3 is a factor to account for strain gradient; Is is the reinforcement stre at rvice loads· 
de is the di tance from the extreme fibre in tension to the center of the r infi r ing bar that i 
cl e t to the urface· and b is the bar pacing. ro h propo d the II II wing equation to 
calculate the permi sible b: 
22 
=12a (2-~J b s 3 
as 
(2.22) 
where as is a reinforcement factor = ( 36 I fs ) rc . Here Yc reinforcement coating fact r: 1.0 for 
uncoated reinforcement; 0.5 for epoxy-coated reinforcement. 
Instead of placing a Limit on the maximum crack width Wmcn the I 318 (2005) building 
code adopted a major change by limiting the spacing of reinforcement for crack contr I. 
Hence, the code limits the reinforcement spacing to be: 
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b =--2.5cc 
Is 
(Imperial) (2.23) 
wh r Is (ksi) i the calculated stre s in reinforcement at service load· and Cc (in.) i the c1 ar 
concrete cover from the nearest surface in tension to the tension reinforcement. 
2.4 Tension Stiffening of Steel-Reinforced Concrete 
There are many model that have been propo d to d fine the tension stiffening beha iour 
for steel-RC found in the literature. Due to the large volume of work, a complete list i not 
possible. Only the key re earch work i swnmarized in the following paragraphs. 
Branson (1977) propo ed an approach to inc rporate the tension stiffening effi ct m 
flexural members through introducing the definiti n of effective mom nt of in rtia Ie that 
gradually decrease to the fully cracked moment of inertia fer. This approach was sub equentl 
adopted by both the ACI 318 (2005) and A A23.3 (2004) for deflection calculations. 
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a a 
(2.24) 
where Mer i th cracking moment" Ma i the applied moment; and 1g i the gro s moment of 
inertia 
A more general approach known as the load sharing approach is explained by ollins and 
Mitchell (1991) in which the tensile force i carried by both the reinforcement and concr t . 
Thi i based on an effective stres strain relation for concrete in tensi n. In thi case by 
plotting the average tensile stresse carried by concrete, the concr t stres gradually decrease 
in the po t cracking range which repre ents the gradual reduction in ti:ffue as cracking 
progre s. Figure 2-7 hows an ascending branch for the pre-cracking and a de cending 
branch for the post-cracking failure. The de cending branch repre ents th degradati n in th 
ncrete tre that can be carried by concrete as the cracks progr . Thi appr ach w 
initially proposed by canlon and Murray (1974) who sugge ted a step wi r du tion in the 
effective tres strain relation for concrete in ten ion after cracking. irnilar model w re 
propo ed by Lin and cordelis (1975) and Damjanic and Owen (1984). 
and ollins (1986) and ollins and Mitchell (1991) propo d the foll wing model t stimate 
th a erage tensile stress.fc,. 
(2.25 
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where fl1 is a factor that accounts for bond characteri tic ~ fh i a fact r accounting for 
sustained or repeated loading; and Ec1 i strain in concrete cau ed by tr 
Abrisharni and Mitchell (1996) found that the ten ion tiffening ffect decrea e a 
the bar diameter is increased. Larger bar sizes result in more plitting cracks that 
appear hawing a reduction in tension stiffening. It wa found that plitting crack are 
significant when the cover-bar diameter (ccfdb) ratio is le s than 2.50. Thu the 
re earcher propo ed a modification t Eq. (2.25) to be as follow : 
2.26 
where fh i a plitting crack factor. 
Link et al. (1989) derived a biaxial tension- tiffening model h wn in Eq. (2.27) that 
accounts for multiple g nerally oriented reinforcing Ia ers and cracks. The model was based 
n assuming an equi alent reinforcing ratio normal to the crack, which maintains train 
compatibility with the actual layers. However the bond lip was not account d in the propo d 
model which is as follow : 
2.27) 
where J;, and /, q are respectively, the equivalent layer stre e at cracking and the current 
equivalent layer stress s assuming no bond contribution. 
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t v ns et al. ( 1991 extended the work of Vecchio and o lli ns 1986 and pr po d a 
constitutive model for finite element analy is f two-dimensional R tructures. In the 
pr po ed model the average tensile tre in th concrete reduce exponentially from fer at 
cracking to a limiting value of a fer at larg tensile trains. The parameter a i a functi n f the 
reinforcing ratio and distribution. The equation pr po d to model the uniaxial concrete tensil 
response after cracking is as follows: 
(2.28 
where A, is th parameter that control the rate at which the re ponse d ca t the limiting 
alue. The propo ed model was extended to biaxial behaviour by modifying th value f at 
account for the orientation of the principle tensile train direction relative to the variou 
contributing group of reinforcement. 
Marzouk and hen (1993) tudied the beha i ur f H C ste 1-R lab from which the 
researchers proposed Eq. (2.29) to define the tension tiffening of H lab . Th r lation hip 
was based on an idealization of tension softening behaviour measured from direct tension te ts 
of H specimen . The relation was further calibrated to account for th tension tiffening 
behaviour. The calibration was done by modifying two incorporat d parameters· narn ly a 
and p according to the reinforcement ratio. 
(2.29) 
where &1 i the c ncrete tensile strain· and &10 i th concrete ten ile train at !,'. 
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The influence of using HSC concrete on tension stiffening wa further studied by other 
researchers. Lorrain et al. (1998) conducted an experimental program to describ the 
effects of H ( h up to 100 MPa) on the cracking and tension stiffening beha iour of 
steel-RC ties. The researchers concluded that tension stiffening effect i greatly impro ed 
at the crack formation phase and tends to decrea e during th stabilized phase, due to bond 
damage between the steel and HSC. However, the crack spacing is not ignificantly 
influenced due to higher concrete strength· but it is more influenced by the change in the 
r inti rcement ratio. 
Fields and Bischoff (2004) also studied the effect of using H on the ten ion 
stiffening and cracking of steel-RC members subject to uniaxial tension. It wa found 
that H C pecimens exhibit larger crack spacing than N C. In addition the H 
specimens exhibit larger amounts of tension stiffening than the companion N 
pecimens. After a significant deformation in the po t-cracking range, the ten ile 
r sponse of the HSC specimens approached that of the N specimens. It was 
concluded that as the bar diameter increases the beneficial influence f H on 
tension stiffening is reduced. 
Mitchell et al. ( 1996) studied the effect of epoxy coated reinforcem nt on ten ion 
stiffening and cracking of RC. The experiments were conducted using uniaxial steel-
R tension members made of NSC ( h = 30 - 35 MPa) and H (h = 66 - 90 MPa). 
The researchers concluded that pecimens reinforced with epoxy coated bar show 
larger crack widths than specimens reinforced with uncoated bars. There was no 
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significant difference in the ten ion tiffening between the ep xy coated reinforced 
pecimen and the uncoated ne . The researchers al o found that pecimens made with 
andH show the same degree of ten ion stiffening. H re ulted in small r 
crack width compared to tho e de eloped in pecimen. 
ho et al. (2004a, 2004b) conducted an experimental investigati n n teel-R pan I 
ubjected to biaxial tension. The researchers u ed the behaviour and th ory f R members 
ubjected t uniaxial tension, to d rive a tre s- train relationship of concr t in biaxial ten i n. 
The researchers defined the tension stiffening behaviour of the te ted panel Wld r uniaxial and 
biaxial tension by adopting the model propo ed by Okamura et al. (1985) (Eq. 2.30). arli r 
thi m del was found applicable to steel-R pan 1 ubject to in-plane tres es including hear 
(B larbi and Hsu 1994· lsu and Zhang 1996). ho et al. (2004b) propo d am dification in 
this model to reflect lower tensile stre e ex peri need under biaxial tensile I ads. 
(2.30 
wh re &: is the strain in concrete caused by str · &:r i the cracking train· and c i a tiffening 
parameter that repre ents the inclination in the tres -strain de cending branch and depend n 
the surface characteri ti of the bar (equal 0.40 for teet deformed bars). 
2.5 Background on FRP Composite 
FRP composite is defined as a polymer (plastic) matrix that is reirlfi reed (combined) with 
a fibre or other reinforcing material with a ufficient aspect ratio (length to thickne ) to 
provide a di cemable reinforcing function in on or more directions (A 2008). Th fibr 
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provide strength and stifine s to the composite and generally carry most of the applied I a . 
The matrix acts to bond and protect the fibres and provides transfer of tre fr m th fibre 
through shear stresses. The most common fibre types are glass (GFRP) carbon ( RP) and 
ararnid (AFRP). The matrix type are typically epoxie , polyesters inylest rs or phenolics. 
Glass has been the predominant fibre for many civil engineering applications becau e of an 
economical balance of cost and specific strength properties. Glass fibre are comm rcially 
available in E-glass which is the most widely used form of composite reinforcement. E-glass 
fibres have high electrical insulating properties low susceptibility to moisture and high 
mechanical properties. Glass is generally a good impact-resistant fibre, but dens r than carbon 
or aramid (ACI 440R 2007). 
FRP bars are commonly manufactured by pultrusion, which is a teclmique for 
manufacturing continuous lengths of · RP bars that are of constant or nearly con tant profile. 
The pultrusion process can be used to make FRP products with different profiles, such as r d 
beams channels plates etc. FRP bars are produced in various cross-sectional hape uch as 
round quare, rectangular, or as a reinforcing grid (Figure 2-8). Th resin urr unding the 
fibr s generally provides fairly smooth surface characteristic . Thus to improve the bond to 
concrete characteristics, the surface of the bars is usually sand coated, ribbed helically 
wrapped, or braided. 
2.5.1 FRP reinforcement material characteri tics 
FRP composites are different from traditional construction materials uch as teel or 
aluminum. The FRP bar are anisotropic, with the longitudinal axis being the trong axis. 
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nJike teel FRP campo ites may vary ignificantly from one pr duct t another. Fact rs, 
such as volume and type of fibre and resin fibre orientation, dirnen i nal effec and quality 
control play a major role in establishing pr duct characteristics. The m chanical pr pertie f 
FRP campo ite like all tructural material are affected by fact u h as moi ture 
ultraviolet ray loading hi tory and duration and fire and temperatur ( I 440 1996· I I 
2001). 
Ten ile trength - FRP bars and tendon do not exhibit any plastic beha i ur (yielding) up 
to their ultimate tensile strength. Figure 2-9 h w typical stress-strain r lati n hip £ r 
diffi rent type of RP reinforcement where such a relation i linear up to failure. 
Tensile elastic modulus- The tensile elastic m dulu of GFRP bars i approximately 25% 
that of teel. FRP bars usually have tensile elastic modulus in the rang of 40 to 55 GPa. 
However FRP tendons which usually empl y tiffer fibr ha e high r modulus than that 
ofGFRP bars by approximately three time (I I 2001). 
The tensile strength and modulus of elasticity stiffu.e ) are found to be d pend nt n 
different factors such as the fibre ratio fibre type bar diam t r and manufacturing conditi ns 
(Wu 19 O· A I 440.1 2001 ). In general glass fibre polymers achie e th 1 w t str ngth, 
while carbon and aramid fibre polymers achie e higher tr ngth (I I 200 1 ). The bar diarn ter 
affects the tensile properties· as smaller bars are more efficient. Thi is attributed to what i 
kn wn as shear lag wh re fibres near the uter urface are stressed more than tho e near the 
center of the bar aza 1991 · A I 440.1 2003 . 
Compressive strengtlt - FRP bars are weaker in compre ion than in tension. Thi i the 
re ult of difficulties in accurately te ring unidirectional composite in c mpression. Th 
difficulties are due to gripping and aligning procedure and the stability effect of fibr . 
ompr sive trength in the range of317 to 470 MPa has been r ported for GFRP bars having 
a tensile strength in the range of 552 to 896 MPa (Wu 1990). 
Compres ive elastic modulus- The compressive elastic modulus varies with FRP bar ize, 
type quality control in manufacturing, and length-to-diameter ratio of the specimen . In 
general, the compressive modulus of elasticity i approximately 70 to 80% of th ten ile 
modulus of elasticity (Bedard 1992· hallal and B nmokrane 1993). 
Shear strength - In general shear strength of c mposites is very low. Thi hortcoming 
can b overcome in most cases by orienting the FRP bars uch that they wi 11 r i t the axial 
loads through axial tension (A I 440 1996; I I 2001 ). 
2.5.2 Concrete-GFRP bond characteristics 
The tension force is transferred to the reinforcement through th b nd between the 
r inforcement and the urrounding concrete. Bond stre exist whene er the force in the 
tensile reinforcement changes. Bond between FRP reinforcement and concr te i developed 
through a mechani m nearly imilar to that of t l reinforcement and dep nds on FRP bar 
type, elastic modulus and urface deformation (A 1440.1 2006). The main differ nee in the 
mechanics of stress transfer between GFRP and steel arise due to the fa t that st 1 i 
compl tely homogenous but GFRP bar has a fibre reinforced plastic cor . Thi c re i 
en eloped by r sin rich outer layer that could be embedded sand particle or glass fibre 
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wound spirally in order to create undulation on th surface of the bar, which re ults in the 
following main differences as observed in several stuclies (Uppuluri et al. 1996; o enza et al. 
1997· Kanakubo et al. 1993; Makitani et al. 1993· aza and GangaRao 1993· Mal ar 1995· 
Tighiouart et al. 1998): 
tee1 reinforcem nt does not experience significant chemical adhe ion to concrete, but 
comm rcially available GFRP reinforcing bar generally ha e go d adhe ion du to and 
particles. The bond of G RP bar to concret depends mainly on adhe ion and fricti n 
while the l ad transfer through mechanical bearing depends on the urface deformation f 
th GFRP bar. H wever for st 1 it d pend mainly on the mechanical bearing for 
transferring bond. 
The re in-dependent strength may be lower than the concrete compressive trength, 
re ulting in a clifferent bond interaction from th teel reinforcement with failure damage of 
rib instead of cracking of concrete. Ther fore the failure tres es and trains in th 
longituclinal and transverse directions are very influential n bond beha iour. 
orne researchers bowed that the bond trength increases with increasing the concrete 
compre sive strength (R tti et al. 1995). Thi increa depends n th urface characteri tic 
of bars. The GFRP m oth bars are inadequate for use in R structure l w alu of bond 
trength appear in the bond-slip curve . Thi i attributed to the acti ati n of a friction 
mechanism with sub tantial damage of bar urfac , without cracks in the surrounding concrete 
( o nza et al. 1 997· Nanni et al. 1995). o enza et al. (1997) explained that fi r the f 
m th FRP bars the bond was found to be dependent on fibre and re in pr p rtie wh reas it 
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i n t affected by concrete strength. However, for the case of deformed RP bars, the b nd 
trength was b erved to be dependent on the concrete compre ive tr ngth. This is only th 
case when a bar po e es adequate characteristics to provide enough lateral confinement 
through bearing rib and the mechanical interlock mechanism. 
Benmokrane et al. (1996a) conducted pullout and beam te ts n RP-R . Th 
investigators found that the bond strength of GFRP i nearly equal to 60% to 9 % that of 
traditional tee! bars. It was concluded that the distribution of tensil and bond stre e al ng 
the embedment portion of GFRP reinforcing bars i nonlinear and imilar t that of ste I 
reinforcing bars. The bond str sses were found to be exponentially di tributed along the 
embedment length before de-bonding. Tighiouart et al. (1998) al o r ported that FRP bars 
how lower bond strength values by about 30% compared to the tee! rebars. Malvar (1994, 
1995 found that the GFRP bond trength increases with increasing th confining pr ur 
around the bar which i usually linked to the concrete ccldb. 
It was al found that the bond strength of G RP decrease with in reasing th bar 
diameter (Benmokrane et al. 1996a; ighiouart et al. 1998· Achillide and Pilakoutas 2004 . 
Thi characteristic i attributed to: (1) the embedment length effect as larg bar diam t rs 
require I nger embedment lengths to develop th same normal bond tre · (2 Poi n' ratio 
effect, as it can lead t slight reductions in the bar diameter as a re ult of 1 ngitudinal str 
The reduction in bond strength increase with bar size, which could lead to reduc d 
frictional/mechanical-locking stresse · (3) hear-lag effect, which occurs in larg r diam t rs 
betwe n fibres in core and the fibres in the outer diameter of th bar· and ( 4) t p bar ffi t, 
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larger diamet rs of the bar re ult in higher quanti tie of bleeding water trapped beneath th t p 
bars creating greater voids that reduce the contact interface between the bar and concrete. 
2.6 Cracking Re earch on GFRP Reinforced Concrete 
Most of the r earch related to cracking i b ed on te ting flexural membe . The arly 
experimental r arch conducted by Nawy and euworth (1971) showed that GFRP-R 
simply supported beams developed three to fi e times more cracks than in the corresponding 
reference steei-R beam . It was ugge ted that due to good bond at the int racti n urface 
between GFRP bars and concr te a larger nwnber of well-distributed crac i formed. at r, 
Nawy and Neuworth (1977) found that beams with lower percentag f FRP r inti rcem nt 
develop very t; w cracks whereas specimens with greater amounts f reinforcem nt develop 
larger numbers of considerably narrower cracks. The researchers propo d a m dification t 
the A I 3 18 ( 1971) equation, which was based on the erg ly and Lutz ( 1968) equati n, wh n 
appli d to FRP-R as follows: 
W = 0.002J1~dcA e (2.31) 
where fi i the F RP reinforcing bar tre · de is the concret cover measured fr rn the cent r of 
tension reinforcement· and Ae is the effective t n ion area of concrete urr unding the flexural 
t nsion r inforcement. 
Based on tests of FRP-RC beams Daniali (1990) showed that the am unt of RP 
reinforcement required to meet the rviceability requirements must be at least thr e time 
m re than that for teel. onfirrning thi conclu ion Faza and Gangarao ( 1 92) found that th 
existing A I 318 equation of crack width is in ali d., ince the modulu of lasticity of FRP i 
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approximately four time maller than that 6 r steel. The researchers propo ed th following 
expr ion to e timate the wmax-: 
(2.32) 
where jj i the maximum stress in the FRP reinforcement at service level I ad· Ae i th 
effective tension area surrounding the principal r inforcement divided by the numbers of bars; 
E1 is the elasticity modulus of FRP bars· !,' is the tensile trength of concrete· t'bu i the 
maximum bond tre ; and db is the bar diam ter. 
Benrnokrane et al. (1995) investigated the effect of the beam pan-to-depth ratio and 
urface deformation of GFRP bars on the flexural behaviour of concrete beam . The re ult 
were compared to steei-RC beams. The te ts re ult howed that cracking in the flexural span 
was mostly v rtical but at higher loads shear stress induced inclined cracks. rack formed in 
the GFRP-R pecimens were wider than those formed in the steel-R pectm n . 
Mahmood (2002) tested six concrete pri ms reinforced with GFRP-bars ( -bar type) ofth 
same dimensions as those tested by Jaccoud (1987) as hown in Figure 2-10. The pecimens 
had a total length of 2500 mrn with a tension zone length that was equal to 1 0 0 rnm for th 
measurements. Tests were conducted under axial impo ed train conditions. It was concluded 
that there was no substantial difference in the width of the first crack for both t 1 and G RP 
in the range of the strains that are commonly encountered in practice (i.e. up to - 1000 ~.u~). It 
was also found that th wmax- decreased with an increase in the reinforcement ratio. The 
experimental re ult howed that the first cracks initiated at the same impo ed strain fi r both 
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teel and GFRP. Finally, th researcher concluded that the crack pa ing did n t vary with th 
change f reinforcing material. 
Recently pina and Baki (2006) recognized the change in th A I 318 (2005) cod , 
wh re a crack pacing parameter was introduced ti r th first time. Th re arch rs proposed an 
alternative model for flexural crack control of FRP-R members. The following expr ion 
was propo ed to determine the maximwn bar spacing of FRP bars in FRP-R b am and 
ne-way Jab : 
(2.33) 
where fr and E1 are the reinforcing bar tre and bar modulus of lasticity re pecti el c 1 
the concrete cover; and kb = 1.4 for limiting crack widths of0.7 and 0.91 mm. 
FRP bars are corro ion resi tant; therefore most of the current d ign guid lin for FRP-
R allow wider cracks. rack width limitations are introduced onl wh n there ar aesth ti 
reas ns concern about personal safety, hear effects and where leakag i a c ncem. Th 
limits of w,/la\" ary based on different conditions uch as: the expo ure type (i.e .. internal or 
xtemal) aggre iven s ofthe envir nment type of tructure (wh ther the int nded use ofth 
tructur may be affected by cracking) visibility of concrete surface and anticipated life of 
the structure (I I 2001 ). 
The J (1997) c n iders only aesthetic in tting a maximum allowable crack width f 
0.5 mm (0.020 in.). A 806 (2002) implicitly allows crack widths of 0.5 rnm (0.020 in) for 
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exterior exposure and 0.7 mm (0.028 in) for interior exposure when FRP r inti rcement i 
used. ACT 440.1 (2006) follows the limits of the SA 8806 (2002). 
I I (2001) recommends that the width of cracks allowed for RP-reinforced m mbers to 
be 1.7 or 1.5 times the value allowed for steel-reinforced members. ISIS (2001) assume that 
the ratio between crack widths of FRP and steel-reinforced beams is 5/3. The width of crack 
is assumed to be proportional to the strain in the reinforcement. Thu the allowable strain and 
tre in the RP reinforcement at service is: 
(2.34) 
where efrps is the FRP strain· and Bs is the allowable steel train at service load. The 
maximum strain in FRP, 2000 x 10-6 is the limiting factor for crack width. When 
applicable, thiS Strain may be increased Up tO 3000 X IQ-6• 
Some research studies are carried out to identify the applicability of the Gergely and Lutz 
(1968) equation for FRP-R (Gao et al. 1998· Masmoudi tal. 1996). I I (2001) adopted th 
Gergely-Lutz (1968) equation (Eq. 2.35) to evaluate the crack width for certain applications. 
orne modifications were incorporated in the original equation to take into account the bond 
characteristics ofFRP. However the modifications have been d veloped fi r a pecific typ 
ofFRP reinforcement, and therefore, their use is limited. 
( I) (2.35) 
where Es is the modulus of elasticity of steel; jj is the stress in RP reinforcement at the 
location of a crack; h1 is the distance from the centroid ofthe reinforcement to then utral axi; 
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h2 i the di tance from the extreme tension face to the neutral axi · de i the concrete c r 
measured from the center of tension reinforcement· and Ae is the effi ctive tension area f 
concrete surrounding the flexural tension reinforcement and ha ing the arne centroid as that 
reinforcement, divided by the number of bars. For FRP bars with inferi r bond quality kb > 
1.0 and for FRP bars with superior bond quality kb < 1.0. Gao et al. (19 8 proposed thr e 
value for thi factor, including 0.71 1.00 and 1.83 for three djfferent typ ofGFRP bars. 
The A I 440.1 (2006) adopted the A I 318 (2005) provisi ns t control cracking through 
the maximum reinforcement spacing. Thi i based on the Fro ch (199 ) m del that m dified 
the rnpirical equation by Gergely and utz (1968). The maximum probabl crack width fi r 
FRP-reinforced members is calculated using the foll wing expr s ion: 
(2.36) 
where fi is the FRP reinforcement stress· E1 is the reinforcement modulus of elasticity· fJ i th 
ratio of distance between the neutral axis and tension face to distance between the neutral axi 
and centr id of reinforcement; de is the thickne of co er from the t nsion face to cent r of 
closest bar· and b is the bar pacing. The k b term i a fficient that accoun for th degree of 
bond between the RP bars and urrounding concr te. 
For FRP bars having bond behaviour that is similar to uncoated teel bar kb = 1.0. r 
FRP bars having bond behaviour that is inferior to st el k b > 1.0 For FRP bar having bond 
beha iour that i uperior to teel kb < 1.0. The A I 440.1 (2006) rec gnizes that further 
research is required to obtain more data for commercially available RP m th bars r when 
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there is unknown information about the FRP bars so it assumes a consetvative value for kb = 
1.4. 
2. 7 Tension Stiffening of FRP Reinforced Concrete 
erviceability of FRP-RC flexural member i de cribed in terms of deflection and 
cracking. FRP-RC members have a relatively small tiffne s after cracking. on equently, 
pennissible deflections under service loads can control the design (ACI 440.1 2006). In 
general, de igning FRP reinforced cross ections after concrete crushing failure satisfie 
erviceability criteria for deflection and crack width (Nanni 1993; GangaRao and Vijay 1997· 
Theriault and Benmokrane 1998). Deflections should be within acceptable limit impo ed by 
the use f the tructure. 
The prediction of deflection and crack width for RC flexural members requires proper 
evaluation of tension stiffening. Thus, tension tiffening behaviour of FRP-R has been the 
focus of everal research studies carried out mostly on flexural members such as on way slabs 
and beams. 
A I 440.1 (2006) adopts the ACI 318 (2005) methods to control the deflection f n -way 
flexural members. This is done by mandating a minimum thickne of the member. Based on 
work by Ospina et al. (2001), A I 440.1 (2006) recommends generic alue for maximum 
pan ratio limitations corre ponding to the limiting cUIVature associated with the targ t 
deflection span-ratio q. 2.37). 
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(2.37) 
ratio; l i span length; h is miniimun thickness; and K1 is a parameter that accounts for 
boundary conditions. 
The above expression is valid for any type of reinforcement. The suggested equation 
as urnes no tensile contribution from concrete between cracks which is referred to as tension 
stiffening. To consider the effects of tension stiffening, the values resulting from Eq. (2.37) are 
m dified by the ratio of effective and fully cracked moments of inertia computed at rv~ce 
l ad level. The Ie i calculated based on Bran on equation (1977) developed n r teel-R 
beams (Eq. 2.24). Branson's equation reflect two different phenomena: variation of EI 
ti:ffues along the member and the effect of concrete tension stiffening. 
Yost et al. (2003) tested 48 beams reinforced with G RP bars. Their test re uJts howed 
that upon cracking the l e decayed very quickly from Ig to a level very clo e to fer· This means 
that the transition from gross to cracked section does not occur in the gradual manner as 
predicted by the current l e formula (Eq. 2.24). This reduced tension tiffening may be 
attributed to the lower modulus of elasticity and different bond stre level for the GFRP 
reinforcement compared with those of teel. 
Re earch done by outanji and aa:fi (2000) demonstrated that the degre of tension 
stiffening of GFRP-RC beams is affected by the amount and tiffue of the flexural 
reinforcement and relative reinforcement ratio (PJ I Ph)· where Ph i the balanced reinforc m nt 
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ratio. Yost et al. (2003) concluded that becau e beam stiffhe s decrease o abruptly upon 
racking the basic nonlinear form of Bran n equation is inherently a po r model for GFRP-
R beams. Gao et al. (1998) also concluded that to a count forth reduced tension tiffening 
in FRP-R members a modified expre i n for th Ie is required. Hence it was £ und that 
Branson s equati n in its original form o ere tirnat the le of FRP-R beam pecially 
Lightly reinforced beams implying a le er degr e of tension stiffening than in comparable 
steel-R beams (Nawy and Neuwerth 1977; Benmokrane et al. 1996b; ng l et al. 1999· 
Toutanji and aafi 2000). Therefore, A I 440.1 (20 6) adopted a m djfi d expre ion for 
Branson equati n which i gi en by Eq. (2.38). 
J =(Mcr)3 R [ +[1-(Mcr)3]/ '5,/ 
e M fJd g M cr g 
a a 
(2.38) 
wher /3d is a reduction coefficient related to th r due d ten ion tiffening exrubited by FRP-
R members calculated as: 
(2.39) 
Razaqpur et al. (2000) pr po ed a method for determining deflecti ns of FRP-R beam 
by as uming that th moment curvature relation of FRP sections i linear in the pre-cracked 
and po t-cracked tage and that the ten ion tiffening effect can be ignor d. Bi h ff (2005) 
uggested other method to calculate the Ie that ar not based on Branson' equation. 
Few studies ha e been conducted t in e tigate the cracking beha iour and t nsion 
tiffening of RP-R under direct tension. Mo t of the tuilie found in the literature examme 
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the tension- tiffening of FRP-RC using simple uniaxial tension m mbers. Aiell et al. (2002 
c nducted a preliminary investigation to evaluate the tension stiffening of RP-R under 
uniaxial tension from which it was concluded that th re i a ignificant tension stiffening 
contribution, which i very influential and effecti e in reducing the strain of R.P rei® rcing 
bars. It was also concluded that the ccldb influences th tension tifferung. For optimal de ign, 
it was recommended to use ccldb value f3. 
Bischoff and Piaxio (2004) tested eight axial t n ion members reinfi reed either with a teel 
r GFRP-bar ( -bar type). All specimens were 1100 mm in length with a typical cro - ection 
of 100 x 100 rnrn. Thr e bar wameters wer te ted· namely, 12.7 15.9 and 19.0 nun. ln 
contrary to the other di cussed re earch on GFRP-R beam there earcher concJud d that 
for any giv n value of the member strain, the G RP-R exhibits greater ten ion stiffening than 
the steel-R: igure 2-11 ). The re earchers attributed that to the lower FRP modulu f 
elasticity. Thus the bare G RP re pon has l inclined lope and mor trains can 
reached. Therefore the wfference betwe n the member response and GFRP bare barr pon , 
which repre ents the ten ion stiffening i higher than the steel-reinforc d member. The 
re earch rs al o howed that cracks in GFRP-R d elop at much higher strain alue than 
tho e in steel-R: resulting in a crack pattern that i not as likely to reach it tabilized tage 
under service loads. Hence despite the ob rved increase in tension stiffening and similarity in 
the final stabilized crack pacing (for the te ts reported in this paper) concr te rei nil reed with 
FRP will have larger crack widths because of both an increase in crack pacing whil th 
cracks are till de eloping and lower stiffuess of the bar. Bischoff and Paixao (2004) prop d 
a c nstituti e model for tension stiffening (Eq. 2.40) as fi llow : 
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2.40) 
The model indicates that the effect of modulus of elasticity of th reinforcing bar has a 
maj r influence on the tension stiffening re pons of a GFRP-R element. 
ooriyaarachchi et al. (2005) conducted an experimental investigation on FRP-R 
uniaxial tension members. everal test parameters were examined which included th 
influence of concrete trengths (50 MPa and 90 MPa) reinforcement ratio (0.56% - 1.27%) 
and bar diameters ( 13 mm and 19 mm). The GFRP bars used were peciall manufactured 
with internal strain gauges to measure the strain patterns occurring betwe n era ks during 
dir ct tensi n te ts. The test results showed that there is an appreciable am unt f ten i n 
tiffening contribution that exists in GFRP-R members. This t nsion stiffening increas with 
d creasing the reinforcement ratio and increasing the concrete strength. H we er, the 
researchers did not observe significant change in tension stiffening due to changing the bar 
diameter at a constant reinforcement ratio. It was also concluded that th bond str 
di tribution ugge ts that a degree of bond damage takes place initially near th cracks and 
th n progre se along the bar with increasing load. The re arch also howed th B-FIP 
(19 0) model . 2.41) gro sly overestimates the tension tiffening effect particular! at a 
low reinforcement ratio. The research al showed that e en with th impl mented 
modificati ns f the A I 440.1 (20 ) to account for the bond, the A I equati n o er timat 
th tensjon stiffening effect. ooriyaarachchi et al. (2007) proposed a rn dification in the 
FIP ( 1990) model for estimating the ten ion stiffening by changing the bond d gradation fa tor 
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k in Eq. (2.41) to account for the difference in the bond behaviour f the GFRP reinforcement 
as follows: 
(2.41) 
where h er = rebar stress at crack = Ncr = l (-1- - 1 + n 1 J 
AI Pr 
AI- unna et al. (2006) conducted an experimental inve tigation on GFRP-R beam to 
tudy their tension-stiffening behaviour. The researchers tested a total of six beam reinforced 
with GFRP bars. To correlate the beam tests to tension member te ts, the beams had a 
reinforcement ratio of about 0.4% which corresponds to a ratio of about 1.25% for an R tie in 
the t nsion zone. It seem that this was calculated based on an Ae.u equal to (l5dbi that i th 
used for steel RC. The researchers compared their findings with test result reported by 
ooriyaarachchi et al. (2005) who conducted their research on R members ubject to uniaxial 
tension. It was concluded that in the pre-cracking and crack formation phases the tre versus 
a erage strain relationship for a GFRP-RC tension tie hould not be different from that of a 
teel RC-tie. However in a flexural member a tension tie develops progre si ely under 
cracking until it becomes a fully defined tie at the end of the crack formati n phase. Hence 
the first part of the stres -average strain relationship does not have any re emblance to a 
tension tie; it is a curve that shows reduction of stiffness as additional cracks form. Howe er 
the end of the curve clearly identifie the beginning of the stabilized cracking phase. Therefi re 
it was concluded that, contrary to the case of steel reinforcement, the amount of GFRP 
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reinforcement seem to have a negligible effect on tension stiffening in the stabilized cracking 
phase. The re earchers concluded that for a practical range of rein£ rcement ratios the 
tabilized phase can be reasonably estimated by an av rage modulus of elasticity which i 
about 10% higher than the modulus of the bare bar. The re earchers ob rved that ten i n 
tiffening is much lower for GFRP than steel bars. This was attributed t th relati ely high 
I vel of bar strains involved for G RP. 
ayal and Rasheed (2006) conducted a study to develop effective tension tiffening model 
parameters for nonlinear analysis of concrete beams reinforced with steel and GFRP bars. The 
re archers ugge ted an incremental iterati e numerical analysis pr cedure to study th 
n nlinear behaviour of beams in which a tension-stiffening model has a udd n drop at first 
cracking followed by a bilinear de cending branch. The r earchers agreed with th 
conclusion of Bi choff and Paixao (2004) that FRP-R exhibits greater tensi n tiffi ning 
than steel-R pri rns at any level of axial strain. The mo t ignificant effect is that GFRP 
reinforcement, with its lower axial stiffue s offers ub tantially I nger lasting ten i n 
stiffening effect due to the lower bond stre ses tran ferred to concr te leading concrete in 
between cracks to provide larger stiffening prior to the progressive initiation of econdary 
crac . Accordingly, it was concluded that the contribution of tensi n tiffening t th global 
response increases for the lower reinforcement tiffness of similar reinforcement ratio . Thi 
conclusion defie the n tion derived from the term ' stiffening that a high r ratio of th 
reinforcement or reinforcement tiffness means higher ten ion stiffening effects. 
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2.8 Summary and Conclusions 
This chapter presents a general backgrmmd relevant to this research. GFRP-reinforcement 
is deemed to be a promising advanced material that could completely sub titute steel 
reinforcement vulnerable to corrosion. Cracking and tension stiffening are two important 
phenomena that play a major role in the non-linear analy i of RC and establi hment of 
s rviceability requirements that include basically crack width and deflections. The re iew of 
the available literature reveals orne issues that can be summarized as follows: 
1. The main point of agreement between researchers is that the tension stiffening model 
for FRP bars is likely to be very different from that of steel bars. It also appears that the 
main factors that influence the tension stiffening behaviour are the reinforcement ratio 
and bar modulus of elasticity. Most research concludes that GFRP-R has less tension 
stiffening contribution, and thus the deflection calculations may be inaccurate using the 
currently available equations. 
2. However, there are also some research which contradicts the above conclusions and 
shows that GFRP-RC in fact, has a significant tension stiffening contribution (Bischoff 
and Paixao 2004; Nayal and Rasheed 2006). Kaklauskas et al. (2007) concluded that 
further research is needed to develop a universal tension stiffening relationship 
applicable to different reinforcing materials. 
3. Most of the available design provisions of FRP-RC focus on the limitations f crack 
width. To the best of the author's knowledge, there is no available equation that 
exclusively predicts the crack spacing for FRP-RC. The nwnerous possible combinations 
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of resin matrix fibre and surface treatments have a direct impact on the crack spacing 
and profile of bond stress between cracks. A generalized approach may need to be 
established, which relates the cracking to each FRP bar type. The few available studies 
may not be enough to ascertain the cracking behaviour and tension tiffening mechani m 
ofGFRP-RC that are affected by different parameters. 
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Chapter 3 
DESIGN A D CONSTRUCTION OF THE TE T ETUP 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the design and construction stages of a te t tup that is required t 
carry out the experimental inve tigation at MUN. The main function of thi tup is to te t the 
R panels under uniaxial and biaxial direct tension. The test setup i al de ign d to 
accommodate panels with different sizes and configurations. 
The first part of thi chapter is a brief review of previous te t setup that were used to 
xamine the behaviour of steel-R panels under in-plane stre es. Th cond part of the 
chapter addresses the design concept and provid a d tailed de cription of th test etup and 
its preparation stages. Finally a description of the experim ntal equipm nt, instrumentation 
and data acquisition system is provided. 
3.2 Literature on Previous Test etups 
R specimens that have the shape of panel or hell elements allow for the influ n of 
multiple bar layers to be investigated. The technique of te ting R panel i practically simple 
yet reasonably accurate, and it could eliminate many complicated difficulties associated with 
testing full- cale or prototype models of the RC tructures. 
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Few re earch programs have been conducted to test R panel subject to in-plane str 
ince the 1970s there has been a growing interest in the nuclear power industry. Thu 
re earch projects were carried out on concrete panel that were used to imulate portions of th 
walls of nuclear reactors. The experimental data collected are significantly helpful in 
e tabli hi:ng the d ign requirements for such important facilitie . At the niversity of Alb rta, 
MacGregor et al. (1980) tested several reinforced and prestres ed wall segments (800 x 800 x 
260 nun) that were quarter sized model of parts of the walls of secondary nuclear c ntainment 
ves 1 . The segments were loaded by unjaxial or biaxial tensile load . In this project, a special 
I ading apparatus was utilized. The loading apparatus was made of steel ecti n as shown in 
Figure 3-1. The loading apparatus had a 6227 kN (1400 kips) capacity MT testing mac!Une. 
The MT loading head applied a circumferential' load on the specimen. A pecially de ign d 
l ad frame and four 890 k:N (200 kips) hydrauJic rams were used to apply a ' longitudinal' load 
to the specimen. The test specimen was turned 90 degrees so that th circumfer ntial I ad 
(horizontal in the prototype) was applied vertically in the laboratory. The design was 
recommended so that the large capacity of the MTS machine couJd apply the larger of the two 
loads. The vertical te t load were controlled by the MT electro-hydraulic loading c ntrollers. 
The horizontal loads were applied by tension rams that were controlled by a manually operated 
console w!Uch used air to apply pr s ure to the hydraulic fluid. 
ho et al. (2004a; 2004b) used another technique to test steel R panels under uniaxial and 
biaxial direct tension. Their research project imulated an actual respo e of the cracking 
behaviour and tensile response of a teel-RC structure of nuclear containment tructure walls. 
As shown in Figure 3-2, the test setup i made of a steel reaction frame with thr hydraulic 
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jacks that were mounted on each side of the frame. The steel bars were passed through slot in 
the frame and then into a hole in the hydraulic jacks. Four steel couplers were utilized t 
accommodate an increased number of reinforcing bars that were subjected to tension. The 
setup was used to test specimens with a side that is up to 1500 mm and thickne of 600 mm. 
Earlier Oesterle and Russell (1980) used a large apparatus to test steel-R panel und r 
biaxial tension and shear stress loading cases to simulate parts of nuclear containment 
tructure . Their apparatus consisted of a pre tressed concrete reaction frame biaxial and hear 
hydraulic loading systems and instrumentation. The pre tressed concrete reacti n fram was 
about 6 x 6 m in plan and 1.5 m in height. This test etup i relatively similar to that of ho et 
al. (2004a) in terms of placing the specimen horizontally and also passing the loading rod 
through slots in the reaction frame to be coupled to the orthogonal steel in the pecirnens. 
There have been other r search projects related to steel-RC panel with special fo us on 
hear behaviour and field theories uch as the "Pan I Element Te ter' devel p d at th 
University ofToronto (Vecchio and ollins 1982) and the" niversal Panel Te ter d veloped 
at the niver ity of Houston (H u et al. 1995). 
As seen from the literatur previous research primarily investigated the behaviour of teel-
R panels under in-plane stresses. To the best ofthe authors knowledge, there i no re earch 
work in the literature that deals with FRP-RC panels under direct tension· especial! biaxial 
tension. 
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3.3 Main Challenges of Testing FRP Bars under Tension 
esting FRP bars under ten ion has been relatively challenging, due to the different 
mechanical characteristics of the commonly produced FRP bars compared to conventional 
teel bars. The conventional gripping ystem of the universal testing machine usually cau 
crushing of the FRP bars inside the grips leading to premature failure. The relati ely I w 
friction nature of the FRP bar surface could lead to slippage, causing errors in the load-
displacement relations recorded during testing. There are several sugge ted techniques that 
adopt almost the same principle which is protecting the FRP bar between the grips and 
transferring forces to the bars. Thi is a typical concept in several r earch, uch as te 
conducted by Pleinmann (1991) Porter and Brane (1991) Faza and GangaRao (1993), and 
the testing techniques that are recommended in A TM 03916 (2002) and A I 440.3 (20 4). 
FRP bars were protected by injecting epoxy or grouting around the bar ends, and thu pulling 
from th se end al lowing a relatively smooth transfer oftension to there t of the bar with ut 
experiencing premature crushing of the bar in ide the machine gripping head . 
All of the previous techniques could not be directly used in the current inve tigati n, where 
the objective was to te t concrete panels orthogonally that were reinforced with multiple Ia ers 
f RP bars. 
3.4 MUN Test Setup 
The main purpose of the test setup that was de igned and built at MUN i to simulate dir ct 
tension loads at the boundaries of the GFRP-R panels. The tension load ar applied eith r in 
th uniaxial or biaxial in-plane directions. The preliminary as e sment to fabricate a cornplet 
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te t etup made of steel showed that large steel section sizes are required in order to minimize 
the deformation under high loading. This would have required relatively high initial costs of 
manufacturing, due to the high prices of tee! and labour costs. Therefore it was d cided that a 
combination of concrete and steel cross-sections will be used to manufacture the setup as 
de cribed in the following subsections. The de ign has relati ely high cro - ecti n tiffu 
and reduces the total costs of the test setup. 
The construction of the setup was completed o er different stage as explained in th 
following ctions. During the preliminary design stages of this research project, the main 
challenge is testing GFRP-RC panels in direct tension without the common gripping problem 
that the e type of bars tend to experience, as mentioned in the previous section. In addition 
the test panels are reinforced with vera! bars in more than one layer which increas the 
complexity of testing. As mentioned in the previous review of imilar setup the re earchers 
used load actuators, prestressed hydraulic center-hole (hollow) jacks or steel coup! rs that are 
suitable for tensioning of the steel bars. This is a standard procedure in all of the te t setup that 
deal with steel. Testing GFRP bars is relatively more difficult than testing tee! bars due t the 
gripping problems of G RP. either the hollow jacks nor the couplers could be u d. G RP 
bars have relatively weak strength in the transverse direction and some bar type have im rior 
bond strength. The GFRP weakness in the transverse direction can re ult in bar crushing if 
over gripped to stop any slippage that could develop while using the e type of jack . A1 o, 
GFRP bar types with inferior bond strength will r quire a longer devel pment length to 
prevent lippage. These issues are more challenging fort sting the panels under two different 
cases of loading; i.e. uniaxial and biaxial. Moreover the etup is designed to accommodate 
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different specimen sizes, bar diameters bar types and vanous bar spacing and I ading 
conditions. This allows flexibility in using this setup for any future research. 
The de ign concept of the setup is to effectively and ecurely transfer the ten ion load to 
the GFRP bars and consequently, to the panels. Thi hould be achieved without experiencing· 
or at least minimize, any additional transverse stres e that can cause premature failllf . In 
addition there hould not be any potential slippage during the applicati n of th tension load 
to the GFRP bars. 
After investigating several design alternatives and carrying out some test trials, the final 
de ign of the test etup is shown schematically in Figllfe 3-3. A ectional elevation of the tup 
is shown in Figure 3-4. The test etup consists of five main components: (1) a R fi ed 
reaction frame· (2) four moving walls on the four side of the fram · (3) a hydraulic loading 
y tern· (4) a gripping system behind each moving wall· and (5) instrumentation and data 
acquisition system. A d tailed description of each component i given in the following 
secti ns. 
3.4.1 RC fLXed reaction frame 
The R fixed reaction frame is designed to sustain the reactions of the hydraulic jacks that 
push back on the moving wall and therefore transfer the loads to the specimen thr ugh the 
GFRP bars. The GFRP bars are connected to the gripping block behind the mo ing wall . 
The frame is square in plan with side dimensions of 2200 mm and a h ight of 750 mm. 
The frame has a R base that was cast m nolithically with the frame wall to form an L-shape 
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as shown in the elevation of the test setup (Figure 3-4). The frame is fixed to the flo r slab of 
the structural laboratory which is a one-meter thick RC slab. The laboratory structural floor 
was originally constructed with grid-holes spaced at 600 mm in orthogonal directions. The 
frame is fixed using eight steel anchor bolts passing through the holes. Each anchor bolt is 
about 60 mm in diameter and threaded at its two ends for placing washers and nuts to flX the 
frame to the 'floor. 
The frame is reinforced using a combination of deformed steel bars and plates. The 
deformed steel bars conform to Canadian CSA Standard Grade 400 while the steel plate 
conform to CSA 040.20/040.21 (2004). Eight steel plates (580 x 380 x 20 rom) are welded to 
the four sides of the frame to the steel reinforcement cage. The purpose of the steel plate is to 
provide a surface for the hydraulic jack reaction in order to uniformly sustain the high local 
stresses that are expected to develop in the corner regions of the frame. 
After placing the reinforcement in the fabricated formwork a ready-mix concrete 
delivered to cast the frame (Figure 3-5). The maximum aggregate size u ed in the concrete is 
limited to 10 rnm to accommodate the placing in a relatively heavily reinforced member. 
Moreover, special care is paid towards the casting and compaction of the concrete using 
electrical vibrators. Special attention is given during the casting and finishing of the concrete 
surface of the frame. After casting, the R frame is covered by polyethylene sheets and wet 
burlap. In order to minimize any shrinkage effects water-spray curing is applied regularly 
twice a day for more than 15 days. The formwork is then removed from around the frame that 
is kept in ambient laboratory temperatures. The average compressive strength of the cylinder 
of the used concrete is 42 MPa after 28 days. 
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Eight steel hooks are placed in the frame to facilitate its handling in the laboratory area. 
The weight of the frame is about 6.0 tons which is the appropriate handling weight using the 
existing overhead cranes in the structural laboratory. The cran s can handle a maximum 
loading capacity of 1 0 tons. 
3.4.2 Moving walls 
The purpose of the moving walls is to transfi r the loads from the jacks to the gripping 
blocks and therefore, pulling th GFRP bars in each direction. These wall are free-to- lide 
over the flo r under the loads of the hydraulic jacks whil their reactions act back on the fi ed 
reaction frame. 
Four identical moving walls surround the fixed frame and are placed at a suitable distan e 
from the ftxed frame. The moving wall are de igned and constructed of compo ite ections f 
R and steel plates. Two steel plates (1620 x 645 mm and 16-mm in thicknes ) are u ed at the 
front and back side of each wall. The steel plate are connected to the steel box s forming 
seven slots in each wall and enabling the reinforcing bars to pass through the wall to the 
gripping concrete block. 
The steel sections of the walls are fabricated and the teel reinfi rcement bars are 
appropriately placed inside each walJ as shown in Figure 3-6 (a). A ready concret mix i u d 
to cast the concrete in the wall forms that are made of the steel plates and enclo ing the steel 
reinforcement bars to form the total ection of the moving wall. The 6 ur wall are made 
identical in their dimensi ns. The total dimen ion of a typical moving wall are 1620 x 660 
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mm and 300 mm in thickness. The total weight of each wall is about 1.0 ton and each wall 
has two steel hooks on top to facilitate handling during usage with the o erhead cranes. 
A steel base plate i installed around the .fixed :fram . Four ste I plates of 16 mrn thick. 
were used. After casting the moving walls are po itioned over the base teel plate . A hown 
in Figure 3-6 (b) at the bottom of each moving wall a hard plastic heet i mechanically 
attached to the concrete surface by using counter-sink screws to eliminate friction and facilitat 
tiding. 
3.4.3 Hydraulic 01 tem 
Figure 3-7 hows a schematic diagram of the hydraulic y tern used to control th appli d 
loads and its different components. Eight double-acting cylinder jacks are used to apply loads 
in the four main dir ctions of the fixed reaction frame· two jacks are placed n each id of the 
setup. These are double-acting jacks with a total maximum capacity of 4000 kN in pushing and 
1920 kN for pulling per the direction. Each jack has a maximum str ke of 300 rnrn. All f th 
jacks have tilt saddles to accommodate any potential eccentricity. 
The eight jacks are connected together with a closed pipe (hydraulic ho e) y tern and an 
electric hydraulic pump. The hydraulic pre ure i distributed by u ing four manifl Ids and 
alves located at de ignated points aero the y tern. The main purpo i t uniformly 
di tribute the hydraulic pre: sure in the biaxial direction in order to a oid an potential 
eccentricity. The hydraulic pump has an oil r ervoir with a capacity of 40 litres and an ability 
to apply pre sure up to 70 MPa over the y tern with an oil flow that i equal t 2 litres/min. 
The jacking forces are designed to apply the load in the two directions with the required 
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I ading ratio. The load pre sures are measured through two pre ur gaug of th dial type, 
with ne connected in each direction. Two pres ure tran due rs are connected t the y tern t 
directly measure the hydraulic pre ure and directly tran fer electrical ignal to the data 
acquisition ystem for recording the load level in each direction. 
wo jacks are installed on each side of the frame and aligned between th fixed frame and 
m ving wall . te I floor beams are u ed to position the hydraulic jacks at the required 
po ition le el. 
3.4.4 Gripping system 
Unlike steel th relative weaknes f FRP bars in its eros - cti n transverse dir cti n, 
and the Jack of adequate deformed rib can cau e slippage under high l ads. A pecial design 
for the gripping y t m i required. 
Different gripping y terns were propo ed and two test trials were c nduct d. d pting th 
A I 440.3 (2004) te ting method, the end of each bar were inserted in a plastic pipe, and an 
expanding cementitious grout was injected ar und it, se Figure 3-8(a). nfortunately uch a 
gripping technique was n t trong enough, and fai l d at a very early I ading tag . The 
construction of this system is ery tedious and time consuming. Also, thi m 
to provide uniform loading per each bar. ne failed pipe was enough t cau the premature 
failure of the wh le gripping system. 
The le ns learned from the initial trial were important in de eloping an ther more imple 
and creati e gripping y tern. For thi new y tern, th GFRP bars are atta hed by ti t a 
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cage of te I or GFRP bars placed horizontally and ertically around the RP bars as hown 
in Figure 3-8 (b). oncrete is then cast arotmd this cage to form a R anch r bl ck used for 
gripping GFRP bars ( ee Figure 3-8 (c)). imilar to the moving wall the caner te gripping 
blocks are cast over hard plastic sheets to eliminate friction and facilitate Liding o er th te I 
plates that are mounted over the floor area urrounding the test etup. 
This gripping system is successful and strong enough to carry as much I ad as required. 
ompared t the initial trial technique the R concrete block gripping y tern is simple and 
time-saving. Moreover the mechani m of transferring the loads to th GFRP bars is uruforrn 
with minimum local tre and no slippage is experienced. 
3.4.5 Instrumentations and data acqui ition system 
The instrumentation and data acquisition sy tern i de igned to measure applied force and 
deforrnati ns of the pecimen during testing. orce are applied to te t panels thr ugh 
reinforcing bars. The forces are applied through four b draulic jacks per direction and 
measured by monitoring the oil pre ure in the hydraulic pipe line u ing: (1) electrical 
pre ure transducers· and (2) pressure dial gauge . All of the eight jacks and pr ur 
transducers are calibrated, and the forces are directly calculated based n the ffective area f 
the jack piston. 
The deformations and cracking propertie are monitored by linear pot ntiomet r 
di placement transducers (LPOT). A minimum of fi e LPDTs is typically attached to the 
concrete surface of the te t specimen. The electrical strain gauges are 8 mrn long with a 
nominal re i tance of 120 n and gauge factor of 2.08 ± 0.5%. The gauges ar used to measure 
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the trains in selected locations of the GFRP reinforcement. In some te pecim ns concr te 
gauge are al o utilized to measure any slippage that could devel p between the concrete and 
GFRP reinforcement. 
For proce ing and acquiring the data, an automatic data acquisition (DAQ) y t m i us d. 
The DAQ y tern con ists of several channels connected to a p r nal comput r. ata 
processing software (National Instnunents 2003) i u ed to collect the data IT m the different 
transducers. 
3.5 Assembly of the Test Setup 
eneral views of the test setup after the completion of all of its constructi n and 
installation stage are hown in Figure 3-9 and 3-l 0 for typical specimens und r uniaxial and 
biaxial loading re pectively. 
aforementioned, the primary objecti e of the de ign of this te t etup i to test G RP-
R panels under direct tension. However this setup can accommodate other te ting conditi n . 
It is capable of testing specimens with different ize up to 1350 x 1350 x 500 mm. The 
specimens can be located at different heights from the floor, allowing m re flexibility in 
te ting. B th the fixed frame and mo ing walls of the test etup are pr vided with se en 
aligned slots in each direction at 150 mm spacing. on equently, different altemati e bar 
pacings can be te ted ( 150 mm 300 mm, and 450 mm). The te t etup y t m has the ability 
t te t pecimens reinforced with different bar diameters up to 35 mrn. In addition the tup 
can accomm date one or two layers of reinforcing bars within the pecimen. Furthermore it 
has the capability oftesting different types of reinforcement including traditional teel and all 
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type of fibre composite bars. In general, the etup can be used to in tigate different re earch 
studi that deal with bond behaviour cracking beha iour and constitutive modelling of R 
panels. 
The test setup i designed to rei t loads up to 4000 kN per direction. However, it i 
recommended that the maximum load is within 80% of the capacity of the hydraulic ja ks 
nerpac 2003). 
Meanwhile the setup is mainly designed to test concrete panels under uniaxial and biaxial 
tension. By adding special fittings it can also be used to simulate shear loads at the pectmen 
boundarie . 
3.6 Summary 
For the purpose of this research investigation, a te t setup is designed and constructed at 
MUN to apply either uniaxial or biaxial direct ten ion tests on R panel . The te t etup 
required nearly 18 months in several stage for design and con truction which include fi e 
main components; namely a RC reaction frame, four moving wall , hydraulic y tern 
gripping y tern, and measuring instrumentation . The unique aspect of this test etup i its 
ability to accommodate both the FRP and steel reinforcing bars. The propo ed de ign pr vid 
a irnple elution to the common gripping pr blems of FRP bars. For future r arch 
inve tigations, the test setup is designed to accommodate different specimen izes bar 
diameters various bar spacings and loading conditions. The design of the tup c mbin th 
high stiffues of R cr s - ections and the adaptability of steel plates attached to the setup to 
attach any additional fittings that may be required during the experimental pr gram. 
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Figure 3-1: Loading frame used by MacGregor eta/. (1980) 
Figure 3-2: Test etup used by Clzo eta/. (2004a) 
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(b) A typical moving wall (up ide down) after attaching a pla tic 
friction 
Figure 3-6: Construction stages of Steel- omposite RC moving walls 
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ncr te gripping I k 
Figure 3-8: Development ofte ling gripping ~ tem ofGFRP bar. 
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Figure 3-9: View of the test setup with a specimen under uniaxial ten ion 
Figure 3-10: View of the test setup with a specimen under biaxial ten io11 
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Chapter4 
THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
4.1 Introduction 
Thi chapter provides a detailed description of the experimental program. The test 
pararnete and details of the test specimens are provided. The preparation of the formwork 
mixing concrete, testing procedures, and measurements is de cribed. D tailed de criptions of 
the material properties used in this investigation are given. Th se material are the concr te 
GFRP and steel reinforcing bars. 
4.2 est Parameters 
The l ading type, concrete strength, bar type and diameter, concrete cover to bar diameter 
ratio, bar spacing, and reinforcement ratio are considered as the main pararn ters, which are 
de cribed as follows: 
L()adilrg type - includes two direction tension load cases applied in the uniaxial and 
biaxial directions. For the biaxial tension loading case the tension load is maintained equal in 
the longitudinal and transverse directions i.e. the loading ratio is 1:1. 
Concrete strength, fc - includes two levels of target compres ive strength; namely 40 
MPa for N C, and 75 MPa for HSC. This range of concrete strengths is selected t reflect a 
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practical range between the strength bounds of the (20 MPa to 45 MPa) and the 
commonJ used concrete strength value fi r H C (70 - 80 MPa). 
Reinforcing bar diameter, db - include two GFRP bar ize · narn ly, 13 and 16 mm. A 
common t el bar diameter of size 15M (16 mm) is also selected for compari n. 
Concrete cover to bar diameter ratio, Cc I db - includes two ratio of 1.5 and 2.5. A l-
440.1 (200 1) recommends that the concrete cover 6 r FRP reinforcement h uJd not be le 
than db. Later ACI 440.1 (2006) puts a limit on cc I db houJd not be larger than 3.5 that the 
development length equations can be used for splitting and pullout failure mod . l I (200 I) 
de ign guideline correlate the concrete co er lection to the bar djamet r c efficient f 
thennal e .. pansion, and type of environmentaJ exposure of the FRP-flexural concrete memb rs. 
A maximum concrete cover that equaJ to 2.5 db or 50 mm i recommended for flexural 
members. hu the elected Cc /db ratio lie within the range of these design recommendation . 
Bar spaci11g, bs - includes two different bar spacing ; namely 150 mm and 300 mm. he 
bs is maintained equal in the orthogonal directions. 
Reinforcement ratio, p- includes two ilifferent value for the reinti rcement rati · 
namely 0. 7% and 1.0%. In order to conduct a complete examination of the cracking 
behaviour, eral preliminary calcuJations are conducted to establi h the e ratio , and thus 
ensure that the elected reinforcement ratios will probably result in the rupture of GFRP bars 
beyond the stage of cracking stabilization. Consequently it is practical to change the 
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reinfi rcernent ratio by either changing the bar diameter or bar spacing. Thi means that the 
cro - ecti n of the specimens are not changed. 
4.3 Te t pecimens 
A total of twelve specimens were tested under monot nic loading during the experimental 
program. The te ted pecirnens are R panels that are typically square in plan with a id 
length of 600 rnrn and thickness of 190 mm. As shown in Figure 4-1, the reinforcing bars are 
placed orth g nally in two layers on the top and bottom. 
The dirnensjons of the panel were elected to addre the following requirements: (1) 
a commodate the development length required for the type of GFRP bar used in th 
experiments· (2) ensure that the utilized gripping y tern would maintain nough and table 
gripping throughout the experimental program· (3) accommodate the loading capacity of th 
hydraulic jacks available in the laboratory facility· and ( 4) attain certain reinforcement rati 
using the bar diameters employed. 
A summary of the tested panels is pre ented in Table 4-1. The te ts are subdivided into fi 
ne: 
erie I consists of three GFRP-R panels made of that have a rein.fi rcement rati 
equal to 1.0%. Panel Pl-G -16-1.0-1.5 and P2-GNU-16-l.0-2.5 ha e a Cc I db of 1.5 
and 2.5, respectively. Both panels are subjected to uniaxial ten ion. Panel P3-GNB-16-I.0-
2.5 is simjlar to P2-GNU-16-1.0-2.5 except that it is ubjected to biaxial t n ion. 
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eries II consi ts of three GFRP-R panels made of N C with a reinforcement ratio of 
0.7%. The reinforcement ratio is achieved by u ing a 16 mm bar diameter at bar pacing 
equal to 300 rnm for panels PS-G -16-0.7-2.5 and P10-GNB-16-0.7-2.5, which are 
tested under uniaxial and biaxial tension respectively. However, for panel P7-GNU-13-
0.7-2.5 there are six bars that have a size of 13 mm and spaced at 150 mm. Thi panel i 
subjected to uniaxial tension. The Cc I db is fixed to 2.5 for thi erie . 
eries III c nsi ts of two GFRP-R panels made of HSC with a reinforcement ratio of 
1.0%. Panel P4-GHU-16-l.0-2.5 and P6-GHB-1 6-1.0-2.5 are both reinforced with ix 
GFRP bars that have a size of 16 nun spaced at 150 mm, and subjected t uniaxial and 
biaxial tension loading respectively. The Cc I db is fixed to 2.5 for both panels. 
eries IV consists of two GFRP-RC panels made of HSC, with a reinforcement ratio of 
0.7%. Panels PS-GNU-13-0.7-1.5 and ?9-GNB-13-0.7-2.5 are reinforced with ix GFRP 
bars that have a size of 13 nun spaced at 150 mm, and ubjected to uniaxial and biaxial 
tension loading respectively. Panel PS-GHU-13-0.7-1.5 has a Cc I db of 1.5 and panel P9-
GHB-l3-0.7-2.5 has a Cc I db of2.5. 
eries V con ists of two steel-RC panels made ofN with a reinforcement ratio of 1.0%. 
Panels P l l- NU-16-1.0-2.5 and Pl2- NB-16-1.0-2.5 are reinforced with six FRP bars 
that have a size of 16 mm spaced at 150 mm and subjected to uniaxial and biaxial ten ion 
loading respectively. The Cc I db is fixed to 2.5 for both panel . 
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4.4 Properties of Materials 
4.4.1 Concrete mix properties 
everal trial batche were conducted to establish th prop rti n of the concr te mixe 
required for the experimental program. Two types of concrete mixes were de igned to obtain a 
target cylinder compressive strength f 40 MPa for N and 75 MPa for H at 28 day . 
The cement used for the N mix was a normal Portland cement Type 1 0 while for the 
H mix blended hydraulic cement (Type l 0 -SF - normal Portland cement with silica fume 
at 8% addition - by weight) was utilized. This type of cement complies with th A tandard 
A3000 (2003). 
The coars and fine aggregate were local available material . The coar aggregat used 
was mostly crushed granite. A sieve analysis of the fine and coars aggregate was conducted 
according to A TM C 136 (2006). The re ults of the sieve analysis for both type f aggregat 
are given in able 4-2. The water/cementitious ratios are 0.45 and 0.30 for and H 
nuxe respectively. A superplasticizer of sulphonated naphthalene phormaldehyde base, 
conforming to A TM C494/C494M (2005) Type F was used in the production of H . A 
small dosage of a retarding agent was used to delay the setting time of the H mix. TI1e 
concrete mix proportions for 0.1 m3 are li ted in Table 4-3. 
A minimum of three standard cylinders (100 mm in diameter by 200 rnm in h ight were 
prepared per A TM Cl92/ 192M (2005) standard from each mix to determine the 
compressive strength. The concrete cylinders were prepared on the day of casting for testing n 
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the same day that the corresponding panel was tested. The concrete cylinders were tested 
according to A TM 39/ 39M (2003) standard. Th concrete cylinders were capped u ing 
sulphur capping layers. A compression machine (Figure 4-2) with a maximum capacity of 
3000 kN was used to test the concrete cylinders. The average compre ive tr ngth forth 
pan I is 43.6 MPa, with a standard deviati n of 5.1 MPa, and a coeffici nt of ariation 
( .O.V.) of 11.7%. The average compre sive strength for the H panels i 77.3 MPa, with a 
standard deviation of 1.9 MPa, and a .O.V. of2.55%. The tensile propertie of the concr te 
mixe were initially estimated by measuring the tensile splitting strength, f.P and modulu of 
rupture !, . For the NS mix, the average f.P and !, was found to be 3.5 MPa and 3.8 MPa, 
re pecti ly. For H C the average fsP and !, was found to be 4.2 MPa and 5.2 MPa, 
respective! y. 
4.4.2 GFRP and steel reinforcement propertie 
Figure 4-3 show a clo e up of the reinforcement bars used. The GFRP bars used in th 
experiments are commercially known as Aslan-100'. These bars were sand coated with 
helical lengthwise indentations. The selected bar size of 13 and 16 had actual bar diameters of 
12.7 mm and 15.88 mm re pectively. The ultimate tensile strength was 690 and 655 MPa for 
the 13 and 16 mrn bars, respectively. B th bars had am dulus of elasticity equal to 40.8 Pa 
and average bond trength of 11.6 MPa from pullout te t according to the bar manufa turer 
data (Hughe Brothers 2006). The steel reinforcement bars were deformed A grade 400 f 
16 mm in diameter. The steel bars had a modulus of ela ticity of 200 GPa. The propertie of 
th GFRP and steel reinforcement bars are urnrnariz d in Table 4-4. 
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4.5 The Formwork of the pecimens 
In the experimental inve tigation, a typical specimen ize was 600 x 600 x 190 mm. The 
design of the setup required that the te t pecimens to be cast and kept in place until the time of 
testing. Therefore a special fonnwork was designed to allow tripping with ut moving th 
pecimen. 
As shown in igure 4-4, the formwork consisted of four sides made of plexiglas beets 
that were 15 mm in thickne s and stiffened by wooden bars all around the form. ach side of 
th fl rmw rk had three slots that were 30 mm in width, to facilitate the pas ing of th GFRP 
bars through them to the corresponding slots in the fixed frame and moving walls. The bottom 
of the form was made of a plexiglas quare beet that had a ide dimensi n of 600 mm and 
thickness of 15 mrn. The form was mounted by screws to a rigid wooden eat plac dover the 
structural floor at the center of the fixed frame. pecial care was taken to properly aljgn the 
fc rmwork and wo den seat with respect to each other and to the outer fixed R frame and 
m ving walls of the test setup. 
Additi nal wooden formwork moulds that were 19 mm in thickne , made f tiffened-
plywood sheets were used to cast the concrete around the gripping cage to form the gripping 
blocks at each ide of the test setup. 
4.6 Preparation of the Reinforcement Cage 
The G RP and steel reinforcing bars were cut into lengths of 4300 mm as required. This 
length was uitable for extending betwe n the end fittings of the gripping concrete blocks. 
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Before etting up the bars insid the fonnwork, electrical strain gauges were attached to 
selected locations on the bars. As shown in Figure 4-5, the train gauge were typically 
oriented within three main regions; the edge region of the pecirnen (location 1) and middle 
regions (locations 2 and 3). The figure hows typical alternate location of strain gauge 
attached to the top and bottom reinforcing bars in both loading directions. Typically, in each 
specimen eight to twelve strain gauge were attached according to the d ignated pe im n 
configuration. As the experiments were conducted a few additional train gauge wer 
attached to capture some extra data that could be u ed in furth r interpretation of th te t 
re ults. The orientation of the strain gauges is selected to capture the train ariations in th 
reinforc ment. The e variations could ari from the change in the test param t rs and loading 
cases. 
The installation of electrical strain gauge required preparation of the FRP bar urface. 
Thi preparation consisted of carefully removing the sand coated layer to expo e the urface f 
fibre without damaging them. This was done b ftly grinding th bar surfac . N xt a 
pecial solvent for GFRP was used to remo e any trace of oil or dust and the urface was 
etched with an appropriate acid. Finally the clean surface was neutralized by u ing a basic 
lution to gi e a proper chemical affinity for the adhesive. The gauge location w th n 
marked on the bar and positioned by using rigid transparent tape. The tape maintain d the 
position and orientation of the gauge as the adhe i e was applied. The gauge was then pre d 
finnly into position by squeezing ut the exce adhesive. To provide an additional 
confinement to the gauge during the glue-drying stage, additional plastic tape was finnl 
wrapped around the location of the gauge and then the gauge was left for at least 24 h urs, 
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which was found to be a suitable length of time to en ure a complete curing. Then, the plastic 
tape was removed for electrical wire connections. The wire were conn cted to th gauge and 
th proper re istance was checked. o pr teet the train gaug from any po ibl wat r 
damage during casting water proofing material were applied fi r c ating uch as M- at 
ch rnical material flammable toluene and rubber pli ing tape. 
The FRP bars were placed in two layer top and bottom. For the case of uniaxial tensi n 
loading, trans erse bars of the same diameter were used. The trans rse bars were cut into 
1 ngths of 70 mm just to extend outside f the fi rmwork. te I wir w re u d to tie th 
FRP bars f each layer together and keep the spacing and orientation of th GFRP bars 
required. The concrete cover was adjust d using wo den and ste I pacers out ide the 
boundarie of the form work. 
4. 7 Placement of Concrete 
Th pecimens were cast in a horizontal po ition inside the t t tup. Pri r to casting, 
appropriate pia ing and adjustment of the concrete cover of the bars insid th form wer don . 
The bars extend d outside of th formwork thr ugh the fixed frame sl t into moving wall 
lots until they reached the gripping blocks. 
The concr te was mixed using a concrete rni r at a rate f 18 rpm in the concr t 
laboratory at M . The mixer has a capacity of0.12 m3. One to two batches were required t 
cast each test specimen. xtra batche were needed to cast the gripping bl cks on the sam da 
of casting each panel. The urface of each pe imen was fini hed and the pecimen was 
co ered ti r curing. 
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Polyethylene sheets were placed on the top surface for 12 hours. Wet burlap was then 
placed over the pecimen and surrounded by polyethylene beets. The pecirnen w re allowed 
to cure by maintaining wetness of the burlap which was sprayed with water daily for at least 
two weeks. Afterward , the formwork was removed and the specimen stayed at ambi nt r m 
temperature until t ting. 
4.8 Test Procedure and Loading Sequence 
Each specimen was painted white to facilitat the monitoring of cracks. Attaching and 
calibrating the in trumentation was carried out before testing. As h wn in Figure 4-6, fi ur 
LPD s with a 50 mm maximum di placement, are attached orthogonally on the surface of the 
test pecirnen. Two LPDTs were attached in each direction. The fifth LPD which has a 1 00 
mrn maximum displacement, was attached diagonally over the te t pecim n urface. An 
aluminum bar was connected to each LPDT in order to extend the gauge length ver which the 
deformation were measured. 
The pan Is subjected to uniaxial tension were loaded in the EW direction; while specimens 
ubjected to biaxial tension were simultaneously loaded in the W and N directi n . During 
te ting, the load was gradually increased until the first crack was ob rved. Th average 
loading rate was about 2.5 - 5 kN/rnin per jack. Once a developed crack was observed the 
loading was paused using the hydraulic system valve . The crack pattern was marked on th 
pecirnen and photographs were taken. 
The load was then increased and the above procedure for crack and load monitoring and 
r cording was repeated at each loading tage until complete failure of the G RP bars at which 
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the test ended. After completing the test, the final crack spacing was measured. Any further 
ob ervation about the specimens were recorded. 
The dismantling of each test specimen included removing the attached in trumentation , 
cutting the GFRP bars at a distance between the specimen and the moving waJls. The pecimen 
was then lifted out of the test etup using an overhead crane, and the cracks on the bottom 
urface were al o recorded and compared with the cracks on the top surface. Finally the 
gripping concrete blocks were taken out for dwnping by using the overhead crane. 
4.9 Experimental Measurements 
The main measurements that were of concern for monitoring and recording during th 
experimental investigation were the displacements and the strains developed under different 
loading cas s. The crack pattern width and spacing were major variable for measurem n . 
4.9.1 Deformations and train measurement 
If several cracks exi t in a reinforced member then it is reas nable to u the averag 
stre e and strains. The average stress is the a erage value of local stre e . The average 
c mpo ite train em is the total deformation (over a certain gauge length) divided by the gauge 
length. This is asswned to be equal to the average reinforcement strain Eb,avg, which i the 
average ofl cal reinforcing bars strains eb(x) over the gauge length, 18. 
However the average composite strain is not equal to the average local concrete strains, 
ec{x) over the gauge length /8. This is due to the presence of cracks and the fact that it i not 
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possible to define a strain quantity at a crack location. Thus to defin an average concrete 
train that includes all crack widths Wallrob et al. (1996) proposed the following definition: 
(4.1) 
where, ncr is the total number of cracks; and w, are the crack widths. With this deftnition 
Wollrab et al. (1996) assumed that the average strains in the reinforcement ts.avg, the concret 
strain t c.avg and the composite strain Em.avg are identical. 
In this experimental program electric resistance strain gauge and LPDT are 
simultaneou ly used to measure the strains and deformations. The concept of an average tre -
train relation hip can be better introduced by taking the results of the LPDTs ince the strain 
gauge reflect local strains in the reinforcement. The tensile trains are obtained and averaged 
from two or four LPDTs that are attached to the specimen with different gauge length . In an 
identical concept, the strain values obtained from many strain gauges attached in the arne 
direction could be averaged to offset the asymmetric behaviour of the pan I pecirnen in the 
lateral and vertical directions. 
As a result of the variations in crack patterns and the direction of crack de el pment fr m 
one panel to the oth r, it was found that using only the LPDT reactings may not be enough t 
reflect the observed cracking behaviour. Thus an approach is adopted here to define the 
average tensile train of the panel. The approach as umes that the readings obtained from 
LPDTs and strain gauges are explicitly representative of the overall behaviour of the panel for 
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the entire loading stage , i.e. from the uncracked tage up to c mplete fai lur . Hence, th 
a erage tensile strain em (member strain) is determined as: 
4.2 
where n~ is the total number of strain gauge per direction and Cbj are the 1 cal strains obtain d 
from the strain gauges in the loading direction (excluding strain gauge within the end regi n 
of the specimen)· {J, are the individual readings of LPDTs nLPvr is the number of LPDTs d 
in the same loading direction, and lg; i the individual gauge length of the LPD . 
4.9.2 Crack spacing and crack width measurement 
An RC member subjected to an axial tensile monotonic load u ually experien e everal 
tages of cracking until complete failure. A the load is increased the development of the 
primary cross cracks normal to the loading direction can be first ob erved. Then und r a 
higher load axial cracks due to concr te plitting failure, may take place from the primary 
crack. A econdary transverse network of cracks can grow from the splitting crack. Finally a 
complete failure is reached under increasing the load. 
The mean crack spacing determined from classical theories (mainly deriv d for teel-R ) 
usually calculated from the mathematical explanation of the crack formation m chani m due 
to the bar to concrete bond. However only the primary network of cracks is due to thi 
phenomenon. onsequently to assume a unique basis for compari on between th t ted 
panels only the primary major cracks were considered for measuring the experim ntal mean 
crack spacing. The crack pattern observation that leads to the minimal ( nnin), mean ( rm), and 
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maximal ( rmax) values of crack spacing are presented. or the biaxial loaded panel , there uJt 
hown are based on measurements for both direction and then taking the mean value for nn 
while rmm and Snnax are the minimal and maximal value for any of the orthogonal directi n , 
re pectively. The measured crack spacing were based on the assumption that the end f the 
panel act as the location for cracks. 
The determination of the mean crack width at a given level of stress i obtained from 
(4.3) and simultaneously cro s-checked at different locations during experiments using a crack 
monitoring manual device. 
n W 
w = "'-' m LJ 
l t l n cr 
(4.3) 
where, ncr is the number of cracks at a given GFRP stre level w, is the crack width I ally 
measured by an LPDT by neglecting the concrete elongation and Wm is the mean crack width. 
4.9.3 Shrinkage effects 
Few researchers have taken into account the effect of concrete shrinkage on the ten ile 
re ponse f R (Abri hami and Mitchell 1996; and Bi chaff 2001). It was deemed that 
restraint to hrinkage from the reinforcement puts the reinforcing bars into compression and 
add tension to the concrete at the same time. ub equently, uch action r due the era king 
I ad of the member. Moreover the re traint to shrinkage caus s an offset in a bare bar 
r ponse. Thi might lead to underestimation of the tension stiffening. 
ince plastic hrinkag cracking is due to differential volume changes in th plastic 
concrete several step were taken to prevent a rapid moisture los . This included full moi ture 
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saturation and the use of plastic sheeting to cover the surface form re than two we ks until th 
preparation stage of the testing of panels. By applying such a procedure th re was no evidence 
that any cracks due to plastic shrinkage appeared in any of the te ted specimen . 
The drying hrinkage is caused by the lo s of moi ture from the cement paste con titu nt. 
In fact, the drying shrinkage, which is a common cause of cracking in re trained concrete, 
could be more important than plastic hrinkage. The hrinkage effects may be of pararnotmt 
importance in the case of steei-RC members where there i large difference betw en th tee! 
bar tiffue (modulus of elasticity) and concrete stiffue s (Kaklauskas et al. 2007). Howe er, 
hrinkage effects hould be negligible for the members reinforced with GFRP bars which ha e 
modulus of elasticity relatively comparable to concrete. This hould lead to reduced restraint 
action of reinforcement. Moreover, it was previously found that granite based aggregate 
greatly reduc the amount of hrinkage compared to other type of aggregates ( arl n 1938). 
oarse and fine aggregates used in the experimental program were mostly cru bed granite. 
A preliminary estimation for the train due to hrinkage was conducted. Thi predicti n 
was based n Bazant and Baweja (1995) and Gardner (2000) shrinkage models to include into 
account the specimen size concrete strength, cement type, ewing method age of testing, and 
relative humidity. The prediction of both model bowed an insignificant shrinkage train to be 
induced in the pecimens. 
Based on thi di cus ion, it could be concluded that shrinkage strains have negligibl 
effects on the te t re ults and hence it was not considered in the experimental measurements. 
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Table 4-1: Details of test specime11s 
Concrete Bar Size Bar type Loading type Ccf db Bar Spacing, b., 
Series Specimens Type (mm) (mm) 
o. Designation* p % 
sc HSC 16 13 GFRP Steel Uniaxial Biaxial 1.5 2.5 150 300 
Pl-GNU-16-1 .0-1 .5 • • • 1.00 • • • 
1 P2-GNU-16-l.0-2.5 • • • 1.00 • • • 
P3-GNB-16-l .0-2.5 • • • 1.00 • • • 
P5-GNU-16-0.7-2.5 • • • 0.70 • • • 
n P7-GNU-13-0.7-2.5 . • • 0.70 • • • 
PI 0-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 • • • 0.70 • • • 
P4-GHU-16-1 .0-2.5 • • • 1.00 . • . m P6-GHB-16-1 .0-2.5 1.00 • • • • . • 
PS-GHU-13-0.7-1 .5 • • • 0.70 • . . IV P9-GHB-13-0.7-2.5 0.70 • . • . • • 
Pll-SNU-16-1.0-2.5 • • • 1.00 • • • v Pl2-SNB-16-1 .0-2.5 1.00 • • • • • . 
"Specimen Designation: (Panel code according to lesting order)-(bar 1ype-concrete lype-loading lype}-(bar size)-{reinforcement ratio)-(coverlbar diameJer ratio) 
Table 4-2: Grading of aggregate 
Coarse Aggregate Fine Aggregate 
Sieve Size Cumulative Passing % Sieve Size Cumulative Passing% 
25.00mm 100.0 4.75 mm 97.21 
19.00 mm 95.9 2.36mm 81.64 
12.50 mm 55.0 1.18 mm 62. 12 
9.50mm 27.3 600J,.lm 41.53 
4.75 mm 4.1 300 ~m 19.45 
Remainder 0.0 150 ~m 6.84 
Pan 0.0 
Table 4-3: Mix proportion ofO.l m3 of concrete 
NSC mix HSC mix 
Cement 40 kg 40 kg* 
Coarse aggregate 125 kg 107 kg 
Fine aggregate 83 kg 65 kg 
Water 18 litre 12 litre 
S uperplasticizer - 1200 ml 
Water reducer - 200ml 
Retarder - 40ml 
Mix density 2380 kg/m"' 2410 kg/m"' 
.. 
*Type I 0 cement blended With s1hca fume (8% of cement we1ght). 
Table 4-4: Properties of the GFRP and steel reitiforcement bar 
Bar Nominal Cross Yield Ten i1e Jasti 
Bartyp diameter, diameter ectional stre trength modulu , 
(nun) (mm) area, (MPa) (MPa) ( Pa) (mm2) 
GFRP 13 12.70 144.85 - 690 40.8 
GFRP 16 15.88 220.64 - 655 40.8 
Steel 15 16.00 200.00 400 600 200 
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Figure 4-1: The orientation and dimensions of a typical test specimen 
Figure 4-2: Compression testing machine used to test concrete cylinder. 
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Figure 4-3: Close up to the GFRP a11d tee/ rei11jorcement bars 
Figure 4-4: The form work used in the experimental program 
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Figure 4-6: LPDTs attached to a test specimen 
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Chapter 5 
CRACKING BEHAVIOUR OF GFRP-RC PANELS 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the experimental results and the cracking behaviour of th RP-R te ted 
panel ar pr ent d. A total of twelve panel are te ted under uniaxial and biaxial tension t 
tudy their cracking characteristics. Six GFRP-R panels are made with N ( eri I and 11). 
The effect of compressive strength is investigated by testing four GFRP-R panel mad f 
H ( erie lfi and IV). In order to compare the cracking behaviour of G RP-R to steel-R , 
two steel-reinforced N panels ( eries are aJ o te ted. 
The effect of the different test parameters on the cracking behavi ur of the panel ar 
di cus ed. Th cracking behaviour i pr nted in terms of de elopment of cracks crack 
patterns and spacing and cracking loads and stre es. 
5.2 Development of Cracks in GFRP-RC Panel 
The era king behaviour and relevant ob ervations were recorded through the entire loading 
tage up to failur . To assist in understanding the crack formation s quence and their 
mechani m the progre of cracks was marked on the specimen along with corresponding 
applied load during the experiments. These marked patterns along with photographs taken 
during the e periments were then used to r -produce the mark d crack patterns G r 
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presentation purposes. Computer aided design ( AD) software was used in th reproduction of 
the e crack patterns to scale. The crack patterns were used to verify the crack spacing as 
directly measured from the specimens during the experiments. Figur s 5-1 to 5-12 h w th 
tabilized crack patterns of the panel . Two main types of cracks developed in the panel · 
namely primary and econdary cracks. The primary one are tho major cracks that 
penetrated through th full thickness of the panels· while the econdary cracks ar defined as 
th e that penetrated for only some distance through the thickness. plitting cracks (i.e. parallel 
t the loading over the bar) are considered as econdary cracks. It hould be noted that Brom 
(1965) defined primary cracks as tho e that are vi ibl and show on the urface of the concr te. 
Broms al o defined secondary cracks as those that do not progre s to the concret urface (i.e. 
n t vi ible). To avoid conflict with Broms definition, the latter type of crack will be referred 
as internal cracks in the ensuing discus ion. ince the internal crack are non- i ible, they are 
not reported in the crack pattern results. In the pre entation of the crack pattern , primary 
cracks ar pre nted by using a relatively thicker lin than minor or econdary cracks. 
Table 5-1 summarizes the main test results recorded for the te t d panels. h te t re ult 
are reported as per the loading direction (i.e. EW and/or ). For each pan 1, th table h 
the experimental r ults f: 
Initial cracking load Ncr, which i the load at which the first initial crack( ) o curs· 
Load for ub equent cracks; and 
The concrete cracking strength lcr i defined as the maximum tensile stress that can be 
sustain d by concrete under the impo ed Ncr. 
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5.2.1 Cracking under uniaxial direct tension 
The development of cracks in the G RP-reinforced panel tested under uniaxial dir 
tensi n l ads follows an almost typical cracking equence. 
between the tested panels are n ticed which d pend on the properties of the panel as di cus ed 
lat r. 
Figure 5-13 how the recorded stage of failure for panel Pl-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 as a typical 
illustration. The GFRP-R panels transfer from a normal uncracked tage to a stage of 
cracking where initial and ubsequent cracks form. The development of crack tarts with 
primary major crack( ); followed by d elopment of secondary cracks (if any). The stabilized 
cracking stage i then reach d beyond which the ultimate failure is accompli hed by rupturing 
of the GFRP bars. For most of the panel , the GFRP bars rupture within the fr di tance 
between th pecimen and any of the moving walls ofth test setup. 
ln gen ral the final crack pattern developed under uniaxial tension how that th primary 
cracks form perpendicular to the loading direction (i.e. perpendicular to the direction of 
principal tre es). For in tance the crack pattern of panel PI-G -16-1.0-1.5 (Figure 5-J ) 
h w that the first and econd cracks, re pectively de elop at 216 and 249 kN. th cracks 
ar directly perpendicular to the loading direction. Eventually they both propagate through 
cracks that cross the full thickness of the panel. As th load increases, splitting cracks (parallel 
to the loading direction) develop at nearly 481 kN which is nearly 76% ofthe ultimate I ad 
(627 . irnilar ob ervations are noticed for other panels te ted under uniaxial tension, such 
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as panel P2-G -16-1.0-2.5, and P7-G -13-0.7-2.5 as shown in Figure 5-2 and 5-5 
re pectively. The only difference is the stage of developing splitting cracks as discu ed later. 
In gen ral th commencement of cracking is influenced by the transvers bar I ations. ln 
many instance cracks initially develop near a transvers bar location. The progre of cracks 
afterwards depends on the configuration of the panel and applied tension 1 ading case. 
5.2.2 Cracking under biaxial direct tension 
The GFRP-R panel subjected to biaxial tension follow a cracking quence that i 
relatively different from panels subjected to uniaxial tension. ·or the latter cracks form 
through differ nt stages of loading which includ uncracked crack formation tabilized, and 
then GFRP rupture. During the crack formation stage, one crack formed, foLlowed by another 
until reaching the stabilized cracking tage. However under biaxial tension two or three 
crack developed together (i.e. multiple cracks) in both of the orthogonal directions. Th se 
crack d elop close to the same initial cracking loading tage. This re ults in no significant 
changes in the final cracking pattern beyond this initial cracking stage. In ther w rd the 
tabilized tage i achiev d almost as earl as the fir t initial crack formation. r example, th 
stabilized crack pattern of panel P3-GNB-16-l.0-2.5 (Figure 5-3) hows that m st of th 
cracks de el p at an initial tension load of 1 00 - 120 kN and a few condary and min r 
cracks devel pat a higher load of207 kN. uch a difference in the crack formation equ nc is 
attributed t th type and equal magnitude of biaxial tension load applied. Th r fore all 
cracks occur at almost the same tim in both direction . uch cracks are also influ need by th 
locations of the reinforcing bars which in most cases act as crack initiators. The other rele ant 
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observation i that cracks are almost identical in both directions· which can also be attribut d to 
the equal loading and equal bar spacing in the biaxial direction. 
Wher mo t of the cracks d elop d and con erged towards the orthogonal reinforcing bar 
locations it is noted that at certain locations the cracks tend t follow relati ly inclined 
patterns. Thi can be bown by the crack pattern of panel P3-GNU-16-1.0-2.5 igure 5-3 and 
it i v n more pronounced for panel PlO-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 (Figure 5-6). The crack directi nal 
angle; the angle between th crack and the direction of the reinforcement, was m ur d. In 
general m t of the inclined cracks have a directional angle between 45° and 60°, and in 
particular within the middle regions between the GFRP bars. ince equal biaxial tension wa 
applied to the panels, this range of crack directional angles is found to be reasonable. The 
change in th crack direction i attributed to the variation in principal tres with the 
de elopment of cracks under loading. In addition as the cracks progr s away from the 
influence of th effective concrete volurn surrounding the GFRP bars (etfecti e R ten ion 
zone), cracks tend to progress through the weakest path across the concrete cross- cti n. Th.i 
can be ob erved in particular, towards the boundaries of the pecirnen and midway betw en 
the bar locations. The effect of the specimen boundaries and equilibrium f forces at th 
I ations of intersection of the GFRP bars could be another reas n for thi trend of crack 
inclination in orne regions. 
n of the direct effects of crack inclinations is that they affect the overall resi tance of th 
biaxially tensioned panels, in terms of cracking loads and stre . As shown in Table 5-1 , th 
cracking and fai lure load recorded for GFRP-RC under biaxial tension are generally lower 
than tho e ubjected to uniaxial tension. or instance panel P3-G B-16-1.0-2.5 e peri nee 
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an Ncr=- 126 kN which is nearly 22% lower than the corresponding pan I P2-G -16-1 .0-
2.5 that i ubjected to uniaxial tension. Thi decrease is also reflected on the fer, which 
decreases by almost 40% due to the biaxial loading effect. U ing a lower reinforcement ratio of 
0. 7% the cracking load for panel PI 0-GNB-16-0. 7-2.5 i 31% and 47% lower than panel PS-
G -16-0.7-2.5 and P7-GNU-13-0.7-2.5 respectively. The average concrete cracking tre s 
of panel PIO-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 is also nearly 30% and 44% less than that for PS-G -16-0.7-
2.5 and P7-GNU-13-0.7-2.5 respectively. Hence, for N panels the concr te cracking 
tr ngth under biaxial tension is nearly 22% to 30% less than that for the corre ponding panels 
subj ct d to uniaxial tension. A decrease of20% to 30% in the ultimate tension load carried by 
GFRP-R panels under biaxial tension can also be observed. 
A imilar ob ervation is noticed for H panel . For instance, panel P6-GHB-16-l.0-2.5 
which was ubjected to biaxial tension experience an Ncr that i 23% le than the 
corre ponding load of panel P4-GHU-16-l.0-2.5 that was subjected to uniaxial ten ion. There 
i al o a reduction in the concrete cracking stres by almost 24%. imilar reductions are 
ob erved for panel P9-GHB-13-0.7-2.5 compared to panel PS-GHU-13-0.7-1.5 for the same 
reinforcement ratio as the cracking load i reduced by n arly 22% whit the cracking stre of 
con ret is reduced by 7%. 
The abo e experimental ob ervations are in good agreement with the fmding of Ao agi 
and Yamada (1983) which howed that there is a reduction factor in the tensile trength ofR 
hell elements in the tension-tension domain as a re ult of a continuwn fractur of concrete. 
The re earch rs explained that in a steel-R element ubject to membran forces, a 
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d gradati n f bond between concrete and teel pr ceeds more rapidly than in ordinary R 
beams or lab . 
The crack development under biaxial tension affects the magnitude of tres es in the 
GFRP-R panel through a general decrease in cracking loads and stre se . Thi decrease i 
mainJy attributed to the effect of ten ile stresses in the trans erse direction where multiple 
orth gonal internal cracks form simultaneously. The e internal cracks then develop to be major 
surface cracks in the initial cracking stage. Then, part f these cracks develop in an arbitrary 
inclined pattern as a result of the variation in principal stresses with the progression of crack . 
Thi i m re noticeable within the regions relatively farther away from the 1 cation of the b 
Th refore there is a dependence of stre se on the crack inclination which results from th 
applied biaxial tension. 
According to an investigation by Aoyagi and Yamada (1985) about a 25% reduction in th 
uniaxial ten ile trength is experienced by specimens ubjected to equal biaxial ten ion. Thi 
redu li n i in reasonable agreement with the general reduction of cracking load and stre e 
recorded for the GFRP-R panel which confirm the experimental finding and th 
explanation di cussed above. 
5.2.3 Effect of concrete strength 
The effect ofHSC on the behaviour ofGFRP-R can be evaluated through examining the 
beha iour of the specimens tested within eries I and Ill Th e include panels P2- NU-16-
1.0-2.5 and P4-GHU-16-I.0-2.5 which are subjected to uniaxial loading· and pan l P3-GNB-
16-1.0-2.5 and P6-GHB-16-1.0-2.5 which are subjected to biaxial tension. 
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There are some similarities in the cracking behaviour for both types of concrete. Th era k 
development in the GFRP-R panel made ofHSC and subjected to uniaxial tension follow a 
sequence that is nearly similar to those recorded for N panel . nder uniaxial tensi n, the 
H pan I typically transfer from the uncracked stage to crack formation tage on the 
trength is reached. Through the crack formation stage initial and sub equent cracks 
develop. imilar sequences of crack formation are also ob erved for H panel ubject d to 
biaxial ten ion· for which all cracks form in both of the orthogonal directions, and nearl at th 
sam initial cracking loading stage. The crack patt rns of the H panel al o show that 
primary cracks typically form perpendicular to the loading direction i.e. perpendicular t th 
direction of th principal tre e . 
Similar toN panels the H panels subjected to biaxial ten ion hav a final number of 
era ks that is almost identical in both loading directions. This can be attributed t the qual 
biaxial ten ion and equal bar spacings in the orthogonal directions. All cracks form in both f 
the orthogonal directions nearly at the arne initial cracking loading stage and there i n 
significant change in the cracking pattern that has been formed until the tabilized tage i 
rea hed. Thi means that the stabilized cracking stage is accompli hed at the same time or with 
a longer time and slightly higher load after the initial cracking load is reached. 
Although there are similarities between and H C panel in some cracking asp ts 
ther ar al o some important differences that should be highlighted as follows: 
In general the test observations re ealed that the H panels how a more brittle cracking 
mechani m compared to N C. In particular thi i noticed with respect to the mechani m 
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f crack development and progression through concret . For N panels the primary or 
major cracks form gradually and at a lower rate to achieve full penetration either through 
the panel thickne or aero the panel width while for H pan l th cornmenc m nt of 
cracks occur immediately as major cracks penetrat harply through th full thickne of 
the panel. Th cracks also form directly and instantly aero the panel width. In fact, such a 
cracking re ponse was never ob erved for panels made ofN . The brittl nature f H 
i con idered one of the main reasons for such b haviour in which cracks open dir tl , 
lo ing the int rfacial bond and aggregate interlock at the crack mouth opening interfac 
region. For panel , cracks usually develop around the aggregate, i.e. at the interfacial 
urface between the aggregates and cementitious paste or through the cementitiou paste 
itself. This results in a gradual progre sion in the de elopment of crack aero th pan I. 
For H panel cracks follow a relatively sharper line aero the panel compared t N 
panel . Thi means that nee a crack starts it is a one path progre ion aero th width f 
th panel and through its thickness. This path is perpendicular to th loading direction. 
racks develop through the weak:e t paths. Thus cracks directly de I p through the 
cementitious paste and coarse aggregate causing harp and immediate cracking one the 
cracking strength of concrete panel fer is reached. This beha iour i r lated to the natur of 
H C as fractures occur through both cementitious paste and aggregate at th same time, 
and thus reflects its brittleness. uch behaviour reflects on the development of th 
condary cracks for th tested H panel . The u e of H elirninat the d lopment 
of econdary cracks compared to N at the same level of tr ss. 
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imilar toN crack patterns are influenced by the locations of the reinforcement grid. 
racks tend to start and/or converge toward the bar locations. Bars act as crack initiators 
and because cracks progre immediately and harply across the panel width and thickn 
there i no significant deviation from the locations of the bars. Thi can be noted in th 
crack pattern of panel P4-GHU-16-1 .0-2.5 (Figure 5-7). 
Few insignificant crack inclinations from the reinforcing bar axe are ob erved in the crack 
patterns of biaxially loaded panels. Compared to N panel such inclinations ar not 
ignificant enough to follow since most of them progress sharply acr the panel. 
The re ults hown in Table 5-l r veal that there is a significant impro ement in the 
cracking loads and stresses due to the use of H . Panel P4-GHU-16-J.0-2.5 made of 
H is compared to panel P2-GNU-16-1.0-2.5 made ofN . Both panel are ubject d t 
uniaxial tension. Due to the use of H , the Ncr and concrete cracking strength increas by 
45% and 43% respectively. For the panels subjected to biaxial tension· namely, P3-GNB-
16-l.0-2.5 (N ) and P6-GHB-16-l.0-2.5 (H ) similar increases in the Ncr and concrete 
cracking trength are recorded. The Ncr and concrete cracking strength increase b 45.6% 
and 44% respectively. The change in th ultimate loads carried by the panels ubj cted to 
uniaxial tension is not significantly hanged due to the increase in th con rete 
ompr i e strength. However, under biaxial ten ion a 32% increase in the ultimate l ad 
i recorded for panels due to the use ofH 
he a erage concrete compr ive trength of H panels is 77.3 MPa, which i near! 
44% higher than N ( J; = 43.6 MPa). Therefore, the initial crack I ading and concret 
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cracking stress increase nearly proportional to the increase in the concrete compre i e 
strength. This is valid for uniaxial and biaxial tension loading case . 
5.2.4 Effect of concrete cover to bar diameter ratio 
The ffect of cover to bar diameter ratio Cc I db on the cracking beha iour of GFRP-R 
panel can b di cus ed by comparing panel P 1-G -16-1.0-1.5 and P2-G -16-1.0-
2.5 with eel db = 1.5 and 2.5, respectively. The H C panel PS-GHU-13-0.7-1.5 has a eel db 
= 1.5 and can be compared with other H panel which have eel db = 2.5. 
Th direction of cracks is not ignificantly influenced b th change in th eel db ratio. Th 
cracks normally de elop perpendicular to the principal tresses or loading directions for both 
uniaxial and biaxial tension cases. 
The rack patterns how that the total nwnber of primary cracks for panel P 1-G -16-1 .0-
1.5 (Figure 5-1) is only two compared to three primary cracks that de eloped in panel P2-
-16-l.0-2.5. A similar ob ervation i noted for the H C panels as the total number f 
primary cracks for panel PS-GHU-13-0.7-1.5 i two compared to thr primary crack 
de eloped in panel P4-GHU-16-l.0-2.5, P6-GHB-l6-l.0-2.5 and P9-GHB-13-0.7-2.5. 
shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-9 one of the tw cracks develop independently from the bar 
location influence. Thi means that cracks are n t influ need b the transv rse bar locati ns 
which could be a result of using a low Cc I db. 
The reduction in the final number of cracks developed where Cc I db = 1.5 can onl be 
explain d by di cussing its confining effect on the GFRP reinforcing bar and c n quently, it 
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effect on the bond stress and mechanism of load transfer between the GFRP bar and 
surrounding concrete volume. When a crack form in a RC member, the stres in concrete 
must be zero at the edge of the crack (Figure 2-4). With increasing distance away from the 
crack, the concrete stress will increase until at some distance, I, the tre s distribution remain 
unaffected by the crack. As explained earlier the length 11 is often referred as transfer length'· 
which i defined as the distance at which there is a significant change in the bar train 
distribution. This means that the crack influence on the tre es in the concrete i within a 
distance ± I, of the crack location. Hence, the next crack to develop should form out ide the 1,. 
The hape of the strain or stress curve over the I, i arbitrary as it will d p nd upon th 
distribution of bond stress along the bar. This 11 is characterized by a large variation in the bar 
strain or stre s distribution. As the bond stress distribution is usually affected by the amount of 
concrete confinement around the bar which ari es from the concrete cover, hence the effect of 
Cc I db appears. The new crack will not form within a di tance I, of the first crack since th 
stress in the concrete within /1 has been reduced to below the tensile trength. However the 
n w crack can form anywhere else and hence the spacing between cracks cannot b le than 1,. 
Further cracks can successively form until there remains no part of th member where the 
stre has not been .reduced by cracking. When this occurs, the resulting pattern i known as a 
stabilized cra.ck pattern'. It should be clear that where the spacing is marginally abo e 21, then 
there will be orne parts where the stress is still above tensile cracking strength and m re 
cracks can form whereas if a crack is marginaJly at a di tance les than 21, from another crack, 
then the stress will be reduced below the tensile cracking strength at all points between the two 
cracks. 
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In fact, it is difficult to experimentally measure the It (Beeby and cott 2005). Howe er 
the train gauges attached to the bars are used to construct the strain profiles along the length of 
the panel. The e strain profiles can gi e an approximate indication f th erall change in 
trains and thus the deformational re: ponse due to applied tension and location of crack . 
Hence the It can be roughly estimated from the bar strain distribution profile . Figure 5-14 t 
5-16 h w the change in the train di tribution along the GFRP bars for panel P 1-GNU-16-
1.0-1.5 P2-GNU-16-I.0-2.5 and P8- HU-13-0.7-1.5, re pectively. The train distributions 
ar approximate interpolation between the reading of train gauge that are attached to the 
GFRP bars at different locations parallel to the loading direction. Examining such a plot al ng 
with the crack patterns can show the change in the train distribution at the crack vicinitie . 
the train di tribution is plotted for different loading tage up to nearly failur it can be 
noticed that the strain variation is directly related to the equence of the recorded cracking and 
location of cracks. 
From the e profile the It for panel P 1-GNU-16-1.0-1 .5 i almo t 60 t 100 rnm adja ent to 
the crack (Figure 5-14). The It for panel P8-GHU-l2-0.7-1.5 is approximately 0 t 100 mm 
adjacent to the crack (Figure 5-16). These are compared to the It from th FRP strain 
di tributi n for panel P2-GNU-16-1.0-2.5 which has an It of - 70 nun (Figure 5-15). Thi 
indicates that the load carried by panel P 1-G -16-1.0-1 .5 require a l nger It t b 
tran ferred and thus creates another crack due to the reduction of the concrete co er. H w er, 
for panel P2-GNU-16-l.0-2.5 the It is shorter, and thus, has the opportunity to de elop an 
extra major crack within the panel length. 
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A I 224.2 ( 1992) state that the number of visible cracks can be reduce-d at a given tensile 
force by imply increasing the concrete cover. A I 224.2 (1992) further di cus e that with a 
larger concrete cover, a larger percentage of the cracks remain as internal cracks at a gi en 
tensile force. In order to discuss these tatements consideration i given to the experimental 
b ervati n and the interpretations discussed above. Hence it hould be noted that A I 224.2 
( 1992) define the visible cracks as primary cracks and internal crack as econdary crack . 
Thi i based on Broms' (1965) research work. Hence the experimental ob ervation may 
ugge t that the final number of primary cracks can be decreased by decreasing the Cc I db 
which contradicts the ACI 224.2 statement. In fact, this is not completely true b cause the 
tage of developing secondary and splitting cracks i ignificantly influenced by u ing a low 
Cc /db. F r in tance, the splitting cracks in panel P 1-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 developed as early a 
60% to 70% of the ultimate failure load while for panel P2-GNU-16-1.0-2.5, there was no 
ign of splitting cracks until nearly 97% of the ultimate failure load. For panel PS-GHU-13-
0.7-1.5 there was no evidence of splitting or secondary cracks developing until failure which 
is a r ult of using HS . Therefore, by considering the splitting cracks as vi ible cracks 
(according to the A I 224.2 (1992) or Broms' (1965) definition) it can still be concluded that 
the number of vi ible cracks can be reduced at a given tensile force by simply increasing th 
c ncr t cover. 
Based on an earlier pullout tests conducted by hsani et al. (1996) a plitting failure i 
more likely to occur when the concrete cover is less than or equal to 2 db. However a pullout 
failure is more likely to occur if the concrete cover exceeds 2 db. Hence, the A I 440.1 (2002) 
design guide for FRP-RC recommend the use of a concrete cover that i not le than the db. 
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In rder to calculate the development length of the FRP reinforcement, a modification factor f 
1.5 hould be used as a multiplier of the basic development length when Cc equal db. Thi 
modification factor can take a value of 1.0 when Cc exceeds 2 db (A 1440.1 2002). 
In general the presented experimental evidence confinn that GFRP-R m re 
vulnerable of the development of splitting cracks when the concret cover i les than or equal 
to 2db which confirms the findings of Ehsani et al. (1996). Therefore to impr ve the 
tructural ae thetics and delay the stage of development of plitting crack , it can be 
recomm nded that GFRP-R members subjected to direct tensile stre e hould be de igned 
for a erviceabiJjty limit not greater than 50% of the ultimate load and the c I db should n t be 
le than 2.5. This should reduce the excessi e cracking and thus pre erve the integrity f th 
GFRP-R structures. 
The experimental results show that panel P2-G -16-1.0-2.5, which has a c I db= 2.5 
experience an Ncr= 163 kN which is 32% le s compared to Ncr= 216 kN for pan l P1-
16-1.0-1.5. H wever the ultimate t nsion load of P2-GNU-16-1.0-2.5 i nearly 20% high r. 
Thi is a result of the relatively early development of plitting cracks in panel P 1-G -16-1.0-
1.5 which affects the ultimate resistance ofthe panel. For H panel PS-GHU-13-0.7-1.5 Ncr 
and stress is 15.90/o and 16% less respectively compared to panel P4- HU-16-1.0-2.5. 
H we er, this is not be directly related to the change in the Cc I db but could be related t the 
change in the reinforcement ratio. 
Thus du to changing of the Cc I db the differences in cracking loads and stre ar 
relatively scattered. Since a small Cc I db = 1.5 was employed in only one panel P 1-G -16-
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1.0-1.5 from the NS serie in order t asse the de elopment of splitting crack there i no 
clear effect of the Cc I db on the Ncr and stre ses that can be deduced. Thu further tests ar 
recommended for future research. 
5.2.5 Effect of bar spacing 
As previously mentioned, transverse bars generally act as crack initiators and thu force 
the cracks to develop at certain location across the panel. This observation i imilar to th 
experimental finding of Rizkalla et al. (1983). However this behaviour is not c mpletely 
ob erved in panels P5-GNU-16-0.7-2.5 and PlO-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 which hav a larger bar 
spacing of 300 mm. The cracks in these specimen do not exactly follow the reinforcement 
grid. racks appear to start and then progress relatively through the weakest path influenced by 
high local stresses at the specimen boundarie . It can be argued that they progre relati ely 
randomly. It hould be noted that ther i a diffi renee b tween the commencement of crack 
and th ir progression. For specimens with relatively mall bar spacings cracks tend to tart at 
or clo e to the bar locations and their progre ion are m re likely to be at the same I cati ns. 
H wever for larger bar spacing cracks commence relatively independent of the bar locations, 
and then tend to progress according t the weakest c ncrete material path or con erging t a 
bar location. Thi ob ervation is valid for all specimen with Cc I db= 2.5. 
Nawy and Blair (1971) observed a similar phenomenon in two-way slab reinforced with 
steel grid . The researchers explained that there are stres concentrations that initially de el pat 
the points of intersection of the reinforcing bars. The tress concentrations cause plastic 
deformation of the concrete at the locations as are ult of the energy impo ed by the ext mal 
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load per unit area of slab. The bond between the bar or wire and the concrete at the locations 
i destroyed and active cleavages start to generate fracture line towards the paths of least 
resistance. 
imilarly when the GFRP reinforcing bar pacings are relati ely large, such as in th as 
of panels P5-GNU-16-0.7-2.5 and PlO-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 the magnjtude of the 
concentrations are too low to initiate cracks along the bars. This results in the primary crack 
following the weake t path by adjusting the local stress concentrations at th pecimen 
boundaries where the GFRP reinforcing bars are pulled. For smaller bar spacing , the 
magnitude of stress concentrations is relatively higher and thus the commencement of cracks 
is more influenced by the reinforcement grid location. 
There i no significant change in the cracking loads and stres es due t the in reas f bar 
pacing from 150 mm to 300 rnm. ince there is overlapping between the change in the bar 
spacings and the change in the db and reinforcement ratio it i difficult to eparate the t t 
parameters without changing the specimen cross ection dimensions. Futur te t ar 
recommended. 
5.2.6 Effect of reinforcement ratio 
There is no significant influence on the cracking formation equence and stabiliz d crack 
patterns du to changes in the db and/or reinforcement ratio for GFRP-R panels of eries I 
and II. For panels P2-GNU-16-l.0-2.5 (p = 1.0%) and P7-GNU-13-0.7-2.5 (p = 0.7%) wher 
they both have 150 mm bar spacing, the final number of primary cracks i almo t the same. 
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rom Table 5-1 it can be noticed that there is no significant change in the cracking I ads 
and tre e due to the decrease in th reinforcement ratio from 1.0% to 0.7%. For in tanc fi r 
th GFRP-R panels P3-GNB-16-1.0-2.5 and PlO-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 subjected to biaxial 
tension the differences in Ncr and average concrete cracking stre are less than 1%. ince Ncr 
i almo t equal and a mailer reinforcement area is used the e re ults in a 32% increas in the 
GFRP stres at the Ncr· Due to decreasing the reinforcement ratio, the ultimate load only 
decrease I 0 - 15% which can be attributed to a mall r reinforcement area ( mall r db) placed 
in the sam concrete cross-section. 
The main change that can be noticed is between panels P7-GNU-13-0.7-2.5 and P2-GN -
16-1 .0-2.5 which were subjected to uniaxial tension. The use of a smaller db and thus I 
reinforcement ratio re ults in a higher Ncr by nearly 30%. There is also an increase in a erage 
c ncr te cracking stress by 27%. ince for the same db, the reinforcement ratio d e not 
ignificantly affect the Ncr and stre se such an increase could be attributed to a mailer db 
used. The increase in the Ncr and cracking stress could be attributed t the improved GFRP-
con r te bond characteristics as ociated with using the maller db of 13 mm. A mailer db 
mean fewer effects of the shear-lag that will be experienced in the GFRP bar. The hear-lag 
effi t, which occurs in larger diameters between fibre in the c re and th fibre in the ut r 
diameter of the bar appears more influential as the FRP db become larger (B nmokran et 
al. I 6a· ighiouart et al. 1998). However, there is a 42% decrease in the ultimate ten ion 
load of P7-G -13-0.7-2.5 compared to P2-GNU-16-1.0-2.5 due to the decrease in th 
reinfi rcement area used thus the overall tension capacity is smaller as expected. 
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5.3 Crack Spacings 
fn general, the variation in crack pacmg is a re ult of considerable variati n m 
di tribution until the crack stabilization tage. The ariability in the tensile strength f concrete 
bond integrity of the bar and proximity of previous primary cracks which tend t decrease the 
local tensile stress in the concrete are the main cause of this variation in crack spacing (A I 
224.- 1992). 
Tab! 5-2 shows the spacings of primary cracks and the t tal number as rec rded for the 
te t d panel , from which the following points can be summarized: 
There is an increase of about 14% in the average crack pacing ofN panels due to the 
change in the loading from uniaxial tension (panel P2-GNU-16-1.0-2.5) to biaxial ten ion 
(panel PJ-GNB-16-1.0-2.5). 
There i about a 10% increase in the average crack spacing recorded for H panels under 
biaxial ten ion compared to uniaxial ten ion case . imilar increases in the maximum and 
minimum crack spacings are also recorded. It can also be noticed that the number of 
primary cracks developed at the stabilized stage is nearly the same fl r and H 
panel . However the use of H improves the final number of cracks by eliminating the 
development f secondary and splitting cracks. There is no significant influence on the 
averag crack spacing due to the use of H e erthele s there is no large ariation 
between the values of the minimum mean and maximum crack spacing for H panel 
c mpared to the N panel recorded pacing . Thi can be attributed to the b tter 
homogen us material propertie of H C. Thus the crack progress s sharply taking a 
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straight-line path directly through the concrete matrix once it has started. This i n t the 
case for N , where cracks start and progres rand mly aero s the weakest path through 
the panel. Therefore H C i re mmended for improving the tructural aesthetic f 
GFRP-R . 
There is not significant variation in crack spacings due to th change in rein.fl rcem nt 
ratio. It appears that the bar spacing has more influence on the crack pacing than the 
reinforcement ratio. A larger bar spacing mean larger maximum crack spacing. Thi 
ob ervation matches with the finding of Williams (1986). AJ a larger tran verse bar 
pacing means a larger crack pacing. This is attributed to the effect of th bar location in 
tarting a crack in its proximity. 
The use of a relatively small Cc I db results in a larger spacing of primary crack . On the 
ther hand it results in the development of more plitting cracks at a given le I oftensi n 
I ad. 
5.4 GFRP-RC Cracking Behaviour Compared to teei-RC 
The specimens of eries V are two reference specimens made of and reinforced with 
traditional steel bars. Panels Pll-SNU-16-1.0-2.5 and P12- NB-16-1.0-2.5 were te ted under 
uniaxial and biaxial tension loading respecti ely. Both panels correspond to GFRP-R panels 
P2- -16-1 .0-2.5 and ?3-GNB-16-1 .0-2.5 respectively. 
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5.4.1 Development of crack 
Figur s 5-11 and 5-12 show the crack patterns of steel-R panel P 11-SNU-16-1 .0-2.5 and 
P12- B-16-1.0-2.5 respectively. For panel Pll- NU-16-1.0-2.5, which i te t d und r 
uniaxial ten ion the cracking behaviour is relatively different from panel P2-GNU-16-J.0-2.5. 
A single primary crack develops at a load of 317 kN which corre pond to a co ncr te era king 
trength f 2.4 MPa However an analysis of the data h wed that thi crack could ha e 
dev loped internally at a load equal 269 kN, which corre ponds to an average concrete tr 
of about 2.27 MPa. As the load was increased, no further major cracks devel ped. At a load of 
420 - 430 kN the load was relatively stable indicating that yielding of the steel rein.fi rcement 
bars occurred. Only some cracks appear on the side faces of the specimen igure 5-19). 
Be nd yielding th load was then increased up to 590 kN at which it was decided that the te t 
to be terminated. To better analyze the cracking behaviour of panel Pll- NU-16-1.0-2.5, the 
train gauges attached to the bars were used to construct the teel strain profile along the length 
of the panel. These strain profile give an indication of the change in strain and thus the 
deformational response to the application of load and cracks locations. An analysis of the train 
di tributi n (Figure 5-17) of this specimen indicates that the yielding strain ( - 20 0 !J£) ccurs 
at the proximity of the middle major crack. 
Similar to GFRP-R panels the final crack patterns developed under uniaxial tension 
how that the primary cracks form perpendicular to the loading direction. nder biaxial 
ten ion all cracks also develop at almost the arne time in both directions. The e cracks are 
influenced by the locations of the reinforcing bar which act as crack initiators. The th r 
rele ant ob ervation is that cracks are almost identical in both directions· which can be al o 
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attributed to the equal loading and equal bar spacing in the biaxial direction. h r fore, the 
effe t of the bar type on the development of cracks i similar. 
nder uniaxial tension, the recorded cracking characteristic showed that th teel-R 
(pan l Pll- -16-1.0-2.5) experiences only one primary crack compared to about three 
maj r cracks that developed in the GFRP-R (panel P2-GNU-16-l.0-2.5). uch behaviour can 
be xplained from the cracking and bond stress transfer mechanism. The bond tr ss tran fer 
m chanism of deformed teel bars is inherently three dimensional, resulting from the bearing 
stres · that arises when the lugs of deformed bars pu h against the surrounding concrete, which 
re ull in conical compre sion struts as shown in Figure 5-18. The conical b nd acti n 
bet\.\een the bar and concrete can be resolved into radial and tangential components. The 
tangential component per unit surface area of the reinforcing bar i the bond stres wh reas the 
radial one cause the confining stres . The bond stress can lead to primary cracks if its 
summation over a certain length exceeds the concrete tensile trength. When the tensile ring 
tre · (radial tre ) exceeds the cracking trength then splitting cracks will form (Maekawa et 
al. 2003). Due to bonding local stres es in concrete and reinforcement are not uniform but 
ary along the bar axis. In front of the steel bar lugs internal crack de elop cau ing an ther 
variation in the tresses between the primary cracks. 
rom the average distribution of the steel strain in panel PI I- -16-1.0-2.5 (Figure 5-
17), it can be noticed that there is a large variation in the steel strain within a distanc that 
aric from 90 mm to more than 250 rnrn around the primary crack location. Thi di tanc is 
equivalent to the /1, in which there is a large variation in the bar strains. The large ariation in 
the ste I train could be attributed to the internal cracks that developed in front of the steel bar 
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lug within the It adjacent to the primary visible crack. Beyond thi length another crack may 
dev I p at another location outside the 11• However· thi /1 is relatively large compared to th 
panel length which could be a reason for the development of only one crack until st el 
yi !ding o curred. This explains that the number of cracks developed within the arne pan I 
pe imen is influenced by the length required to transfer the loads from the bar t the concrete. 
N o by comparing the steel strain eli tribution in panel Pll- NU-16-1.0-2.5 (Figure 5-1 7) 
to the GFRP strain distribution in panel P2- NU-16-1.0-2.5 (Figure 5-15) it can be n ticed 
that the latter has a relatively smoother variation in the strain . Thi could be attributed t th 
mailer nwnber of internal cracks that develop at the interface between the GFRP bar and 
con -rete. The smaller number of internal cracks is a result of the smaller urface deformation 
(h ight of bar lugs) of the GFRP bars. However, it can be noticed that teei-R panel 
e p rience much fewer strains to achieve its stabilized cracking stage compared to the G RP-
R panel . This is due to the difference in the modulus f elasticity between the two type of 
reinforcing bars. If the steel-RC panel is required to develop more number of cracks thi 
would have required more tensile strains to be induced within the panel length. H wever thi 
i n 1 th case, as the average distribution of steel train (Figure 5-17) hows r lati ely high 
local trains ar und the major crack location developed in panel P1 1- -16-1.0-2.5. This can 
be interpreted that beyond this stage of initial cracking there are no sign of other maj r cracks 
de · I ping. The main issue is that more cracks developed in the GFRP-RC panel as a re ult of 
the larger tensile strains induced in the G RP. 
The stabilized crack patterns are fairly imilar for panel P3-GNB-16-l.0-2.5 (Figme 5-3) 
and P 12- NB-16-1.0-2.5 (Figure 5-12) subjected to biaxial tension. The difference in nwnber 
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f primary cracks between both panels is not as significant as the panels subjected t uniaxiaJ 
ten ion. This i a result of the effect of biaxiaJ tension causing a generaJ r duction in the Ncr 
and ncrete stresses as previously di cus ed. This allows the reinforcement grid to act as 
crack initiators and thus cracks converge to the locations of these reinforcing bars. Howe er 
be au e of the low modulus of elasticity ofGFRP, more secondary cracks develop in panel P3-
- 16-1.0-2.5. 
Table 5-2 shows that there i comparable crack pacing between teel- and GFRP-R 
panel . Others observed similar differences (Joh et aJ. 1997). Bischoff and Paixao (2 04) 
ob. rved that the spacing between cracks probably depends on the surface characteri tic for 
th tee] and GFRP bars. Thi observation is found applicable to the present experimentaJ 
re uJt ·. The bar surface characteristics should affect the bond- tre tran fer mechanism which 
h uld be considered in a cracking model. 
5.4.2 Cracking loads and stresses 
In generaJ, the Ncr and cracking stress for steel-R panels are higher than the 
corresponding GFRP-R panels. Under uniaxiaJ tension Table 5-l show that panel Pll -
N - 16-1.0-2.5 has an Ncr of317 kN which is - 93% higher than the Ncr of the c rresponding 
GFRP-R panel P2-GNU-16-l.0-2.5. Under biaxiaJ tension Table 5-1 hows that the Ncr of 
pan 'I P 12- NB-16-1 .0-2.5 is higher by - 81% than the Ncr of panel P3- NB-16-1 .0-2.5. Th 
average concrete cracking strength of the steei-R panel i 76% higher than the cracking 
str ngth r corded for the GFRP-R panel. The e differences can be directly attribut d t the 
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difference in the modulus of elasticity of the GFRP and teel and also the different urfac 
characteristics of the steel bar compared to the GFRP. 
Figur 5-19 and 5-20 compare the mechanical behaviour of GFRP-R pan 1 mad f 
H C and N under uniaxial and biaxial tension respecti ely. The re ult of the 
corre ponding steel-R panels of eries V made of N C are included in the figur for 
c mpari on. As previously mentioned, due to the lower modulus of elasticity of FRP 
compared t the teel, there are reductions in cracking loads and concrete es. Figur 5-19 
and 5-20 how that such reduction are recovered by th use of H . The u e of H 
cot pcnsates for the reduction in the cracking loads and stre e due to the u of GFRP bars 
combined with N C. The H improves the overall re istance of the GFRP-R thus it alrno t 
rea h th same cracking loads and stre s s of N panels r inforced with traditional tee) 
bars. 
I\ c rdingly, changing the concrete type for H is recommended. The use of H with 
GFRP will lead to significant improvements when it is compared to GFRP reinforced and 
steel reinforced N . uch changes include: (1) an increase f the Ncr and initial era king 
train; (2) a ri e of the average concrete cracking strength I ad due to the higher ten ile 
tr ngth f H ; and (3) reduction in the total number of visible crack · especially the 
co dary plitting cracks. 
5.4.3 Effective RC tension zones 
n important phenomenon was observed for mo t of the tested panel t 1-R and 
GFRP-R where cracks form on the sides of the panels. The e cracks form ar und the bars. 
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Figures 5-21 and 5-22 show typical crack formation on the sides of steel-R and G RP-R 
pan l , respectively. These side crack are more noticeable in specimen te t d under uniaxial 
t n i n. H wever it can be noticed that th cracks develop on a larg r cal r diameter 
ar und steel bars compared to similar GFRP-R panels. This re ult in an overlapping 
bet een the cracked regions around each te l bar. The same cracked zone are observ d for 
panel P12- NB-16-1.0-2.5 al o with a similar larger cracked diamet r compar d to th 
corr ponding GFRP-R panel. 
' uch phenomen n was observed earlier by MacGregor et al. (1980) for steel-R pan I . 
The re archers related such a phenomenon to the mechanism of the transfi rring of fi rce from 
th reinforcing bar to concrete. Thus it was as umed that the transfer of 6 rce is a c mpli h d 
primarily by the bearing of the bar deformations on the concrete around th bar. Thi re ults in 
a w dging action which leads to splitting cracks that i late wedge haped pi ce f concr te. 
At ' ry high strains prior to failure, these piece could come loo fr m the surface and fall. 
The GFRP bars used in the experiments ha e much less surface deformations compared t th 
traditional teel bars. However, uch a mechanism could be al o as umed as one of 
mechanisms of force trans6 r. 
In the same context, the influence of effective R ten ion zones hould al o be consid red 
for c plaining such a phenomenon of side crack . The concept of effective tension zon was 
introduced earlier for steel-R (Chi and Kirstein 1958) and later was adopted by everal d ign 
B- fP 1990· BR 1992). Th approach i based on the retically dividing to the R 
members into a ri s of cylinders or prisms, each around a ingle bar f th ten i n 
rein fl rcement. The effective tension zone is defined as the area of concrete that urr unds the 
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bar and has the same centroid of the tension bars. Thus, this effective zone contribute 
significantly' in resisting tension. Beyond this zone, the influence of bond interaction between 
th c ncrete and reinforcing bar decreases relatively. Thus the cracked region around the bars 
can b reasonably assumed as repre entative of the influence of the effective tension zone 
ar und the bars. 
'I he region of the RC tension zone indicate a maximwn volume of concrete that the effect 
of nding can reach. The size of the RC effecti e tensile zone sh uld be govern d by the 
crack control ability of reinforcement, which depends on the reinforcement ratio and the db 
(Mackawa et al. 2003). For a single reinforcing bar, Maekawa et al. (2003) showed that the 
maximum ize of the concrete is limited by the yielding of the reinforcing bar /y. Hence, the 
large t effective zone area can be calculated as follows: 
(5.]) 
where As is the cross-sectional area of the reinforcing bar· Aec,max i the possible largest area f 
the bond effective zone in concrete· and [y and !,' are the yield strength of the reinforcing bar 
and th tensile strength of concrete, re pectively. 
For two-dimensional applications or in case of multi-layered reinforcing bar the R 
tensi n zone is calculated according to each layer. ince part of the zone may fall outside the 
stru ture boundary and there may be an overlapping effect betwe n the bars Maekawa et al. 
(200 ) hewed that the height of the RC effective zone can be calculated by using th 
foil wing relation: 
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(5.2) 
wh r heff i the equivalent height of the R tension zone· nbars is the number of teel bars· b i 
th length of the R member where the bars are spaced· and hmax is the maximum height of the 
effi tive ten ion zone which i limited by the yielding strength of tee! reinforcement, and 
caJ ulated as follows: 
(5.3) 
U ing the above relations the effective tension zone height can be estimated for the steel-
R panels Pll- NU-16-l.0-2.5 and Pl2- NB-16-1.0-2.5 as 164.8 mm (- 10.4 db and 211.7 
mm (- 13.3 db) re pectively. These values are in go d agreement with there ear h work f 
hi d Kirstein (1958) it was ugge ted that 16 db be used for teel bars. Mor over the 
calculated valu match with the 15 db used in the B-FIP (1990) and NBR (1992) code t 
cal ulate the effective reinforcement ratio. 
or pecimens that clearly showed cracks on their ide , th.e dimension of the crack 
rcgi n were measured. This is done in order to confirm the above interpretati n that the 
era k which develop n the sides of th specimens are mainly due t th I ad-transfi r 
m hani m and influence of the effective tension zones. uch cracked regions are as umed to 
be pre ented by effective diameters Deff equivalent to the effective height heff . 5.2). Th 
recorded Deff ofthe cracked regions around the steel and GFRP bars are h wn in Table 5-3. 
or ste 1-R pan Is Deff I db varies from I 0 to 12 with an average ratio of 11. The e alue 
mat h fairly well with the above calculated valu for steel-R panels. Th agreement 
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c nfirm the interpretation that such cracks that are developed around the bar can how th 
size of the effecti e tension zone. 
For th GFRP-R panels Deff I db aries from 4.0 to 8.0 with an average ratio of 6.4. It 
h uld be noted that there is no significant difference betw en the Deff f ten ion z ne 
meru ured for H and N panels. 
Th refore, the diameter of the effective tension zones are found t be dependent n the bar 
typ u ed for reinforcement. By comparing the recorded ize for the tested pan Is with the 
same r inforcing db, it can be concluded that the size of the effective ten ion zone fi r GFRP-
R i ·aim t half the ize of tho e developed around the traditional teel r inforcing bars. 
5.5 ummary and Conclusions 
In this chapter, the development of cracks in GFRP-RC panels i di cussed. Based on th 
di ·ion, it can be concluded that the development of cracks and final crack pattern ar 
dependent on the loading type reinforcing bar pacing , Cc I db and concrete trength. rack 
patt ms are found to be le dependent on other factors uch as db and/or reinforcement ratio 
pro 1ding that the same bar pacing is used. From this di cus i n, the fi ll wing main 
c nclusions can be swnmarized: 
1. nder uniaxial tension the FRP-R panel transfer from a normal uncracked 
tage to a stage of cracking where initial and subsequent cracks form. The 
development of cracks starts with primary major crack(s); followed b 
development of econdary cracks (if any). The tabilized cracking stage i then 
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reached beyond which the ultimate failure is reached by rupture of the FRP 
bars. 
2. Under biaxial tensio~ cracks develop together in the form of two or three cracks 
(i.e. multiple cracks) in b th of the orthogonal directions. Th e cracks devel p 
nearly at the same initial cracking loading stage. This ob ervation show that 
there is no significant change in the final cracking pattern beyond this initial 
cracking stage. 
3. The final crack patterns that are developed under uniaxial tension sh w that th 
primary cracks form perpendicular to the loading direction (i.e. perpendicular to 
the direction of principal stresses) whereas under biaxial tension and at certain 
locations cracks tend to follow relatively inclined patterns. The change in th 
crack direction is attributed to the variation of principal stres with th 
development of cracks under biaxial tension loading. 
4. For NSC panels thefc,. varied from 3.0% to 3.85% off' under uniaxial tensi n 
and from 2.24% to 3.04% of J: under biaxial tension. For H panel the fc,. 
varied from 2.68% to 3.23% of J: under uniaxial tension, and fr m 2.44% t 
3.52% of J: under biaxial tension. The crack development under biaxial tension 
affects the magnitude of stresses in the GFRP-R panels through a general 
decrease in cracking loads and stre se . This decreas is mainly attributed to th 
effect of tensile stresse in the transver e direction where multiple orthogonal 
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internal cracks form simultaneously. he internal crack then d el p t be 
major surface cracks at the initial cracking stage. Th ~ parts of thes cracks 
develop in an arbitrary inclined pattern as a re ult of the variati n in prin ipal 
tresses with the progre ion of cracks. This results in about 25% reduction in 
the initial cracking loads and concret crack strength c mpared to pan I 
ubjected to uniaxial tension. 
5. The brittle nature of H affects the development of the crack with respect t 
two main aspects: (a) the commencement of cracks occurs immediately as 
major cracks, penetrating sharply through the full thickness of the panel; and b) 
cracks follow a relatively sharper lin a r the pan I compar d to N pan 1 . 
This behaviour is related to the nature of H C as fracture ccurs thr ugh th 
the cementitious paste and aggregate at the sam time and thus r fle ts its 
brittlene . 
6. In order to improve the structural aesthetics and delay the de el pment of 
plitting cracks it is recommended that G RP-R members ubject d to dir t 
tensile stresses should be d igned for a erviceability limit not greater than 50% 
of ultimate load and the Cc I db should not be les than 2.5. This h uld reduce 
the exce ive cracking and thus pre erve the integrity of the GFRP-R 
structures. 
7. The development of cracks is more likely to start at reinforcing bar locati n for 
clo er bar spacings and large concrete covers. This could be attributed t the 
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magnitude of the stre s concentration and the energy ab orbed per unjt bar grid. 
Thi tress concentration can be too low to generate cracks along the bars for 
wider bar spacings. 
8. The number of cracks developed with the R member is dependent on the 
mechanism of bond stress transfer from the reinforcing bar to the urrounding 
concrete. The bond stre s transfer mecharusm of deformed teet bars i 
inherently three dimensional, resulting from the bearing tres that ari e when 
the lugs of deformed bars push against the surrounding caner te. The internal 
cracks that develop in front of the bar lugs result in a large variation in tress 
distribution. For GFRP-RC, a relatively moother variation in the strains is 
recorded. This can be attributed to the reduction in internal cracking mechani m 
as a result of the smaller deformations and different surface characteri tic f the 
GFRP bars. 
9. Steel-R panels experience much less trains in achieving its stabilized cracking 
stage compared to the GFRP-R panels. This is du to the difference in 
moduJus of elasticity between the two types of reinforcing bars. Thi result 
means that GFRP-R experiences more cracks once stabilized craclcing i 
achieved, which is normally reached at a tensile strain of nearly two to four 
times that of steel-RC. 
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10. Du to the lower bar modulus of elasticity of GFRP compared t teel bars 
there are significant reductions in cracking loads and concrete stre e . GFRP-
R panels cracked at Ncr nearly 10% to 20% that recorded for teel-R panel . 
II. The use ofH C compensates for the reduction in the cracking l ad and tre 
as compared to the use of GFRP bars combined with N . H improve th 
overall resistance of the GFRP-R , thus it almo t reaches the arne cracking 
loads and stresses of N C panels reinforced with traditional steel bars. 
Accordingly changing the concrete type to H is recommended. The initial 
crack loading and concrete cracking stress increase nearly proportional to the 
increase in the concrete compres ive trength. Thi is n und to be valid for 
uniaxial and biaxial tension loading cases. The use of H with GFRP will lead 
to significant improvements when comparing GFRP reinforced N and st el 
reinforced NS . Such change include: (a) an increase of the Ncr and initial 
cracking strain; (b) a rise of the average concrete cracking strength I ad due t 
the higher tensile strength of H C; and (c) reduction in th t tal number f 
visible crack , especially the secondary splitting cracks if a small concrete co er 
is employed. 
12. The size of the effective tension zone are found to be dependent on the bar type 
used for reinforcement. The size of the effective tension zone for GFRP-R is 
almost half the ize of those that de elop around traditional te 1 reinn rcing 
bars. Therefore the diameter of the effective tension zone for thi type of 
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FRP bars can n t be taken as th teel bars of the sam diameter. h 
experimental evidence sugge ts that the ize of an effective tensi n z ne for 
RP-R i about ix to ven time the bar diameter (6 - 7 db). hi beha i ur 
h uld be considered in th d el pment fa cracking m del. 
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Table 5-1: Cracking loads and stresses at itritial crack occurrences 
pecimen t. (MPa) 
Pl-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 48.1 
I P2-GNU-16-1.0-2.5 46.9 
P3-GNB-16-1.0-2.5 34.8 
P5-GNU-16-0.7-2.5 47.2 
II P7-GNU-13-0.7-2.5 43.6 
PI 0-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 46.1 
P4-GHU-16-l.0-2.5 76.9 
III P6-GHB-16-1.0-2.5 74.9 
P8-GHU-13-0. 7-1.5 77.5 
IV 
P9-GHB-13-0. 7-2.5 79.7 
P 11-SNU-16-1.0-2.5 43.7 
v 
P12- NB-16-1.0-2.5 38.4 
(1) plitting Crack developed parallel ro the loading direction 
(2) Initial Crack propagation in both loading directions. 
~ Secondary I l\ lin or Cracks. 
w 
0 
Initial 
Loading cracking 
direction load Ncr 
(kN) 
EW 216.4 
EW 163.6 
EW 126.5 
NS 126.2 
EW 180.8 
EW 235.9 
EW 124.9{)) 
NS 127.9 
EW 299.5 
EW 232.6 
NS 233.7 
EW 251.7 
EW 223.6 
NS 225.0 
EW 317.0 
EW 243.0 
NS 228.5 
2"d crack 
load (kN) 
250 
183 
207l.lJ 
207 
204 
290{4 ) 
155 
385 
-
-
332 
-
-
-
280 
3rd crack 4th crack Ultimate 
load (k ) load (kN) load (kN) 
481 {I) 
- 637 
290 - 786 
300(3) 
- 390 300 
-
220 380 430 
290 320{!) 455 
315(6) 
- 395 
410 - 748 
- - 578 
- -
- - 506 
- - 490 
- -
- - 590 
- - 500 
(4) Two transvcn;c cracks developed simullllrloously. 
(5) Two cracks developed. 
(6) Propagation of initial cracks. 
Concrete 
cracking 
stress fer 
(MPa) 
1.86 
1.41 
1.06 
1.07 
1.55 
1.94 
1.08 
1.11 
2.49 
1.92 
1.89 
2.08 
1.95 
1.96 
2.40 
1.87 
1.88 
Table 5-2: Experimental crack spacing 
Total no. 
Specimen Direction m,, (mm) Sm,u,(mm) mlal'(mm) 
of cracks 
Pl-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 EW 200 140 290 2 
P2-GNU-16-I .0-2.5 EW 150 92 220 3 
I 
EW 172 53 304 2 - 3 
P3-GNB-16-l.0-2.5 
NS 150 75 220 3 
PS-GNU-16-0.7-2.5 EW 184 71 319 2-3 
P7-GNU-13-0.7-2.5 EW 149 100 218 3 
II 
EW 168 33 369 3-4 
PI 0-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 
NS 191 60 396 2 - 3 
P4-GHU-16-1.0-2.5 EW 151 137 167 3 
Ill EW 171 52 451 3 
P6-GHB-16-1.0-2.5 
NS 167 92 315 2-3 
P8-GHU-13-0.7-1.5 EW 199 146 236 2 
IV EW 172 60 320 2-3 
P9-GHB-13-0.7-2.5 
NS 149 80 225 3 
Pll-SNU-16-1.0-2.5 EW 300 282 318 1 
v EW 160 116 277 2 - 3 
Pl2-SNB-16-1.0-2.5 
NS 175 102 304 1- 3 
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Table 5-3: Cracked zones measured around the GFRP and steel reinforcing bar. 
Range f diameters Average Panel No. of effective tension db (mm) 
zones, Deff(mm) De.ff(mm) 
GFRP-RC Panels 
Pl-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 70 - 150 114 16 
I P2-GNU-16-1.0-2.5 70- 130 100 16 
P3-GNB-16-l.0-2.5 - - 16 
P5-GNU-16-0. 7-2.5 70 - 120 94 16 
II P7-GNU-13-0.7-2.5 70-90 82 13 
P 1 0-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 - - 16 
III P4-GHU-16-l.0-2.5 30 - 100 66 16 
P6-GHB-16-1.0-2.5 - - 16 
VI P8-GHU-13-0. 7-1.5 66 - 140 102 13 
P9-GHB-13-0.7-2.5 40 - 170 80 13 
Average for GFRP bars 
Steei-RC Panels 
Pll- NU-16-1.0-2.5 80 ->190 190 16 v 480 - 5oo<•> 
P12-SNB-16-1.0-2.5 140 - 180 160 16 
Averageforsteelbars 
(t) On nc ::id thcr were overlapping between era ks around the bars· thus the total width of cracks 
w re 480 - 500 mm. '!nus, the diameter of effective tensile zone per bar was assumed larger than 
18 mm. 
De.ffl db 
7.0 
6.4 
-
5.8 
6.4 
-
4.0 
-
8.0 
6.4 
6.4 
12.0 
10.0 
11.0 
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Figure 5-1: Stabilized crack pattern of panel Pl-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 
(Cracking load shown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-2: Stabilized crack pattern of panel P2-GNU-16-l.0-2.5 
(Cracking load shown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-3: Stabilized crack pattern of panel PJ-GNB-16-1.0-2.5 
(I racking loads shown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-4: Stabilized crack pattern of panel P5-GNU-16-0. 7-2.5 
(Cracking loads shown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-5: Stabilized crack pattern of panel P7-GNU-13-0. 7-2.5 
(Cracking load shown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-6: Stabilized crack pattern of panel PJO-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 
~ racking loads hown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-7: Stabilized crack pattem of panel P4-GHU-16-l.0-2.5 
(I racking load hown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-8: Stabilized crack pattern of panel P6-GHB-16-l.0-2.5 
(I racking loads hown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-9: Stabilized crack pattern of panel PB-GHU-13-0. 7-1.5 
(Cracking loads hown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-10: Stabilized crack pattern of panel P9-GHB-13-0. 7-2.5 
(Cracking loads hown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-11: Stabilized crack pattern of panel P 11-SNU-16-1.0-2.5 
(Cracking load hown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-12: Stabilized crack pattern ofpallel P12-SNB-16-J.0-2.5 
(I racking load hown are in kN) 
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Figure 5-13: Typical stages of failure for panel PJ-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 
(a) first crack (b) econd crack, (c) stabilized crack pattern, and (d) GFRP rupture 
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Figure 5-14: Change in GFRP-strai11 di~tributio11 i11 panel P1-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 
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Figure 5-15: Cha11ge in GFRP-strain distribution ill panel Pl-GNU-16-1.0-2.5 
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Figure 5-16: Change in GFRP-strain distribution in panel PB-GNU-13-1.0-1.5 
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Figure 5-17: ltange in steel-strain distribution in panel PI 1-S -16-1.0-2.5 
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Figure 5-19: Influence of HSC on the cracking behaviour under uniaxial tension 
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Figure 5-20: Influence of HSC 011 the cracking behaviour under biaxial ten ion 
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(b) Pan I P7- -13-0.7-2.5 
Figure 5-22: Typical cracks developed on the sides ofGFRP-RC panel 
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Chapter 6 
6.1 Introduction 
In the pre ent chapter, the ten ile tre - train relati n hip f FRP-R und r uniaxial 
and biaxial t nsion ar in e tigated. The tr - train relationsrup ar compared and di u 
in light f th cracking b ha iour di cus ed in th pr ious chapter. Th di cu ion focu son 
th chang in the ten ion- tiffening beha iour of the t t d pan I du to the differ nt tc t 
parameters. The main difference between the t nsile relation rups of GFRP-R and t 1-R 
are di cus d. Moreo r, th change in th m an crack width, Wm, du to th diffi r nt t t 
param ters ar di cus d. 
Th experimental re uJt ar u ed to develop an appropriate constituti e law fi r th t n il 
tre -strain relationship of FRP-R . The con titutive Ia i pr po ed to refl ct th 
, perimental re ult . Th mam purpo of th propo ed mod I i for u ag in cal ulations of 
erviceability requir mcnt (crack control and non-linear anal i RP-R tru ture . 
6.2 Tensile Respon e of GFRP-RC Panel 
Th load- train r lation hip of I and II FRP-R pan l are hown in Figur -1 
and 6-2 re pecti el . In ord r to estimat the con rete contribution in re i ting the t n il 
e , th r lati n hip ar pi tt d along with th th or tical bare bar re pan . The 1 ad-
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train r lation hip 
Figur 6- and 6-4, r 
III and IV FRP-R panel that are mad with H 
Ln general, th load- train relation hip ar hara t rized b an ascending portion, which i 
almo l lin ar elastic up to cr, on thi load i 
cu a th fi t rack de el p . Th magnitud of thi chang ari a c rding to th 
pecimen d tail , and loading case; that i , h ther it i uniaxial or biaxial ten ion. h 
r lation hip th n becom 
th ten it train are r corded with the de I pm nt f n w crack until th tabiliz d cracking 
tage i rea h d. inall , th FRP bars ruptur . 
TI1 te t data i u d t determine th a rag fc, carri d b th 
cracking, as well th era king tr ngth fc,. Th ten il contribution f th 
gi en alue oft nsile strain is obtained b ubtra ting the bar bar r pon fr m th m asur d 
I ad re pons , whi h i th n di ided b the n t c ncr te area Ac = A8 - Ah t gi 
r pan I ubj ted t biaxial ten i n, th tr - train 
r lationship in th biaxial dire tion ar found to be cl e to ach oth r. hi i attribut d t 
th qual biaxial t n ion applied. Th refore it i re nabl alid to tak an a rag urv f 
th tre - train relati n hip of th two rth gonal direction to be u d in th anal i of 
data. 
6.2.1 Ef ect of loading type 
rom th I d- train r lation hip (for ample, Figur -1 ), th maxm1Um differ n 
betw n th a erag ten ile train and bare bar re at th initial era king I ad. eu~cr. 
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r pr nts th maximum t n i n tiffi ning ntribution that occur thr ugh lh entire I ading. 
Table -1 how the alue of 6m.cr deduced from th I ad- train relation hip . nder bi xial 
t n i n, panel P - NB-16-1. -2.5 exhibits a e,~cr = 2427 - 24 4 J...LE, which i n arl 2 % 
low r than the 6,11.cr rec rded for pan I P2- -16-1.0-2.5. imilarl , th H pan I P6-
HB-16-1.0-2.5 ha a tlem,cr = 4559 - 456 J...LE which i near[ 2 % I wer than the 6m.cr 
r c rd d fl r pan I P4- H -16-1.0-2.5. Figur 6-5 uld al b used to m ar th ffi ct f 
changing th loading typ fr m uniaxial (pan l P2- -16-1.0-2.5) to bi ial t n ion an I 
B-16-1.0-2.5) n the a rag concrete tre -a erag train r lati n hip. Th figure 
learl h w that und r biaxial ten i n, the FRP-R pan I t n i n 
tiffening ntribution. 
Th gen ral r du ti n m th t n i n tiffening ntributi n und r biaxial tensi n 
attributed to th redu ti n in the initial era king I ads and .fer und r i ial tcnsi n. M r 
important! i that under biaxial tensi n, most of th ra k de lop as arl a th initial 
era king load or at a high r I ad. Thi re ult in n major tim b twe n th 
urr nc f initial and tabilized cracking tage . Thi beha i ur ignificantl r du th 
concr te c ntributi n a re ult of reaching th full racking tag at an arl tag f I ading. 
Th tre - train relati n hip und r uniaxial and biaxial ten i n ar hara t riz d b a 
ustain d b c n r t , accompanied b a jump in th ten ile 
train after a era k ~ m1 . · nd r uniaxial t n ion, th con r t 
n arl 25 - 4 % of th .fer of concret . 
15 - 25% f the fer of concrete. 
dr p to near) 
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6.2.2 Effect of concrete strength 
h u f H can influence the tension stiffening b ha iour du to the incr a e in th 
racking load of th p cim n . The oth r influ nc i a r ult of a b tter b nd betw en 
concrete and r inforcement, which allow the mechani m of 
r in£ r ing bars and concret to be more uniform. Thi i attri uted to th incr ase in lh 
a erage tre contributi n. Figure 6-6 illu trate the effe t of using H n the I ad- train 
r lati n hip ompar d to irnilar pan I mad of N . Th figure cl arty ho 
mechanical trength of embedding concr te on th I ad- train r lation hip of th FRP-R 
panel . Thi phenomenon i alid for both loading cas , and uniaxial and biaxial tension. 
nder wliaxial t n i n I ad, Tabl 6-1 h w that panel P4- -16-l.0-2.5 h a c,,_ r = 
5943 ).lf:, whi h i about 80% high r than the corre p nding !J.c,,_cr of panel P2- -1 -1.0-
2.5 wher as under biaxial tension the !J.C,~~,cr for panel P6- NB-16-1.0-2.5 i - 87% high r 
compar d to the !1c,,_cr recorded for panel P3- NB-16-1.0-2.5. Hence, it can be n lud d that 
the difference b twe n the panel and bare bar re p n e incr as nearl pr rti nal t the 
incre e in th c ncr t compre i e tr ngth. Thi m ans that H re ults in a higher t n ion-
tiffi rung contribution, du to high r cracking load and r ducti n in tensile strain at th an1 
I el of loading. 
Howe er, it i noted that a ignificant jump in the tensile strain ur at th rack 
initiati n in the H pan Is. This significant change i ob erved mor often than that r rd d 
for pecimen . This agree with pr i us te t b ervation of Ala i-Fard and Marzouk 
(2004) and Mitchell et al. (1996) for traditional te 1 reinforc ment. hi igruficant chang in 
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train re ults in a rapid los of the ten i n tiffi ning contribution. Tru i 
ignificandy ob rv d for pan Is subj cted to biaxial t n i n, wh r there i n gradual 
d elopmcnt of crack until stabilization. Th ignifi ant jump in th tensil train 
attribut d t lh britt! natur of H , in addition to th I cal lip f th FRP bar . Th I al-
lip that d elop at era k iciniti could be an important r as n fl r lh larg hanges in th 
train. Fr m the e tabli hed bond tre tran fer mechani m fl r t 1-R • the te 1-
c n r te b nd failur i c mmonl cau d b ru hing in front of lh bar lug . fn order to 
h k if ther i a irnilar failure, a clo e i ual aminati n of th interfa ial urfa e bctw n 
th FRP bar and urrounding concrete wa ondu ted after compl ting th te t . r 
pan I , th amination h wed that th int rfacial local bond failur curred n the urfa 
between the concrete and RP bar due to failur in th sand c ating urfa 1gur -7). 
Howe er, for H pan I , th failur ccurred on th urfa b twe n th ncr t and glas -
igur 6-8). Thi indicate that not onJ and coating fail, but al a 
d laminati n of the glas fibre at differ nt local I ations occu . hi phenom n n agrc 
with an p rim ntal tud conducted b Le t al. 2007 , whi h f 
int rfacial b nd failures at the interface betwe n FRP bars nd H uch a b nd tre 
tran fer m chani m could e plain th nature of th large abrupt chang in th ten il train at 
th tim f de el ping a new rack. n e thi d lamination of fibr i creat d, a larg an1 unt 
of for e carri d b the H transferred direct! to lh mbedd d FRP rein[! rcing bar. Th 
udd n m bilizati n flhe r inforcing bar au e a udd n era k opening and a relati I larg 
change in th t n ile train. 
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me FRP and H e perience brittl failure , th c mbinati n f b th mat rial rna 
not be de irabl from the de ign point of i . Howe er, the de ign f FRP-R i usual) 
govern d b rviceability limit , in order to control ce sive cracking and defle tion. 
Th r for , th impro ment in mechanical p rfi rmance f c n r t all w a ignificant 
increase in the initial cracking loads, stresses and strain . AI o, a ignificant impro emcnt in 
the ten ion stiffi n.ing contribution e, compared to N achi ed. Th r for , it can be 
r commend d that H be uti liz d in RP-R , and th hould impr th general 
characteri ti required to control cracking and deflecti n limit . Thi 
general impro ement in the durability of G RP-R due to th u of H 
in addition t th 
6.2.3 Ef ect of concrete cover to bar diameter ratio 
Figur 6-9 how the fc1 normalized with re pect t fer th a erage tensil train for 
pan I PI- -16-1.0-1.5 and P2-G -16-1.0-2.5, wh r panel P2- -16-1.0-2.5 
expenences an cr that is nearl 25% les than pan I Pl- N -16-1.0-1.5. H we r, th initial 
racking train for panel P2-G U-16-1.0-2.5 i lo er b almo t 40%. Thi re ult in onl a 
9% increase in the initial stiffn ss curve lo in th pr -cracking stage h n a ·cl db = 2.5 i 
used. 
Table 6-1 how that panel PI- -16-l.0-1.5 Cc I db = 1.5) ha a &tn.cr = 4 34 ~-
which i nearly 25% high r than that r cord d for pan I P2- -16-1.0-2.5 (Cc I db = 2.5). 
Th diffi r nc in &tn.cr can onl b related to the differ nee in th initial cracking load f b th 
pan l . For th po t-cracking stage, the degradation of the descending urv lo remams 
lo er for pan I with Cc I db = 2.5 up to about 2000 J..lf:. Be nd 2 00 f.l£, pan I P 1- N -I -
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I. -1.5 J 
mpar d t panel P2-
primary ra k d 
ntributi n at a faster rate once its fcr i rea hed. Be nd 40 0 ~E. 
in th t n i n ti ffi ning contribution of panel P 1- -I -1.0-1 .5 
-16-1.0-2.5, which c uJd b attribut d t th fl w r num f 
in pan I PI- -1 -1.0-1.5. Abri han1i and Mit h 11 19 
du to th d FRP-R pan I , th r 
n iden 
cracks. Thi i in g d agr m nt with the c perim ntal finding f Bi h IT and Pai a 
(20 4. 
rom th ab e di us i n, it i nclud d that th c I db has an in ignifi ant ffi ct n th 
tre - train r lati nship f FRP-R und r dir ct t n i n up t - 40 0 ~E. F w 
differ nee ar noti ed in th initial cracking load and 
r lati nship ond 4 !lE, which can n t lu i el attribut d t th effi t f c I db. 
H we er, it i mm nd d that a eparat c ndu t that 
6 cu es on the 'c I db effi t and furth r e amin th effi ct of plitting ra k n the ten i n 
tiffening contributi n. 
6.2.4 Effect of reinforcement ratio 
The r infor m nt ratio i an important param t r that can ignifi anti a t th t nsil 
tre - train r lati n hip. h reinforcem nt rati hang by mean f hanging th db fi r th 
sam bar pa ing, b r 1ce f th r infl r m nt rati i 
di us din light f hanging in db and b . 
I 1 
igure 6-1 h w th effect of change in th reinfl r m nt ratio n the ten i n tiffi ning 
r pon und r uniaxial ten ion. Th figure c mpar panel P2- U-16-1.0-2.5, P5- N -
16-0.7-2.5, and P7- N -13-0.7-2.5. Th differ nee betw n th a rag load- train r pon 
ignificantly higher as th r infor ement rati i d creased. Thi 
ccurs in pit of the imilarit in the final numb r f primary era ks d 
panel P2- -16-1.0-2.5 and P7-G -13-0.7-2.5. Table 6-l h w that panel P5- -16-
0.7-2.5 has a 0n,cr = 5421 J-1£, which i 65% high r than that recorded for pan I P2- -I -
1.0-2.5. The increase in Cnt.cr i e en high r du to th change in d b to a 1 mm iz . Panel P7-
-13-0. 7-2.5 has a 0n.cr = 7318 ~E, which i 122% and 35% higher than that re rded fl r 
pan I P2- -16-1.0-2.5 and PS-G -16-0.7-2.5, re pecti el . 
The sam ph nomenon i ob rved fi r pan I ubject d t biaxial t n ion. igur -I I 
how the effect of chang in the reinforcement ratio on th load- train r lation hip fl r pan I 
P3-GNB-16-l.0-2.5 and PlO- B-16-0.7-2.5. The figure clearl 
differ nc b tween th panel and bar barre ponse . Howe r, it hould b n t d that part f 
thi ten ile contribution i attributed to the influ nee ofthe larg b of panel P10- B-16-0.7-
2.5. 1 larg r b r ul in wid r era k pa ing and tlm re ult in m r t n ion tiffening 
contribution of the concr te between era k. Table 6-1 ho that panel Pl - B-16-0.7-2.5 
h a 0n.cr = 660- 3749 J-1£, which i - 50% high r than that r orded for pan I P'"'- B-
16-1.0-2.5. 
in ten i n-stitfening du t deer asing tl1 reinforc m nt ratio b come n 
larg r when combined with H . able 6-l show that P8- H -1 -0.7-1.5 ha a 0 11.cr = 
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7798 J.!S, which i - 31 % and 43% higher than that r rd d fi r pan I P4- I I -16-1.0-2.5 
and P7- -1 -0.7-2.5, r pecti I . igur an mere in t n i n tiffening 
re rded fi r H u ~e ted t uniaxial and biaxial ten i n, re p ti I . 
Th rcfor , it can b ncluded that th r i 
c ntri uti n du t th decrease in th reinfor em nt rati . h t n i n tiffi ning b ha i ur i 
fi und to to an change in th r infi r ment ratio, hich i fi und alid fi r th 
I ading case . Th incr ase in t n ion tifll ning i attributed to two main fa t rs: ( l) with a 
I w r inv r m nt rati , th r i a larger c ncr t ar ar und th bar, which r ult in a 
n ti ning c ntribution, and 2 the u of a maJler db that i I'"' mm in diam t r 
rather than 16 mm nhance the bond trans6 r m hani m of th FRP-bar and thu th 
ten ion tiffi ning ntribution. Th c mbinati n of a I w reinfl r ment rati , mall db and 
II r ul in ignifi ant in r e in th t n i n- tiffcning contri uti n f RP-R . 
6.2.5 Ten ile re po11 e of tee/-R compared to GFRP-R 
Figure -12 ariation of th a rage ten il train with th appli d l ad for th 
t el-R pan I f eri V. or panel P 12- B-1 -1.0-2.5 the I ad- train r lation hip are 
pi tt d for th W and 
It can be n ticed that for panel P 11-
linear up to = 2 7 kN, whi h corre pond 
d elop a urfa e ra k at cr = 17 
-16-1.0-2.5 th I d- train r 1ati n hip r mains 
train of - 7 JlE. Th pnmary era 
whj h rr nd t a E:cr = 202 JlE. Th mall 
train at = 237 kN ugg ts that an int maJ ra k could ha e 
37 JlE. B ond thi hang in the train with th ra k perung, th 
I .., 
load- train relation become less steep up to J;. at = 437 kN. The yielding train that i 
recorded around 2000 t-te occurs at th vicinity of the primary crack (Figur 5-17 . 
The main differences in th behaviour between GFRP- and st el-R panels ar evaluated 
by comparing GFRP-R panel P2-GNU-l6-l.0-2.5 and P3-GNB-16-l.0-2.5 of n I with 
the corre ponding ~ el-RC panel Pll-S -16-1.0-2.5 and Pl2- B-16-1.0-2.5 of V, 
re pectively. 
As hown in Table 6-1 , there i a significant differenc in the initial cracking strain 
ob rved. Th concrete cracking train of the GFRP-R panel are almost 41% and 43% le 
than the corresponding steei-R pan I subjected to uniaxial and biaxial ten ion, re pectivel 
The significant differenc in cracking strains can b directly attribut d to the differ nee in th 
moduJu f elasticity of FRP and t el, which significantly affects th initial era king train. 
The tension stiffening contribution is limited b J;, hich oc ur at a ielding train ar und 
2000 ~at the vicinity of the crack a hown in Figur 5-17. The ten ile trains of th teel-R 
ar much less compared to G RP-R . 
Figure 6-13 is used to compw th load ersu a erage tensil train for st 1-R and 
FRP-R panel ubjected to uniaxial and biaxial tension. Th bar bar r pon es for th 
steel and G RP are also illustrated to show the differences under tensile load. The stre - train 
relations r corded for th ste 1-RC panel are near! imilar in curve pr fil to tho e r c rd d 
in a pre iou study by ho tal. (2004b). imilar to G RP-R there i an abrupt chang in 
the tensile load ersus strain r sponse which typically occur once a new crack form . 
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Howe er, the e abrupt change in th ten il train are much le in magnitud for t 1-R 
ompar d to th e r corded for FRP-R pan I . hi could be anribut d t : 
Th diffi r nt m chani m of force tran fi r tween th FRP bar and c ncrete ompar d 
to th t el-R . h nature f the urfac characteristics of th FRP-bar rna r uJt in a 
larger relati e slip from the urrounding concr te; peciall at the era k i initi until the 
end of/1• 
FRP e perience much higher strain than t el at th am I el of I ading. Thi 
e plain that the amount of tre s r li f de elop d hould b r lati I higher one a n w 
crack de elop . 
Figur 6-14 hows the a erage con ret nonnaJized with r p ct t th racking 
tre ersu th a erage ten ile train fi r pecimen ubj ct d to uniaxial and biaxial t n i n. 
It an b noti ed that there i a significant differ nee in beha i ur und r uniru ial ten i n. 
Alth ugh there are fewer numbers f crack de elop d for te 1-R pan I, FRP b 
contribute rnor in r i ting ten ion at the same le el of loading. TI1i uld be e plained b 
c mparing the area under the curve which retlec the tension tifTening ntribution. A larger 
area means a higher ten ion stiffening contribution. Table 6-1 aJ c nfirm that panel ?2-
-16-1 .0-2.5 ha a £m.cr = 3286 J..lE, which i 168% high r than that r orded for pan I 
P11- NU-16-1.0-2.5. 
Table -1 aJ o confirm that panel P3-GNB-16-I.0-2.5 has a E:,,~cr = 24 4 J..l£, which i 167 
- I 5% high r than that rec rded fir pan I Pl2- 8-16-1.0-2.5. h wn in igur 6-14, the 
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RP-R panel PJ- NB-16-1.0-2.5 ubj ted to biaxial t nsi m r t n i n 
tiffening than pan I PI2- NB-16-1.0-2.5. H e r, it appears from Figur -1 , that fl r th 
pan I , th rat f I in t n ion stiffi ning ntribution i r lati el higher than th uniaxial 
L n i n c . Thi can be interpreted th differ n e in th d elopment f ra k m hani m 
und r biaxial tensi n in which multiple ra initiaL dire tl and in tantl in tl1 dire ti ns 
h n cr i reached. Therefc r , the pan I rea h th ir tabiliz d era king 
fonnation tage. Thi e plains wh th pan I und r biaxial tension lo m r f th ir concr te 
ntributi nat earl tag fl ading. 
Th r for , it can b pre umed that FRP-R und r uniru ial t nsi n e perienc a 
ignificant incre in the ten ion ti:ffi ning contri ution compar d t teel-R at th am 
I el f tre , which confirm th finding of Bi h IT and Pai a 20 4 . H we r, t n i n 
tiffening i n t as ignificant und r biaxial t n i n, due to th difTerent ra king m chani m, 
whi h r ul in fi t r d gradation in th t n ion- tiffening contributi n und r biaxial ten i n. 
6.3 Change in Mean rack Width 
Tabl 6-2 h w th w111 record d at th tabiliz d cracking tag f th te t d panel . It i 
n ticed from thi tabl that th a erag ten ile train at the tabilized era king tage fl r FRP-
R panel arie between 2000 to 000 1-LE, whi h i nearly 10 t 40 tim th licr, whil fc r 
te 1-R , th stabilized train i in the rang f 1700 1-LE, which i a ut t 15 time the E:cr 
tabi I ized era king tag at differ nt ten i n I ording t th 
pr pertie f ea h panel. Therefor , the hang in th w, are pi tt d again t th c,, a h wn 
lat r. 
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6.3.1 Effect of loading type 
igure -15 h w th effi ct of biaxial t n i n n the chang m w,. r pan I P2-G 
-I . -2.5 und r uniaxial t n ion, and up t a ten il train = 20 
fli t on the ' , at the same le el of e,. B nd 20 0 ~. the w, i r lati el 
ignificant 
w r und r 
biaxial ten i n ~ r th am I I of tensil train b n arl 42% at e,, = 4 ~- Th ~, 
d creas Furth r b nd thi tag . u h a r du tion in the w, uJd attri uted to th 
r duction in th under biaxial ten i n relative to th uniaxial t n i n at th 
le I of I ading. d, thi r duction i attributed t th ffi ct m 
, th crack in lination du t th ariati n in th prin ipal tre under bi 
reduction in w, could du to the effe t in th tran crs dir ti n " hich 
affi th m hani m f pening crack . 
6.3.2 Effect of concrete trength 
igur 6-1 ffect of changing th ncr te trength n th w,. nd r uniaxial 
t n i a minor difference in th w, du to the u e of H . Thi alid up t c,, = 
4 nd thi chang , w, i r du ed b n arl 2 - 0%, whi h could be 
attributed t th high r c n rete compre i 
nd r biaxial ten i n, H h w a r ducti n in u, b n art 45% up t th tabiliz d 
era king tag , which c rr sponds to c,, = 4700 f..lE and 540 I f..lE for pan I P3- B-16-1.0-2.5 
and P6- HB-1 -1.0-2.5, re pecti el . 
I 7 
h r fi re, th u f H c uld cau a reducti n in W111• Thi uld impr th margm f 
fety and allow more tolerance in th 
RP-R deign. 
rvic ability r quir ment that u uall ontrol th 
6.3.3 Effect of concrete cover to bar diameter ratio 
The ffect of cl db n th chang in w, i hown in Figure 6-17 in whi h pan I Pl- N -
16-1.0-1.5 and P2- -16-1.0-2.5 ar c mpar d. Prior to £,, = 20 0 - 00 f.!E, a wider Wm i 
e perien ed due to the increas d eel db. H w r, be ond £,, = 0 0 f.!E, it appear that u ing a 
·cl db= 2.5 igrtificantl r duce th w,, at th mpar d t eel db= 
1.5, a high r t n ile trains are peri nc d. r in tance, the w, is redu d fr m ab ut 0% 
le s to 60% Je for £,, = 4000 J..LE t &,, = 8000 J..LE. uch a difli renee can be r lat d t th 
differ nee in th tabilized cracking tage achie d [I reach panel. 
Tab I 6-2 mpar the r cord d 11, at th tabilized cracking tag ti r panel P 1-
1 -l.0-1.5 and P2- N -16-1.0-2.5, which ha e Cc I db of 1.5 and 2.5, r p ti el . lt app ar 
that ~1, in re b aim t thr time wh n c I db = 2.5 i u d. H n , it h uld be n ted 
that ther i ad Ia in th tage of tabiliz d era king a r uJt of in rea ing th c I db fr m 
1.5 t 2.5. In th tabilized cracking tage for P2- -16-1.0-2.5, th tabilized e,, i 5512 f.lE, 
which is near! 15 % high rthan th tabiliz d &,, fpan I Pl- -I -1.0-1 .5. 
6.3.4 Effect of reinforcement ratio 
igure 6-l and -19 how th effi ct f changing th reinforc ment rati on th change in 
w, und r uniaxial and biaxial t nsion, re p ti I . nd r uniaxial tensi n, igur 6-1 
that pan I P5- N -16-0.7-2.5 e peri n a r ducti n in W 111 b n arl 75%, n a rag , 
compared t panel P2- -16-1.0-2.5. hi redu tin in w, i alid up t £,11 = - 7000 JlC, 
which is dir ctl attributed to th high r t n ion tiffening contribution recorded ~ r pan I P5-
N -16-0.7-2.5 a hown in igure 6-10. Pan I P7- -13-0.7-2.5 al h w a r ducti n in 
Wm b nearly 4% on a rag mpared to P2-G -16-1.0-2.5. 
• igure 6-19 al o how that under biaxial ten i n, ther i a minor change in w, up to £,11 = 
- 2000 Jl£. me ariation in w111 i ob erved between 2000 JlC t 000 JlC. B ond that, w, i 
aim t qual. In general the o eraJI chang in w, i con idered minor under biaxial t n i n. 
uch a minor hange i not onl d pend nt n th reinforc m nt rati but can al be r !at d 
t change in bar pacing and thu the total numb r of crack de lop d within the pan I. 
6.3.5 Effect of bar type 
The tabilized w, value ar h wn in Table 6-2. imilar t FRP, pan I Pl2- B-16-1 .0-
2.5 und r biaxial tension how a 9% reducti n in w, c mpar d to pan I P 11- -16-1.0-2.5. 
igur 6-20 how the effect of the bar type on the change in w, und r uniaxial t n i n. 
p t 200 JlC, th FRP-R appar ntly e perien e a maller era k width mpared t 1-
R . Howe er, thi can b misleading in th tabilized cracking tag for RP-R i n t 
t achie d. The t el-R pan I rea he it tabiliz d cracking tag at a ut 170 JlC Uu t 
below steel yielding) while th FRP-R panel reache it tabiliz d racking tag at nearl 
4 00 to 6 00 JlC. Thi mean that RP-R till e perience a mu h high r Wm on e it rea he 
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it tabiliz d ra king tage. A imilar b rvati n can b not d for th pan I ubj t d t 
biaxial ten i n h wn in Figure 6-2 1. 
There[~ r , [I r a gi en I el of tr . ra k width are ob iou I great r ~ r FRP-R 
be au e of th I w r m duJus of elasti ity f th RP bar. whi h r ult in larger pan I 
train . Thi means that in pite f the great r t n i n tiffening c ntributi n f FRP-R , 
th re i no great r ducti n in w, hi h i mor influ need b th I train in th 
m mb r. H w r, it h uld be not d that up t 2000 1-1£, whj h i con id r d a rviceability 
de ign limit I 2 I), the diffi ren in w, betwe n st 1-R and FRP-R till 
n id r d minor. 
6.4 Con titutive Modelling of Ten ile tre - train Relation hip 
rom th abo di cu i n, it can b c n luded that the ten il - tre r lationship f 
I ading typ RP-R ignifi anti influ nc d b thr main fact rs, whi h are 
Th e p rimental r ults are u ed to ~ rmulat a constituti e r lati n hip th t defines th 
d m d I a unt [I r the 
pr - racking and po t- ra king failur thr ugh id alization f the as nding and d cending 
fer of RP-R pan I under uniaxial and iaxial te i n i 
in orp rated in th pr po d constituti 
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6.4.1 racking trength of R -panel under uniaxial ten ion 
t mcth d 
ading m th 
m th d f lind r 
tr ngth for th 
tr ngth of plain c n ret in lud th third p int 
intI ading m th d , an plitting 
te ts m th d r ult in ariou ten il 
trength gi 
t t i 40% to 0% higher than that fr m th plining tensile t t 
tensil tr ngth an be obtain d fr m dir ct ten ion t t , but it i n t 
viii I 71 . r liabl 
im n as pr i u I menti ned. Th r for , a m r r a na I m th d t 
a quir th era king and tre - train urve f R i the dir t te t u ing R 
nt in e tigation, th I ad appli d to reinforcem nt i tran rr d t th 
bond al ng th reinfl rcement mbedd d I ngth, and then th racking str 
pr di ted. 
ln fact. th a tual di tribution of con r t tre in th tran er and I ngitudinal dir ti n 
f th R panel i n n-unin rm. Thj r ult in a diffi r nee betw n th racking tr ngth 
fu fth R pan I and th t nsil trength !,' fpl ·n ncr te. Th fc, i d fin d 
le I f oncr t in a R pan l m mber at which era king tak pia rr nding t initial 
cracking I d cr· The !,' i a mat rial pr rty fi r plain c n ret that an be perim ntall 
mea ur d fr m dir t ten ion te t . imilar t th pr nt in e tigatj n, man m tigat 
ob erv d a diffi rene tween !,' and f.r (Bia kman et al. 1958; mayaji and hah 1 81; 
han tal. (1992) plain d that th fc, fa R m m r m r with a 
of th rati f gment I ngth t with an in rea f th train 
I I 
gradi nt in the trans erse or longitudinal dir cti n . This m an that th ize ffect rna pia a 
role iJ1 creating uch a difference. ther in e tigat r howed that the loading hi t ry pr babl 
caus m differenc ( han et al. 1992; o agi and Yan1ada 19 3). Ilowe r. it i diffi ult 
to e tabli h an riteria that con id r uch a ari ti n of cracking tr ngth a rding t th 
pe im n I ngth t; und in the literature. If a rational r lati n forth LZ ffi t fa pecimen i 
intr due d, better numerical re ults can b e p ct d (K ak and ong 2002). 
Meanwhile, q. (6.1) i pr p ed toe timat th fc, ofth R pan I und r uni ·ial dir t 
t n ion: 
f't, = a" . .!,' 6.1 ) 
where av i a mat rial con tant to b determined from the t t data. Th av i as urn d to b tn 
the rang of 0.65 ~ 0.85. Th l can be e perimentally timat d from dir ct t n ion te t f 
plain concr te p cim ns. Al , it can be e tirnat d fr m an f the a ailabl quati n in th 
lit ratur . Th A I 224.2 (1992) equation: l = 0.33[i. can be used. or H Ia i- ard 
and Marzouk (2002) re mmended that l i better e pr d in term of th ubi root of l 
in tead fth quar root of J..' . Thi i t a count forth m re nonlin ar and rittl b havi ur 
of H com par d t 
6.4.2 Cracking strength of RC-panel under biaxial tension 
ncr te und r a combination f biaxial tr xhibit diffi r nt tr ngth and tre - train 
beha iours from tho under uniaxial I ading condition thr ugh th f P i on' rati 
I 2 
and micr -crack onfinement. To define the change of mat rial prop rti accor<ling to the 
biaxial ten il tre tate the biaxial tr ngth en elope in the ten i n-ten i n region i d fin d. 
A g neral pre sion (Eq. 6.2) i pr po ed t d fin th biaxial failur n elop in th 
t n i n-ten ion r gion. hi e pr s ion was original! pr po d b o agi and Yamada 
(1983 . H w ver, a modification i mad t the riginal m del b r pia ing l with the t rm: 
a"!,', which i fer ofth concrete panel under uniaxial t n ion ( q. 6.1 . igur 6-22 how the 
biaxial tr ngth en el p f concrete und r biaxial ten ion bas don Eq. (6.2 . 
(6.2) 
where, J; and h ar th principal . The ft , in the primary dir ti n (.t;) d cr as 
with increasing t nsil in the ther principal direction, and failur 
place b cracking in th primary dir ti n. How er when racking o curs, th prin ipal 
t n ile tre and train in th oth r directi n till r main in th ascending 
tre - train relati n. There£ re, the concret - train relation in th lh r dir ction ( h 
dir ction in igur 6-22 can e as umed to b th sam that of uniaxial I ading and d 
n t chang with the ariation of ten ile tre in the primary dir cti n before racking. ln 
Figure 6-22, th n th tw loading rati being in tigat d, (i .. 
alid b using Eq. (6.2). H nee, b u ing 
th j~, determin d from q. 6.2), th tre - train relation f ncret in th t n i n part can 
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fmall be dcfin d n the basi ofunjaxial ten i n- tiffening and th ra king m d I. ing thi 
concept, th two-dim n ional pr bl m i r du d t a imp! uniaxi 1 pr bl m. 
ummarize the perim ntal fer f th FRP-R pe im n und r uniaxial 
t nsion and th predi ted alu using Eq. (6.2 . A g d agr m nt i ~ und, th rati r th 
perimental t th pr diet d fer h a m an alu f 1. 6, tandard d iati n f 0.16, and a 
.. V. of 14. %. pr di ted fer r ults are ba d n an a rage alu f 0.75 for th 
material c n tant ao ( q. 6.1 ). 
6.4.3 Propo ed ten ile fre s- train COil fifutive model 
ar go m d b 
man fa t rs, uch as th ize and di tributi n r th r inforcing m h, ar urfa 
ti rc p rp ndi ular t an pen ra k ar 
fore ar tran fcrred b nd t 
ili tributi n in th ncret ari 
from a zero alue at th crack to a rugher alu b tween the rack 
the a erag in the concr te i n nzer . A pre iousl di 
tiffenjng. Thus, t nsion tiffi ning i a m th d f r taining m am 
d wh n cracking oc urs. 
Mo t f th current m d 1 app ar t u c a gradual r duction f tr . H er, thi i n 
b rved in m ult of RP-R pan I . Th perim ntal ugg 
that a udd n dr pin load o u a c mpanjed b a jump in th 
it w uld m reali ti to include tru ffi t. In thi in stigati n, th I ad haring appr a h 
I 4 
i ad pted to d fine th a erage concr t tre - train relation hip. h id lizati n f th 
t-cracking ten i n- ti ening b ha i ur, 1 
h wn in igur -2 . e propo ed model as urn a linear relati n in th pr - racking rang 
(Eq. 6.3) and a bi-lin ar relation Eqs. 6.4 and 6.5 G r th t- ra king d nding bran h 
flllw: 
(6.3) 
( .4) 
(6.5) 
wh r: 
n b = modular rati = Eb I Ec 
fer = cracking tr ngth of on r te pan I 
&cr = racking train 
&111 = member t n ile train normal to the era k dir tion 
nom1aJ t 
I 5 
a 1, a2, a = material constant that d p nd n n r te trcngth, I ading t p uniaxi I r 
biaxial , and r inforcem nt ratio. able 6-4 the propo ed rang fi r th con tan 
calibrated using th perim ntaJ data. 
6.5 Compa · n between the Proposed Model T R ul and Other Mod 
Th pr 
6-24 to 6-27. h figur al includ th f the pr 
m tigati n and th pr diction of an th r fl ur t n i n tiffi ning m 
e th r fi ur mod I : Bi ch ff and Pai a 
in thi 
lit ratur . 
q. 2.40. 
kamura tal. I 85 q. 2.30), Ye cllio and llin 1986) ~ q . 2.25 , and Marz uk and 
h n (1993 ~ q. 2.29 . 
Th mod I pr p ed b Bi h ff and Pai a (2004 i th onJ n th t wa obtajn d 
b d n t t r ul of RP-R m m h m 
pr po d b Vee ruo and llin 19 6 and kamura tal. (19 5 w r btain d fr m th 
r ults of hear te t of t el-R pan I . Marz uk and hen ( 1 ad pt d th 
th ir pr po d m I. 
fl ning into t n ion tim ning b hanging th param ters a and/) in 
rding t Marz uk and h n ( 199..., , th param t r a w found in 
th rang fr m I . t 4.00 6 r teel-r inti r ed H lab . hi I param t r /) h a ugg t 
alu equal t 1.6 55. In th h wn c mpari n , th parameter a i 
1.00. 
ln g n raJ, the Bi h ff and Pai a (2 4 , V cru and oil in 
urn d t b ualt 
, an kamura et 
al. ary in th ir agr m nt with th perimentaJ r ul . ut f the 
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be tt r in it pr di ti n fl r FRP-R tmd r 
ere timat th 
r stimation appears t RP-R pan I ubj t d t biaxial t nsi n. 
In g n raJ, th Marz uk and hen 19 m d I tmd re timat fi r 
mo t of th uniaxial m mbe . H we er, th Figur 6-26 and -27 d m n trat that thi 
m d I perform b tt r for H . Thi m d I ha a good ad antag in calibrating i 
in rporat d param ters a and fJ) t ac mm dat tr - train r lati n hip 
fi r diffi rent type f r inli rc m nt. Th reforc, in ord r to a 
ntributi n f RP-R , it i r omm nded that th paramet r a in rat d in thi m d I 
be changed to 0.1 - 0.2 for a b tter fitting fi r th uniaxial t nsi n ca RP-R . 
In c mpari n with other ten i n- tifli ning m del , th d mod I in thi 
m tigati n perfi rm ti fa t ril . h main fi ature of th ugg 
f both th partial udd n d.r p of tre and udd n jump in the tensil train after th ten il 
(era king tr ngth h be n e ceeded. Thi fi ature rea onabl r Oe t th e p rim ntal 
idenc . Thu , a re onabl agr m nt i fi und b tween th 
mod I and e perirn ntaJ r uJ . Thi alid fi r th I ading cas oftmi ial and biaxial, and 
al o forth RP-R pan I mad f and H . Th material at. a2, an a 
in rp rat d in th prop d mod I gi e th ad antag of calibrati n t a mm date th 
beha iour due to change in oncrete tr ngth. I ading typ (uniaxial r 
biaxial , and r infor ment rati . 
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6.6 ummary and Conclusions 
Ln thi chapter, the ten ile tr - train charact ri tic of GFRP-R w1d r uniaxial and 
biaxial ten ion ar pre nt d and di cu ed. Th di cu i n fl u n th change in the 
ten ion-stiffening b haviour of the tested panels due to differ nt te t paramet r . Th main 
difference b twe n the ten ile r lation hip of RP-R and te 1-R are in e tigat d. TI1 
changes in the Wm du to differ nt te t parameter are al o di cu ed. More er. a n tituti 
law i pr p ed t idealize the tensile tre - train r Jation hip of FRP-R pan I . Th 
proposed m del i further compared with other con tituti e model . B d on th di 
pre ent d in thi chapter th ti llowing c nclu ion can be urnmarizcd: 
1. Und r biaxial tension the GFRP-R pan I e peri nc much I ten i n tiffening 
contribution than tho und r uniaxial ten i n. This r duction i attribut d t th 
r duction in the initial cracking load and ra king tr ngth und r biaxial ten i n. 
Thi i in addition t th differ nee in the mechanism of era k d lopment under 
biaxial tension. 
2. The stre - train relationship und r uniaxial and biaxial tension ar chara terized 
by a harp drop in the ten ile u tain d b c ncrete, a mpani d b a jump 
in the ten ile train after a crack forms. nder uniaxial ten ion, the concret tre 
after thi dr p r ache near! 25 - 40% of the fc, of con r t . nd r biaxial ten ion, 
the concrete tress drop to nearJ 15 - 25% of the.fc, of c ncrete. 
3. Th u of H r ult in a higher ten ion-stiffening contributi n du t high r 
cracking loads and reduction in ten ile train at th sam l e1 of loading. Th 
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diffi rene b tw en the panel tcnsil r pon and bar 
increa ing near! proporti nat t th in rea in the concr te compr 
ft und t b 
tr ngth. 
4. ignificantjump in th ten it train i fl und too cur at th ra k initiati ninth 
H pan I . Thi abrupt chang in the ten ile strain h a high r magnitud than 
pan I . Thi i attribut d t th britt! natur f H and du t the I al lip 
betwe nth RP bar and urrounding concret at the rack ' iciniti . 
5. In general, th re i an incr as in th t n ion tiffi ning ntributi n due t th 
decreas in r infi r m nt rati . he incr a in ten i n tiffi ning i attribut d t 
tw main fa t rs: (a) for a I w r infor em nt ratio, there i a larg r concr t ar a 
ar und the bar, which results in a great r t n ion sti:ffi ning ntributi n, and (b) th 
7. 
u of a mall r db enhance th nd tran fl r m chani m f th FRP-bar and thu 
ntributi n. 
RP-R under uniaxial ten ion 
tiffening contribution ompared to te 1-R at th am I el 
du to th lower modulus of I ticity of the FRP. H we r, th tiffi ning 
ignifi ant und r biaxial t n i n, du to th different r king m hani m, 
whi h r ull in faster d gradati n in the ten ion- tiffening ntributi n und r 
biaxial t n i n. 
tabilized ra king tage i a hi ed [I r FRP-R 
pan I ane tween 2000 t 80 0 jlE, which i near! 1 t 40 tim th t1:r. hit 
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for t el-R the tabiliz d train i in th rang f 17 f .. U::, which i ab ut 8 to I 5 
tim th fit:r· p to 2000 f-1£, which i c n id r d a i abilit d ign limit th 
difference in l>1, betw en t 1-R and RP-R i r. B ond th 
1-R tabiliz d cr eking tag , ra k width ar c id ntl gr t r fi r th RP-
R becau ofthe lower moduJu f lasticity fth FRP ar. 
ompar d to the uniaxiaJ ten i n c , w, i r lati el lo er und r biaxial t n i n 
forth am el f ten ile train b near! 42%. u h a r du ti n in \1'111 ould 
attribut d t th r du tion in the FRP- train und r biaxial ten i n. 
9. In g n ral, H cau a redu tion in w,. nd r uniaxiaJ ten i n, th r i a mm r 
diffi r nee in w, due to th u fH up t c,, = 4000 to 500 f..lE:. B ond that, \1'111 
r du d n arl 20 - 30%, which can b attri uted t th high r con r t 
trength. nder bi ' ial t nsi n, H aJlow a r du ti n in "'', b 
near! 45% up t th tabilized ra king tag . 
10. nd r uniaxiaJ t nsion a r du ti n in w, b near! 75% n a rag du to th 
decreas in th r inforc m nt rati fr m 1% t 0.7%, whi hi dir 
th high r t nsi n tiffening ntributi n re ord d {; r th I wer r infor m nt rati 
Howe cr, under biaxial t n i n, th 
I I. tre - train constituti r lati n hip ( q . 6. t .5) i pr po d ~ r 
FRP-R . Th main feature of th ugg t d m d I i th in lu i n f b th th 
partial udd n drop of tre an hange in th tensil train aft r th .fer i ded. 
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Thi feature r as nabl r fl t th e pcrim ntal e id n . Th fer f oncr t 
me rp rat d in the propo ed m del t account for th biaxial t n i n tr ngth 
en el q. 6.2 . ing thi n hip i r du d 
t a imple uniaxial expre ion. 
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I 
II 
Ill 
I 
-....) 
N 
p cimen 
P1-GNU-16-1 .0- I .5 
P2-GNU-16-l.0-2.5 
P3- 8-16-1.0-2.5 
P5-GNU-16-0.7-2.5 
P7-GNU-13-0.7-2.5 
P1 0- NB-16-0.7-2.5 
P4-GHU-16-1.0-2.5 
P6-GHB-16-1 .0-2.5 
P8-GHU-13-0.7-1.5 
P9-GH8-13-0.7-2.5 
P11-SNU- 16-I.0-2.5 
P12- 8-16- I .0-2.5 
1: 
(MPa) 
48.1 
46.9 
34.8 
47.2 
43.6 
46.1 
76.9 
74.9 
77.5 
79.7 
43.7 
38.4 
Table 6-1: Test result 
<r k ) };.,., MPa) £..r. til'~ )lE 
216.4 1.86 128.9 
163.6 1.41 89.2 
126.5 1.06 175.4 
126.2 1.07 174.8 
180.8 1.55 173.9 
235.9 1.94 286.4 
124.9 1.08 206.9 
127.9 1.11 205.5 
299.5 2.49 253.5 
232.6 1.92 236.5 
233.7 1.89 263.9 
251 .7 2.08 318.7 
223.6 1.95 62.8 
225.0 1.96 43.9 
317.0 2.40 202 
243.0 1.87 107 
228.5 1.88 45.4 
At initial crack load, cr 
Bare bar Bare bar Cm cr 
stress. (MPa) strain. ()lf:) ()lf:) 
182.5 4463 4334 
137.5 3375 3286 
106.5 2610 2434 
106.2 2603 2427 
228.3 5595 5421 
310.3 7605 7318 
157.8 3867 3660 
161.4 3955 3749 
252.1 6179 5943 
195.8 4799 4562 
196.8 4823 4559 
331.2 8117 7798 
294.1 7208 7145 
295.9 7252 7208 
285 1425 1223 
186.3 931 824 
190.4 952 906 
Table 6-2: Mean crack width at tabilized crackil1g stage 
\ lcJb ' Bar tre , 6,, \lflb , 
erie pectmen w, ,(mm (kN (MPa) (j.t€) 
P 1-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 250 210 2199 0.40 
-1 P2-GNU-16-l.0-2.5 290 245 5512 1.20 
P3-GNB-16-I .0-2.5 207 175 540 1 0.93 
P5-GNU-16-0.7-2.5 336 424 6932 1.20 
- II P7-GNU-1"-0.7-2.5 280 368 6580 0.66 
PI 0-GNB-16-0. 7-2.5 302 380 6253 1.06 
P4-GHU-16-I.0-2.5 415 350 8004 0.93 
-Ill 
P6-GHB-16-l.0-2.5 230 194 4723 0.58 
P8-GHU-13-0. 7-1.5 336 442 3942 1.09 
-IV 
P9-GHB-13-0. 7-2.5 251 332 8534 1.11 
Pll-SNU-16-1.0-2.5 433 361 1630 0.85 
-V 
P 12-SNB-16-1.0-2.5 420 350 1756 0.77 
17 
Table 6-3: Prediction of cracking trengtlt ofGFRP-R panel 
pecimen 
fcr(e<p<:rtmentaf) , /a (pretlt<t~d). { M Pa) .f. r(cxp<•rtmental) en 
MPa /,,( prc<lt<t••d) 
PI-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 1.86 1.66 1.12 
I P2-GNU-16- 1.0-2.5 1.27 1.65 0.77 
PJ-GNB-16-1 .0-2.5 1.06 1.06 1.00 
P5-GNU- l6-0.7-2.5 1.55 1.61 0.96 
II P7-GNU-13-0.7-2.5 1.94 1.52 1.28 
Pl0-G~l3- 16-0.7-2.5 1.09 1.21 0.90 
P4-GHU-l6-I.0-2.5 2.49 2. 11 1.18 
Ill 
P6-GH13-16-1 .0-2.5 1.77 1.56 1.13 
P8-GHU-13-0.7-1 .5 2.09 2. 11 0.99 
IV 
P9-GHB-13-0. 7-2.5 1.96 1.61 1.22 
Men 1.06 
t. iati n 0.16 
.V.% 14.9 
Table 6-4: Proposed material con tants for tension tiffening model 
Concret 
Loading T p a1 a2 a 
yp 
Uniaxial t n ion 0.25 - 0.40 20 - 30 60 - 100 
Biaxial t n ion 0.20 - 0.25 10 - 15 15 -20 
Uniaxial ten i n 0.15 
H 15 - 20 25 - "'5 
Biaxial ten ion 0.10 
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Figure 6-7: A close up on the interfacial bond failure between GFRP and S 
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Chapter 7 
CRACKI G MODEL FOR GFRP-RC 
7.1 Introduction 
An analytical inve tigation i carried ut t d el p a crack pa ing m del fi r RP-R 
panel under direct tension. he main d tail fthi in e tigation ar pr nt din thi hapter. 
Th first part of thi chapt r di u an appr a h 1 d lop a c n tituti relation t 
predict th crack pacing of FRP-R pan I under direct uniaxial and biaxial t n ion. 1 he 
cracking mathematical m d I i d eloped b adopting the ical tre tran fer a pr ach 
b d on quilibrium, train mpatibility, and bond- lip r lation . Th propo d m d I 
e plicitl ace unts for th nd hara 1 ri tic of the RP bar t p , and its fli t n th 
tabilized rack pacing. Th m d I al n id rs an analyti al ap r ach t ac unt fi r th 
i ial t n ile tre probl m. The mod I tak int a ount th effect of con r t contributi n 
on crack width thr ugh apr po d idealization n r th 
R , thu r fl cting the e perim ntal b rv ti n . 
havi ur f FRP-
d t n i n- ti ffi ning n tituti e 
model include th pr -and po t- racking prop rti f concr t . 
The rifi ati n and alidation f th pr po d appr ach fi r racking on tituti 
m delling i pre nted in the econd part of thi chapter. A compari n b tw n the 
prediction of th cracking model and me of th a ailable e perim ntal data n FRP-R 
pan I i pr nt d. Th model i al o ompar d t th r rei ant era k pa ing cquati n 
I 9 
a ailable in th literature. inall the cracking m del i alidated u ing me , perim ntal 
data of oth r r I ant r earch in e tigation fi w1d in the literatur . 
7.2 Cia ical tre -Tran fer Approach 
The cracking model i de eloped b ad pting th 
n quilibriwn. train mpatibi lity, and bond- lip r lati n . Th 
formulation i revi wed in thi section. 
tran fi r appr a h b d 
f th math mati al 
Reinfi r ing bars tran fer tensiJ n rete through th 
al ng th int rfa tween the r inti rc m nt and th urrounding lwne f 
can be e plain d b on id ring a porti n of R u ~ected to uniaxial ten ion as a fr 
bod diagran1 to obtain the equilibrium equati n for c ncret and reinfi rc m 11t ( igur 7-1 
When a crack i d loped in th R m mb r, the tr in th mu t be z r at th 
dg f th era k. Thus, th distribution f th t nsile tr 
formation of th first ra k r ju t b fore th fi rmati n of th ra k, will appear 
h wn in Figur 2-4. With in r asing di tancc fr m the rack, th urfa will increa 
until the end oftran fir length, 1,. Be ond thi length, the stress di tributi 11 will 11 t b afTe ted 
b the era k. A m nti n d th I, i th mbedm nt length r quir d to ati fy th 
ondition wh r th train in th rein£ r ing ar and the urrounding qual t 
a h ther h wn in igur 7-1. Th crack affi ct the tre in th c n rete within a 
i applied, th far nd r pr nt the full era ked tat ( tat 2 
with a reinfl r m nt train Eb2· Th t n il 6 rce i fi t tran fi rr d fr m th bar t th 
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n rete b th b nd tre Tb, and th n t alue f the bond tr can b a urn d e ual t 
zer at the inn r part ( - 21,). hi mean that th r is no bond- lip within th c ntral regi n 
und d b th /,. Thu . it can be reasonabl as umed that th train in th r infi r m nt and 
n ret ar ual t ea h th rat x = I, and th train aJu c rr pond t f.bJ· 
r m the train di tribution (Figure 7-1 , th I al lip · x) can b d fin d th t tal 
differ nc in I ngati n between the reinfor ment and urrounding con r te m ured r 
th length b tw n di tan e x from a crack fa and the center f th gm nt (x - - . Thu : 
.\ 2 
·(x = J (e" x - e,.(x) )dx (7.1 
pa ing b tween two adja ent ra k era k pacing); and Eb x and e (x) ar th 
train di tribution of r infer m nt and n rete, r pe ti el . 
h applied di tribut d partl b twe n th ncr t olum Fe and th rein£ r m nt 
quilibrium, can b d fin d = Fe 
between th con r t and r in£ rc m nt can be d ri d in term f rh u ing a fr b d 
diagram of an axial m mb r as hown in Figur 7-2, thu : 
(7.2) 
(7.3 
where n bar i th number f bars placed within I ngth dx; Ph i th p rim t r fa r inil r ing 
bar; rb i th bond tr at th bar-con r t interfa e· Ab and Ac ar th 
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th reinfor ing ar and concr te, r specti I ; whil Eb and Ec ar lh m dulus of th 
r inforcing bar and c ncr te, re pecti ely. 
nth b f th b nd- lip x). as d fin d in q. (7.1 . th ond rd r di ffi r ntial 
7.4) 
B ub tituting . (7.2) and (7. int . (7.4 , the fi 11 wing g rrung difii r ntial 
equation i obtaill d: 
(7.5) 
wh re nb = Eb l Ec i th m dular rati . 
uati n 7.5 repr nt the b i r lati n hip b twe n th li f x an 
equati n has t del rmin d u ing undary condili n 
and uming a r tali n hip betwe n I ca1 r6 and (x) dward and Picard 1972; Nil n 
I 72 . Thi appr a h require a erie f mpl int grati n and d ri ati n pr dur . 
tain a 
uniqu di tributi n f lip and tre between tw adja ent ra k . be 
pcrimenta11 difficult to fmd an pli it mathematical m d I to d fin th I at bond-1 a1 
lip relati n hip. In additi n, thi r lati n hip mu t ti fy all undary fthe R -
pectm n. hus, it i r c mmend d that a imp! umption i dflrth nd tre 
di tributi n. 
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7.3 Ba ic umption for Mathematical Formulation 
7.3.1 Cracking trengtll 
d ra king trength pr dj ti n quation di cus d in hapt r ar ad pt d. 
uatjon 6.1) i used t timat th ra king tr ngth fer f th R pan I und r uruaxjaJ 
dir ct tension. The g n raJ e pr i n (Eq. 6.2) i u d to defm th 
t nsion-ten ion r gion. 
7.3.2 Ef ective reinforcement ratio 
It as c n lud d in hapt r 5 that th ffi ti e t nsion zon ar und th FRP b ar 
relati el mall r than tho e d elop d fi r d form d teeJ b hi i attributed t th 
djffi rent bond pr pertie f r inforcem nt betw n 
n ider d wh n caJ uJating the ffectj reinfi r m nt ratio P elf in th ra king quati n . It 
c mm n t a urn that th Pelf for st 1-R mem 
db(l5 db) BR l 2). 
d on 15 tim th ar djam ter 
The pr ented p rim ntal vid nc fl r FRP-R ugg t that it w uld rcaJi tic t 
urn a I w r alu than 15 db. Thu , it i r mm nd d that a typical lu i u ed fi r th 
ten i n zon around th RP bar as 7 db m asur d fr m th centr f 
7.3.3 Tension tiffening constitutive model 
t n i n tiffening c n tituti e m d I i tak n as propo d in hapt r . The pr po d 
ume a bi-linear relation (Eq . 6.4 and 6.5 forth p t- ra king d cending bran h. 
7.4 Maximum Crack pacing Mathematical Formulation 
A h wn in Figure 2-2, 2-4, and 7-1 at th nd of th It di tan awa fr m th era k, th 
force carried b c n r t mu t be equal t th ar a of c ncr t Ac multiplied b th .fct· Thi 
fore mu t be transfi rr d fr m th r inforc ment, will h carrie the t tal at a crack to th 
con rete b bond o er the /1• Thus: 
7. ) 
As th load increa es up to the cr. the era k wi ll open t a width l-1 . t ontaining 
primary cracks, th r i no effi cti e con r t ar a in tension, i.e. Ac = 0, and thu th axial load 
i carried b th total ar a of GFRP ar at era k AJ Ther for , th RP tre at th ra k 
I cation an gi en b : 
In=- (7.7) 
AJ 
wa from th crack, th concr t tre i le than th fer ( igure 2-4). h Ac in t n ion 
as umed to carry th tr .fc,, whi h de elop du to th r b that 
betwe n the FRP and the urrounding oncr te. Th tre in the FRP and .fc, at lo ti n x, 
wh re 0 ~ x ~ I 2 , rna b pre d b : 
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concrete within 11 of a crack has b n r duced to b low th fer· Howe cr, the n era k an 
fonn anywhere el e and o, the pacing b twe n era k cannot b le than lr. Further 
cracks can fonn un61 ther remain no part f the member wh r th tr ha not 
been redu ed by racking. When this occur , the re ulting pattern i the called th 
' tabil ized crack pattern' . It h uld b cl ar that where the pa i ng i margi nail ab 2/, , 
th n ther will b orne length wher the tr is still abo fer and a furth r era k can 11 nn. 
Whereas if a crack i marginally at a di tanc le than 2/1 from an th r era k, th n th 
will be r du ed b I w fer at all poin b tw en the two era k . 
Midway betwe n the cracks at di tan ex = I 2, the str ar: 
7.10) 
(7 .1 1) 
Th maximum crack pacmg = rmax will occur when fer equal 
tr ngthfer and fr m Eq. (6.2), miOX i calculat d as follows: 
n11ax 7.1 2) 
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H re, the bond tre , Tb, i the bond tre betw n th RP bar and ITe ti e t n i n 
z ne of concr t ar und the bar. Thus, th effective r in~ rcem nt rati , P.·tr i d fin d 
(7.1 ) 
where, n~xus i th total nwnber of bars in the cr tion; A1 i the RP r infi r ing ar cro 
ection· and Ace.u i th effi tive concret ten il zone around a h r infl rcing ar cal ulat d 
di cu ed in ecti n 7 .. 2. 
Ther i n uruqu luti n for Tb it rna ary according toR I ment nditi n . It i 
tran erse reinforcement lateral pre ur , degr e of compaction, and iz f ar d [I rmation 
rt 2005). 
Marti et al. 19 8 as umed for L 1-R , a rigid-plasti nd tr - lip r lati n hip, 
r, = 2!;' at all alu of trength f 
impl as wn a direct proportionalit r I ti n between th f 
ncr te J;' . H w r, a imilar as wnpti n rna not alid fl r th 
preliminary anal using thi relation r ulted in ere timating th m ur d p rim ntal 
era k pacing. 
A simpl et rea nabl accurate and c mputationall n ni nt appr a h i t 
a ume eqUI alent Tb di tributi n fi r FRP-R under direct t n i n a ho n in Figur 
7-4. The r b a umed to be a g neral fun ti n of the fer f the m m r, thu 
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r h = !,, (.!,_., ). hi function d p nds on the propertie and condition of the FRP-R 
element and th r t; r , can b d due d from e perimental data. 
The fo llowing quadrati polynomial equation i found to have th be t fit with the 
e perimentaJ results of the GFRP-R te ted panel as shown in Figure 7-5. 
Tb = 0.85.fc~ + .lfc, (7.14) 
where.fc, is calculated from Eq. (6.2). Figure 7-5 al o 
compared to the prop ed expre sion. 
the Marti et al. (1998) reJati n hip 
7.5 Determination of Average Crack pacing 
h tabiliz d rack pattern h th characteristic: 
7.15 
wh re, '"' is the a erage crack pa mg m a tabiliz d era k patt m. 
ln th literatur , th r are e eral a umption for th r lation b twe n th minimum 
and maximum crack spacings. The mo t ommon 1 
rack pacing '"' rna b e pr ed a : 
rmm rmax 12. Thu , th a erage 
rm = A. rmax 7 · 1 6) 
wher A. i an arbitrary parameter c mmonly as urned t be in th rang f 0 t 1.0 Marti t aJ. 
1998). 
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ince 2 r lat th a erage and maximum crack pacing , it can be as umed that thi 
parameter d pend on th m hani m f tran fi rring the load betw en th FRP bar and 
urr unding con rete, and on equentl n the me hani m of d cracks until a 
and thus the load tran fi r within that length, hich will be di u d n t. 
7.5.1 Determination of transfer length 11 
There ar a numb r of ays b which the alu f I, can be determin d. Th m t ob i u 
from e p rim ntal re ult , where the di tributi n of train or tre in th r infi r ing bars 
has be n m asured. Hence, 11 can be obtain d dir ctly rrom the distributi n. However, thi 
r quire m care and rna r aJI onl be p ibl at earl I ad tag b for th era k ar 
uffi i ntl cl paced to interfere with each oth r. In addition, th m ur ment of strains 
r quire a r lati larg numb r of train gaug attach d at mall incr m n ar, 
which i practicall difficult and could affi t th bond betwe n the bar and th ncretc. 
An mpirical r lati n hip Eq. 7.17 was propo d arli r b Fa re tal. 19 ) and oth r 
for a con r t m mb r c ntaining teel d ft rmed bars r w lded wir m h. 
! =~ 
I 10 P, 
7.17 
Another approach is to as ume that th relation hip b tw en the tran fi r I ad and I, i 
linear. Based on thi as umption, oma aji and hah ( l 81 pr po d th foil wing linear 
relationship on th b i of perimental data from pull- ut t 
F 
1, = Kp- L (7.18) 
Pb 
where Fe i the tran D r load; Pb i th ircumfer ntial perim t r f th bar; and Kp i a 
c n tant to b d t rmined from pullout t t . rna aji and hah ( 1981 rved a Kp 
alu qual t 0.55 mm2/ for te I wire . An p rim ntal tud b Mirza and Houd 
( 1979) indicate that th alue of Kp i in the rang of 0.18 - 0.4 3 mm2/ 
Th Kp alue i n t et kn wn for FRP bars. Thu , th r i a n d to calibrat the K11 
alu based on the FRP type of bars used in the perimental in e tigati n. 
7. 5.2 Calibration of con tant Kp 
Publi h d e perimental r ults on imilar typ f FRP A Ian b ar u d to calibrat 
th c n tant Kp. T tani and Pantazopoulou (2 07) c nducted an e perim ntal in e tigation t 
identify the bond- lip b ha i ur using dir t ten i n puJlout bond t perim nt w r 
c nducted n 15 p imen reinforc d with RP lan-1 00 typ . The ian bars 
were sand coat d and wrapped with h licallengthwi e indentati n , whi h mean that th y ar 
imilar to the bar typ u d in the urrent re ar h in e ligation. Thr diffl r nt ar ize of 
a h bar type were t ted with nominal diarn ter of 12.70 15. 8 and 1 .05 mm, with 
lasticity m dulus ual t 40.8 Pa. Th puJlout pecim n . made of c n r t , had a uniaxial 
cylinder compr i e trength of 40 MPa at th tim f t ting. Th emb dm nt I ngth of th 
RP bar was - 5 db. Mor o er, the re earch r in e tigat d anoth r t p f and oated bar 
kn wn a fibre-glas PP bars. 
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ing th r earcher ' data, th ob erved p ak pullout load di id d b th cir uml1 r n e 
f bars i pi tted against the embedm nt length as h wn in igure 7- . The in f 
th Lin gi e the alu ofth constant KP' l11e Kp alu btain d i 1/7.74 = 0.1 2 mm2 ) , 
whi h i e clusiv to the FRP Ian bar typ u ed. 
imilarl , th abo e calibrati n proc i applied to m re t t re ult fi und in th 
literatur in order t compare the Kp alue for other diffi r nt typ of bar . Tab! 7-1 ho 
that the calibrated alue of Kp for th FRP Jan bar i r a onabl mparabl t th r 
FRP bar type with differ nt urfa e treatmen . 1t an al o be not d that the Kp alu rang 
from 0.129 - 0.158 mm2/N for differ nt FRP bar typ . Thi rang i relati 
c mpar d to the Kp value calculat d for defonn d t I bars Kp = 0.2 mm2 ) r t I wir 
Kp = 0.55 mm2 as r ported b rna aji and hah (1 I). 
7.5.3 Tra11 ifer lellgth 11 a11d parameter A. relatio11 hip 
ing q. (7.18 and th timat d alu of Kp param ter, th 11 for th t ted RP-R 
pan I can be detennin d. Table 7-2 how the calcuJat d alu of th 11 in compari n with 
th pr diction f xpr ton q. 7.17) f a r tal. (1983 . Th h wn al ulat d alu ar 
bas d on th initial cracking load re rded for the test d panel . 
ln addition, abl 7-2 h w the rati b tw en th perimental mean and maximum r ck 
pa ing , which i Aexp = rm I m laX and the rati b twe n /1 and Aexp· in e lr i a factor f th 
pe imen I ngth Lsp th following r lati n hip b tw en 11 and Ae pi pr po d in term f L 11: 
_oo 
(7.19 
wh r If! i a dim n ionless factor betwe n 2 and 4, which depend on the b undary nditi n 
of the R under ten i n. A alue of3.5 i found to being d agr m nt ith th pcrim ntal 
results. 
ing th abo e propo ed expr ion, th A alu are pr di ted in Tab! 7-2. It an 
en that th m an alues of the pr dieted A i.e. Apred) are in go d agre m nt with the 
experim ntal Aexp· The following ob ervati n can be deduced fr m the anal i ofTabl 7-2: 
The tal. (198 ) e pres ion q. 7.17) rna RP-R b 
n art 70% on a erage if it i ed in its pre nt form. 
quati n (7.17) det ll'TUn I, a a con tant alue ~ r orne pan I ha ing th arne dh and 
reinn r em nt rati regard! s of their diffi rent final tabilized crack patt m . in th 
tabilized ra k pattern of th t ted FRP-R ar different, it i pect d that th alu 
of !, h uld b different. H nee, th pr po d e pr i n uccecd in timating th 
differ nt alue of 1,, which i more reali tic and refl t th differ nt ariation in th ra k 
patt m . 
While q. (7.17 determin the I, b d on onl th db and r inti rcem nt ratio, th 
propo d expre sion ( q. 7.18) explicit! account for th bar type u ed and it b nd 
beha i ur pr d in the con tant Kp. 
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ob rved in the e periment , th pecimcns with Cc I db ratio qual t I . ; nam I . 
PI- NU-16-1.0-1.5 and P8- HU-13-0.7-1.5, had fewer crack (2 era k) mpar d t 
th r panel with a Cc I db= 2.5. Both pecimcn ha e a larger I, that i requir d r all 
th r pecimen . Thi confirms the int rpretation h wn in the di cu i n f th ef[l t 
f th Cc I db rati n the numb r of cracks d lop d within the Lsp· A larg r I, m an 
that fewer rack will develop within th arne panel length. 
For the purpo f comparison, the last two r w of Table 7-2 how th I, alu cal ulat d 
forth two tc ted t el-R panel within Y. Th I, alue ar calculat d baed n a 
alu of Kp = 0.2 mm2 for steel bars (Tab! 7-1). Th t el-R pan I Pll- -1 -1.0-
2.5 e perienc d a ingle major crack. hi panel ha a calculated I, that i equal t 2 10 mm. 
Thi alu i much high r than an th r FRP-R t t d panel . n thi ingl cr ck 
d lop d the panel would requir almo t d uble th predicted I, alu (i.e. 210 mm on 
ea h id of the crack) to de elop anoth r era k b nd thi range. Thi i diffi ult t cur 
within th 600 mm Lsp. ln additi n to that, th ielding limit i r hed at th i inity f the 
maj r crack before d veloping an thcr era k. Therefor , the u e f th I, ncept 
confinns the int rpretati n fthe e perimental b ha iour. 
7.6 Predictions of Proposed Crack Spacing Model 
Figure 7-7 h w a chematic fl w chart f the main equenc that i u d for cal ulating 
the era king chara t ri tic of FRP-R pan I und r dir ct t n i n. Table 7- a 
compari n b tween the prediction of the propo ed mod I and perim ntal r ult . In g neral, 
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the pr po ed approa h h w a r asonable predicti n of th maximum and a rag era k 
pa mgs. 
7.7 Analytical Com pari on of the Propo ed Model to Other Model 
A m ntioned in th literature re i w, mo t f th e i ing crack pacing m del ar 
I ped fl r teel-R b 
Th propo ed crack pacing model i v ri£i d b c mparing the pr diet d alue with th te t 
re ults of the RP-R panel pr nt d in th current in e tigation. Th re rd d rack 
pacings for the panel ar al 
literature. h objecti e of thi 
mpar d to orne era king m d I that ar a aila le in the 
other e i ting model and t eri fy the accurac 
pacing f FRP-R und r direct t n ion. 
d mod I with re pcct t 
in pr di ting the era k 
or the purpo of thi c mpari on, fiv cracking m d I are l cted: 1 Rizkalla tal. 
(1983 ( q. 2.16 · (2) Haqqi 1983 q. 2.1 ); 3 NBR I 92) ( q. 2.19 ; (4 ~ 2 (20 4 
( . 2.20)· and (5) D sa i and Kulkarni 1976) q. 2.8). 
Th pr diction of th propo ed model are com par d with th pr diction f ther m del 
as h wn in Table 7-4. ft can be noted that the prop d crack pa ing m d I gi e r as nable 
pr diction. Both the Rizkalla et al. (1983) and Haqqi (1 83) mod I are able t r as na I 
predict th mean crack pacing. The a 1 and Kulkarni 1976 mod I re timat th 
predi t d alu . Howe er, the re ult f thi model could impro d if th incorporat d 
nd parameter (k1 and kb) ar calibrat d for the • RP bar type. The cal ulation how that 
the t rm : dh2 J,h / b,2 in the D sa i and Kulkarni ( 1976 m del, which ac oun fl r th 
2 
bearing tre erted b tran rse bars, doe not c ed 5% of the total alu f th urn f 
term and B q. 2.8). 
The 2 (20 4) and NBR (1992) model can ignifi anti o erestimate th m an era k 
pacing of RP-R b almo t thr to fi e tim ifth ar u din th ir pr nt format. Th 
BR ( 1992) mod l can gi e better predictions if Peffi ed n 7 db for RP b in t ad of 
the 15 db that i current! u d for t el. sing u h a m dification, thi BR-m difi d m del 
pr id a prediction of the mean ra k pa ing alu that ar almo t 1.5 time high r, n 
a erage, than the ob erv d te t alu 
Th r for , it can be c ncluded that the pr po ed model i abl to gi e rea onabl 
pr dicti n of th e p rimental re uJt compared to th r e i ting m d I fl und in th 
literature. 
7.8 umerical Validation of the Propo d Crack pacing Model 
T alidate the propo ed crack pacing m d I, it i appli d t th e perim ntal rk 
carried out b Bi cho and Piaxio (2004) and Malun od 2002) on FRP-R m mb rs 
ubject d to uniaxial tension. nfortunatel , th r t n th r related publi hed r ar h on 
mm ubjected to biaxial ten i n that could b d for alidati n. 
Bi hoff and Piaxi (2004 r ported the te t r u lt of thr uniaxial member reinfi r ed 
with a ingle FRP-bar ( -bar type). The member dimension r 1100 mm in length ith a 
typical cr - ction of 100 x 100 mm. The effe ti e length u d ti r taking th m a ur m nt 
was 00 mm. Thre bar diam t rs were te t d· name! , 12.7, 15. , and 19.0 mm. Th r port d 
2 4 
perimental mean crack pacmgs are pr ent d in able 7-5. Th Kp alue u d in th 
pr po ed model calculation for the -bar type i ba ed on the calibrati n arried out in 
ecti n 7.6.2 hown in Table 7-1. The a erag fer i taken a 2.6 MPa as r 
, ince the value w r n t r p rted for a h p cim n. A hown in Tabl 7-5, th 
pr p ed m d I gi e rea onable prediction of the rm in com pari on with other model . h 
ayi and Kulkarni l 76 ar aJ o found t gt 
r asonabl pr dicti n for a erage crack pa ing . Th Ilaqqi ( 1983) m d I und re timat the 
mean crack pacing whil th 2 (2004 and NBR (I 2 model signifi anti o re timat 
the crack pacing in compari n with r corded alu . 
Mahm d 2002) te t d six concret p c1men r infi r d with FRP-bar ( -bar typ ) 
h wn in Figure 2-10. Th material pr perties and re orded fer alue for th te t d p im n 
are taken as r ported b th r earcher. 
The reported experim ntal mean crack pacing are hown in Tabl 7-6. imilarl , th Kp 
alue u d in the propo d m d I calculation 6 r th i a hown in Table 7-1. 
A d model gi rea onabl rm tn 
c mpari n with other mod I . he m d I of Rizkalla t al. I 83), Haqqi (I 83 , and 
D ayi and Kulkarni ( 1976) are found t gi e reasonable prediction fl r rm as w 11. he 
oth r model ere timat th crack p ing. 
Therefi r , it an be concluded that the propo ed crack pacing model i abl t gi e 
r asonabl predictions with other experimental re ult found in th literatur ; and compar d to 
ther existing m del 6 und in the literature. Hence, the prop d model i uitabl for FRP-
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R und r direct t nsion, pro iding that enough mat rial prop rtie ar a ailable and a urate 
calibration fth bar bond characteristic is conduct d. 
7.9 Prediction of Mean Crack Width 
Th mean crack width can be pr di ted from q. (7.20) u ing th crack pacing alue 
predicted from th abo e hown m del and taking int ac ount, the d fin d t n ion- tiffi ning 
re pon e in term f the a erage tensil train &,,. Reiterating th rack pacing alu 
predicted are bas d on the tabilized racking stage, wh r : 
(7.20) 
Table 7-7 compare the calculated m an era k width to th experimental re ult . [n 
gen raJ th pr diet d m an rack widths ar in r asonabl agre m nt with th re rd d 
perim ntal re ults, which demon trate that th pr p ed era king m d I perform 
sati factoril . 
7.10 ummary and Conclusion 
n tituti e mod I i propo d to predict the crack pa ing f FRP-R panel und r 
dir ct ten ile tr s es. The mathematical formulation f the prop ed cracking m d I i 
pre nted in thi chapter. The pr po ed model i b d n th tran f; r appr a h, 
ad pting th laws of force equilibrium and implicitly a ounts fi r the bond- lip r lati n hip. 
r m th pr nted analytical inve tigation, the foil wing main n lu i n an b 
ummarized: 
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1. quadrati pol n mial e pres ion i propo d to de cri th r lati n b tw n th 1b 
and fcr f c n ret . It i at propo d to calculat th effe ti 
d on an effe ti e ten i n z n ize f 7 db ar un r in~ r ing bar. B th 
as umpti n ar ~ und to be in g d agreement with th e perim ntal e idenc . 
2. Th pr p ed crack pacing mod I q. 7.16) e plicit1 a c unt t; r th bond and 
surfa e chara teri tic of th r infi r ing bar. Thi i includ d thr ugh th alibrati n f 
th fa t r Kp dedu d fr m pullout tc t and th pr d pr i n · . 7. I 
e tabli hing a r lation (Eq. 7.1 betwe n I, and Lsp from whi h th a crag tabiliz d 
crack pacing i determined. r diffi r nt RP bar type , th r mm nd d alu c; r 
Kp ary fr m 0.129t 0.158 mm2 . 
Th Fa r t aJ. 1983 e pre i n ( . 7.17) rna o re timat th I, t; r RP-R b 
nearl 70% n a rag if it i us d in it pr pr i n ( 
7.1 timate diffl rent alu of I, a pe im n nfigurati n i m r 
r ali ti and r fleet th different ariati n in th crack patt m . 
4. Th pr po d crack pacing m d I i mpared t fi e era k 
literature. Th ompari n h w th t the pr po 
d Rizkalla et al. 19 3), Ha qi 19 , and 0 a i and Kulkarni ( I 7 . In 
general, th 2 2004 , and BR ( l 2) m d I ar t; und t r timat th ra k 
pacing~ r FRP-R . 
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5. Furth nnore, the pr po ed era k pa ing m del i alidat d u ing limit d perim ntal 
data {; und in th lit ratur . Th pr po ed m del i appli d n perim ntal data 
reported b Bi h ff and Paixa (2004) and Mahmood (2002). Th alculation how 
that th pr po ed model gi e re nabl pr dictions c mpar d L th xperim ntal 
rack pa ing re rded b other r earcher . 
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Pullout Te t Referenc 
Tastani and PantazopouJou 
(2007) 
Cosenza et al. (1999) 
Tighiourut et al. (1998) 
Soma aji and Shah (1981) 
N 
0 
'-0 
Table 7-1: Results of calibration ofbolldfactor Kp 
Bar Type (Product name) 
Bar Surface 
Bar diameter te ted (mm) Kp (mm2 ) 
Treatment 
Wrapped and and 
GFRP (Asian 1 00) 0.129 
coated 12.7; 15.9· 19.05 
GFRP (Fibreglas CPP) Sand coated 0.133 
GFRP (C-Bar) Deformed 12.7 0.144 
Smooth surface 
GFRP T peA- (I OR D) with helical 0.158 
winding 
12.7; 15.9; 19.1· 25.4 
Steel Deformed bar 0.20 
Steel Plain wire 0.794; 1.19; 1.588 0.55 
N 
0 
enes 
I 
n 
lll 
IV 
v 
pecim n 
P 1-GN U-16-1.0-1.5 
P2-GNU-16-1.0-2.5 
P3-GNB-16-1 .0-2.5 
P5-GNu-16-0. 7-2.5 
P7-GNU-13-0. 7-2.5 
P1 0-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 
P4-GHU-16-1.0-2.5 
P6-GHB-16-1 .0-2.5 
PS-GHU-13-0.7-1.5 
P9-GHB-13-0.7-2.5 
Pll-SNU-16-1.0-2.5 
P 12-SNB-16-1 .0-2.5 
Table 7-2: Prediction of transf er length I, and parameter A. 
Propo ed a r et at. ( 1983 
11 (mm) 11 (mm) Aep lr I Aexp 
Eq. (7.18) Eq. (7.17) 
93 151 0.69 136 
70 151 0.68 103 
55 151 0.53 103 
117 227 0.58 203 
127 189 0.68 186 
81 227 0.42 191 
129 151 0.90 143 
101 151 0.37 269 
135 189 0.84 161 
121 189 0.50 242 
210 150 0.94 223 
149 150 0.55 270 
Apred 
Aexp ( Apred 
Eq.(7.19) 
0.54 1.28 
0.40 1.69 
0.31 1.69 
0.67 0.86 
0.73 0.94 
0.46 0.91 
0.74 1.22 
0.58 0.65 
0.78 1.08 
0.69 0.72 
- -
- -
Mean 1.10 
t. deviation 0.37 
.O.V.% 33.2 
Table 7-3: Proposed model predictions of crack spacing 
xp rimental Prop ed Model Prediction 
fer 
S rm. e.~p (predl((ed). Apredicttd Tb mrax, pred S rm.pred /mm2) (mm) mrax.ap (mm) mrax,e.tp rm.ap 
ene pecimen No. (MPa) 
rmax.pred (mm) (mm) f- - rm.pred 
q. (6.2) Eq. (7. 19) Eq. (7. 14) q. (7. 12) q. 7.16 
PJ-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 200 290 1.66 0.54 2.52 25 0.89 140 0.70 
I P2-GNU-16-J.0-2.5 150 220 1.65 0.41 2.47 308 1.40 126 0.84 
P3-GNB-16-J .0-2.5 161 304 1.06 0.32 1.07 459 1.51 146 0.91 
P5-GNU-l6-0. 7-2.5 184 319 1.61 0.68 2.36 314 0.98 214 1.17 
II P7-GNU-13-0. 7-2.5 149 218 1.52 0.74 2. 11 265 1.22 197 1.32 
PI 0-GNB-16-0. 7-2.5 168 396 1.21 0.47 1.36 409 1.03 193 1.15 
P4-GHU-16-I.0-2.5 151 167 2. 11 0.75 3.98 244 1.46 184 1.22 Ill 
P6-GHB-16-1.0-2.5 169 451 1.56 0.59 2.22 324 0.72 190 1. 12 
I 
PS-GHU-13-0.7-1 .5 199 236 2.11 0.79 4.01 164 0.69 130 0.65 
P9-GHB-13-0.7-2.5 160 320 1.61 0.70 2.35 252 0.79 177 1.11 
Mean 168.9 292.1 1.6 0.6 2.4 299.6 1.07 169.8 1.02 
t. deviation 19.08 86.40 0.33 0.16 0.95 84.95 0.31 31.42 0.23 
.O.V. % 11.3 29.6 20.4 26.8 38.7 28.4 28.9 18.5 22.4 
N 
N 
enes 
I 
II 
Ill 
IV 
Table 7-4: Compari on between the predictions of the propo ed model and experime11tal data 
E perimental Propo ed Prediction of other cracking model Model 
Rizkalla Haqqi BR EC2 -rm, exp 
et al. pecimen No. m" pred ( 1983) (1 992) (2004) ( 1983) (mm) 
Eq.(7.16) Eq. (2.16) Eq. (2.18) Eq. (2. 19) Eq. (2.20) 
P 1-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 200 140 155 166 655 560 
P2-GNU-16-I.0-2.5 150 126 176 166 748 848 
P3-GNB-16-I.0-2.5 161 146 176 166 748 848 
PS-GNU-16-0.7-2.5 184 214 233 250 778 1233 
P7-GNU-13-0.7-2.5 149 .197 192 208 604 833 
PI 0-GNB-16-0. 7-2.5 168 193 233 250 778 1233 
P4-GHU-16-I .0-2.5 151 184 176 166 748 848 
P6-GHB-16-I .0-2.5 169 190 176 166 748 848 
P8-GHU-13-0.7-1.5 199 130 175 208 528 546 
P9-GHB-13-0.7-2.5 160 177 192 208 604 833 
otc: rack spa ings are in mm. 
De a i & 
Kulkarni 
( 1976) 
-Eq. (2.8) 
222 
214 
127 
189 
247 
137 
294 
271 
246 
296 
Table 7-5: Comparison between predicted crack pacing and experime11tal test re ult by B i cit of/ and Paixao (2004) 
peri mental Propo ed Prediction of other crack model Model 
Rizkalla et Haqqi BR E 2 -pecimen rm. e.tp S rmtpr<!d. Reference Bar type al. ( 1983) ( 1983) (1992) (2004) 
0. (mm) 
- ~ -
Eq. (7. 16) Eq. (2.16) Eq. (2. 18) Eq. (2. 19) Eq. (2.20) 
Bi choffand Sl GFRP 133 175 143 110 642 1089 
Pai ao (2004) S2 ribb d 140 119 127 87 730 885 
S3 -bar) 144 76 117 71 819 747 
ote: rack spa ings are in mm. 
Table 7-6: Compari on between predicted crack spacing and experimental test results by Mahmood (2002) 
N 
w 
Reference 
Mahmood 
(2002 
Note: Cra k in spa gs 
pecimen Bar type 
0 . 
A3-4 
A3-6 GFRP A3-8 
A 5-4 ribb d ( -bar) AS-6 
AS-8 
are in mm. 
E perimental Propo ed Model 
rm. exp 
rm•pr<!d 
(mm) 
Eq. (7.16) 
144 362 
156 160 
130 89 
128 127 
134 57 
127 32 
Prediction of other crack model 
Rizkalla et Haqqi BR EC2 -
al. (1983) 1983) (1992) (2004) 
Eq. (2. 16) Eq. (2. 18) Eq.(2.19) Eq. (2.20) 
209 248 452 794 
149 165 440 543 
119 124 432 417 
142 147 646 544 
106 97 634 376 
88 73 626 292 
De a i & 
Kulkarni 
(1976) 
Eq. (2.8) 
151 
120 
99 
De a i & 
Kulkarni 
1976) 
~ - -
Eq. (2.8) 
281 
204 
127 
148 
103 
72 
Table 7-7: Comparison of predicted mean crack width to experimental results 
Wm. mrn w,,(mm wm,e~p 
nes pec1111en 
perirn ntal Predi t d ~ m,preJ 
PI- N -16-1.0-1.5 0.40 0.41 0.98 
I P2- N - 16-1.0-2.5 1.20 0.80 1.50 
P3- B-16-1 .0-2.5 0.93 0.77 1.20 
P5-GNU-16-0.7-2.5 1.20 1.15 1.04 
II P7-GN -13-0.7-2.5 0.66 0.87 0.76 
P I 0-GNB-16-0.7-2.5 1.06 1.07 0.99 
P4- I -16-1.0-2.5 0.94 1.11 0.84 
Il1 
P6-GHB-16-1.0-2.5 0.58 0.58 1.00 
PS-GHU-13-0.7-1.5 1.09 1.10 0.99 
N 
P9-GHB-13-0.7-2.5 1.11 l.ll 1.00 
Mean 1.03 
t. Deviation 0.20 
.O.V.% 19.8 
N 
4 
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Figure 7-1: Behaviour under direct ten ion 
,:.· . -· .. ·:·-..] F; II F; "Cb 
N = F + F 
c b I · ~= ·1 
11 'tb 
dx 
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Figure 7-3: Proposed effective te11sioll zone for GFRP-RC ten io11 member 
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Figure 7-4: Equivale11t bond stress distribution 
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Chapter 8 
FINIT LEM T A ALY I OF GFRP-RC PA EL 
8.1 Introduction 
The gr wing inter m FRP-R {; r diffi r nt tru tural appli ati n r quir th 
id ntificati n fth k 
reas nable predicti n 
for u ce ful num rica! mat rial m d lling. In rd r t a hi 
tru tural r a material model that an ad quatel r fl t 
th beha i ur of the c ncr te re pon e h uld be adopted. 
ln thi chapt r, the calibration of a finite lemcnt model for FRP-R i pr ntcd. A 
pi ticity-b d model i used. h I aJ n rg r lea and int rfa 
r infi rcing FRP and n ret ra king i m dell d b intr du ing uita I t nsion 
tiffening to imulat th load transfi r acr era k . t n i n- tiffi ning id alizati n i 
pr po ed and alibrat d fi r the finite I ment m delling. 
Th m d I i implement d in a finite I mcnt anal i A de that c uld 
carry ut a num ri al anal i . he finite lop d b d n the mear d 
cracking approach. Th ta li hed thr ugh mpari n with 
th t t r ult f RP-R panel . Th re ommcnd d numerical m d I an b u cd to predi t 
th ha iour f FRP-R with reasonable a ura . 
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8.2 Inela tic oncrete Con titutive Model 
Th in r mental I tic-plastic concr t m d I u d in thi anal i i b d n th 
cl icaJ con ep f th th ory f pi ticity d fin d 
n idering th fi II wing ncep : tmin rat d 
el ticity, ield, n w, and harderung, wruch all w for train ofterung aft r b th ra king and 
cru hing. 
8.2.1 Concrete in compre sion 
Wh n i I aded in compr ion, it injtiall exhibit an I th 
tr fth 
material oft n . An ultimat tre i reached, aft r wruch th mat riaJ ann 
Th c n r t m d I under compr i n i elasti until th initial i ld urfa limit i 
-1 , wruch how th c mpre ion urfa in th p - q plan , wh r 
p and q ar th ffective pre ure stre and th Mi equi al nt d iat ri tr , re pectivel . 
h injtiaJ i ld urfa e defines the elasti limit at wruch the linear- I tic n tituti e 
r lati n hlp ar aJid. urth r stre ing f th con r te cau e an pan i n f th initial i ld 
urfa e o that n w yield urfa d el p. M r b ond th initial icld urfa 
fi rmati n ca furth r 'irreco erabl ' train. Th tmin rat then comp 
pl tic train rate . Th train rated compo iti n i : 
( . I 
where dEc is the total compre si e train rat ; d<' train rat ; and 
de;' i th mpr ive pia tic train rate. 
Th ield tage i fl II wed b flowing of th mat rial, th n hard ning. The equati n f the 
mpr ion urfa i d fin d using th fl !lowing relation hip: 
(8.2) 
The com pre i n tre in c ncrete i pre d in terms of th ffi cti p, 
th Mi e qui al nt d iat ric tre q, and a hard ning parameter Tc. Th pi pre d as: 
( .3) 
wh r fj ,/2. andjj ar th principal normal tre 
The q is e pre ed as: 
2(1)( 2 2 2) q = J J I +• 2 + 3 ( .4) 
wh r 1, 2. and ar th principal tre d iat r . Hen e th am unt l i qu1 alent to 12 
time th mean f th quar d iati n . Th d mpon n 
• y ar correlated to th mp nents.f;,, u ing the fl II wing formula: 
(8.5) 
wh r by i equal t : 
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[
1 0 OJ 
81) = 0 1 0 
0 0 1 
( .6) 
Th factor f m be . (8.2) define th ratio between th equal biaxial compre 
trength he and the uniaxial c Iinder trength / through the equation: 
-· J;' J - h he - .fc (8.7) 
ln addition, the model account for as ociated flow and i otropic hard ning r pon a 
illu trated in Figure 8-1 and 8-2. 
8.2.2 Concrete in ten ion 
ra king i con id red th most significant fa t r of the material beha iour in t n ion. In 
general, crack in the finite el ment imulation may b defined a mear d, di cr t , r 
fractur . racking i as umed to ccur wh n th tre e reach th crack d tecti n urface that 
i d fin d b the oulomb line written in the first two tr ss invariant p and q. rack 
ccurrence i determined using the era k det ction plasticity urface in tre pace. ln the 
crack det ction model, the strain rate d campo ition in ten ion i g emed b th following 
equation: 
8.8) 
wher de, i th t tal ten ile train rate, de;' i th t n ile elastic strain rate, and de;' i th 
ten ile plastic train rate as o iat d with th crack d tecti n urface. The quation of the era k 
detection urfac is the oulomb line as follow : 
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/, =q-(3-b ~J p" -(2- bo ~Ju = 
I Q /," 3 /," I .9) 
d t d fin th 
rati betw en th bi q. ( .9), /, th qui at nt 
. h crack det cti n model u e the a iat d n w rut as wnption that 
tate : 
{
dJ.. of, 
de,"'= 
0 
I of u, = 0 and d J.., > 0 .1 0) 
oth rwi e 
wh r J.., i a fa t r t mea ur th hard ning. 
8.3 Finite Element Analy i of GFRP-RC Panel 
Th mat rial m d I d ribed earlier i impl m nt d in th g neral-purpo fmiL 1 ment 
program AB (20 6). The pr gram h 
general interfa e [! r u er pecification of material b ha i ur. The pr gran1 al h a graphi al 
u r interface I) with different ub-r utin m dule to de el p th finit lement m d I, 
appl load , and po t-proce sing. Th fi ature make th pr gram attra ti in th 
d pm nt r d fin d material beha i ur. 
8.3.1 Smeared cracking approach 
A m ar d crack con rete mod lling appr a h i adopted for th F ~ . The mear d era k 
m del us th c ncept of oriented damag d elasticity meared ra king 
c mpre si e plasticity t mard rak 
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m d Uing approach d e not tra k indi iduaJ "rna ro" crack . on tituti alculations ar 
perform d ind p ndentJ at ach integration point ofth finite I m nt m del. Th pr f 
era ks enters into the calculations b the wa in which th era k affect th tr s and 
material tiffne as ciated with the integrati n point. 
he b ha i ur f di r training aero 
allows a defmition of the train- oftening b ha i ur fi r era k d concr t . Thi b ha i ur al 
all w fi r th fTe t fth r infi rcement interacti n with concret t b imulated in a imp! 
mann r. T nsi n tiffi ning i required in the concr te meared cracking mod I. p cifi ati n 
f train ft ning b ha i ur in R g n rall mean pe ifying th p t- ak tr a 
function of train aero the crack. In cas wh r th re i littl r n reinfor m nt, thi 
pecification oft n introduce mesh en iti ity in th anal i re uJts and that th finit I mcnt 
predi ti ns d n t n erge to a uniqu luti n th me h i r fin d cau me h 
refinem nt l ad t narrow r era k band . Thi problem typical! o curs if onl a few di r te 
crack form in th tructure, and m h r fin m nt d n t r ult in th fi rmati n f additi nal 
rack . If crack ar 
tabilizing 
n em. 
cnJy di tributed (either du to th effe t f rebar or th pre nc of 
in the case of plat bending), m h en iti it i le f a 
In practical calculations for R , the m sh i u uaJI uch that ea h lement ntain 
r inforcing bars. h intera tion betw en th r infor ing bars and 
id d that a r nable amount of tension tiffening i intr due d in th 
concr t mod l L imulat thi int raction. 
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8.3.2 Geometric modelling 
Th R panel i m d lied using it full dim n i n (6 0 x 600 x I 0 mm . A four-n d 
u ed in th anal i . Fi imp n-type curved hell elem nt 
integration poin are u d along the thickn f a h hell el m nt. fn dditi n, a r du 
int gration rut i u ed o er the X-Y plane of the I m nt . 
In rder t e aluat th finite elem nt m d l n iti it to m h ize, an in tigati n 
arried ut u ing differ nt me he. hem h iz are 150,75, and 37.5 mm [I r 4 x 4, 
A minor differ n 
t n ile- train relation a hown in Figur -4. B d n thi in tigati n, it i foun that 
m h iz ha a min r ffect on th re ult for the pre nt a . T acquir b tter 
di tribution nt ur acr the el m nt , m h ize 7.5 mm ( 16 x 16 m h 
I ment ) i u ed in th pre ent in e tigati n. 
R iiW r ment in con r te tru ture typi all pro id d b m an f r infi r ing bar , 
which ar ne-dim n ional train th ry lem nt (r d ) that can defined ingl r 
embedded in ori nt d urface . Reinfl rcing b ar typical) u d with m taJ pl ti it 
m del and uperpo ed n a m h of tandard I ment typ us d t m 
With thi m d lling approach the concr te beha iour i con id r d ind p nd ntl f the 
r inforcing bar. ffect a iated with th r infor ing bar/c ncr t int rfa e, u h a 
and dowel action are m introducing ·'t n i n tiffi ning" int th 
ncr t mod lling to imuJate load tran fi r a ro cracks thr ugh th r infl r ing bar. Th 
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t n i n tiffening effi t must b e tirnated. Th fmite lernent c d all th 
tiffi ning parameter t b calibrat d for a particular cas . 
The d finition of reinforcing bars in h II I rn nt i bas d on thr g rn tri pr p rti 
th cro - ectional area of ea h indi idual r inti rcing bar, pa ing , and 
ri ntati n f th r inti I'Cing bar with re pect to th local c rdinat t m f the lcm nt. 
or hell el m nts, the rebar definition al requires th distance fr m th mid- urfa to th 
rebar. Th r ft r , th r infor m nt f th panel in each dir tion i tr atcd mar d 
unidirectional Ia rs. Th layer ar rnbedded in con r te and I at d at th center Lin f 
tb actual r inforcing bars in th pan I . The Ia r ar rneared with a n tant thi kn that 
qual t th ar f ea h r inti r ing ar di id d b th reinfor ing ar pa mg . 
8.3.3 Implementation ofpropo ed ten ion ti.ffening model 
The ch ic f ten i n tiffi ning param t rs i important inc gen rall , m r t nsion 
tiffening rnak it asier to obtain nurneri al luti n . T little ten i n ti ning will c u 
the I al cracking failur in th c ncret t intr du temp raril un tabl ha i ur in th 
o rall r ponse of the model. F w practi al de. ign e hibit uch beha ur, o that th 
of thi typ f r pon in th anal i model usual) indi at that th ten i n 
tiffening i nabl low. Th refore, th ffi ts as ociated with the rein£ r ing 
baric ncr te int rf: e are m delled thr ugh the pr po ed ten i n tiffi ning id alization for th 
FRP-R as de crib d in hapt r 6. Th prop d t n i n- tiffening id alizati n includ the 
po t- ra king failur b ha iour as urning a bi-linear relation ( q . 6.4 and 6.5) 
Figur 8-3. 
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For t 1-R , ABAQ (2006 as urn that after failur ra king) th tr linearl 
r duce to zero at a t tal train about ten tim th train at failure. 11 w r, thi param l r 
h uld be caJi rated t each particular c . Th perimentaJ in e tigati 
gen raJ, FRP-R tiffi ning c ntribution mpared te 1-R . 
Th r for , a r lati train aJu 5 - I 0 tim th ra king 
train) is incorporat d in th ten ion tiffi ning urv fl r FRP-R . Thi rang relati I 
high r than th r mm nded vaJu for t el-R in ABA (2 . llow r. it i 
important t n t that reaJi tic re ul can n t be a hi ed without th pr p r id alization of: 
I tensile (era king tr n~ 2 ultimate t n il train· and 3 de ending d gradation urv 
f th concr te tre . The e parameter w uld inh r ntl r ult in a pr per m d I for the 
b nd- lip int ra ti n fth RP-R . 
8.3.4 Material propertie 
The prop rti f th mat riaJ are either kn wn from the c perim ntaJ r ul r gi n b 
th pe ifi ati n. Poi on' and .24 ~ r H 
r ported b hen (1982 . The cornplet uni ial mpr si 
ti ity at 0.4 fc · i us d. The con ret tre - train r lati n hip ( q. .11) 
implem nt d in th m pr po d b Thor nfeldt et aJ. ( 19 7 and ad pt d I I 
(2001 . 
n( ::) f.: = _ ____o____:;_::_ 
.r: ( F: )"k n-1 + ' 
F:ll 
(8. 11 
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wh r 80 = ncr t train at fc ; n = curve fitting fa tor· Ec = fc' / &11 ; Ec = tangent tiffu 
z r train; and k i the tre deca factor, taken as 1.0 for (ec I e0 < 1.0 and a a num r 
greater than 1.0 fl r e I e0 > l.O . 
Th ra king tr ngth f c ncr te i e aluat db d n .2 . In g n raJ, ft r th rang 
i e strengths in the urr nt perimental r ult th ra king tr ngth 
arie from 2.5% t .5% fth tandard c lind r ompre ive trength. 
8.3.5 Solution trategy 
g neral !uti n algorithm i u d t fTecti el obtain th tati quilibrium 
olution. Thi tati pro dur i on in whi h inertia effe t ar n gl t d. The anal i 
umed nonlinear and ignore time-d p nd nt material ffi c , cr p, w lling, and 
Ia ti it . 
Th aut matic I ading increm ntation h m i le ted to pem nn th n nlin ar anal i 
f th pan I . Th mputati n i condu ted at ea h I ading in r m nl. Th I ad is as urn d t 
be di tributed at ng the boundarie f th panel-m d I. Th finit el m nt m del 
in r m ntall l aded up t th ultimate trength fth RP r inn r m nt r cl er. A di 
quation I er with a fuJI wton utilized. 
8.4 om pari on of Finite lement Analy i to e t Re ult 
The m asured and mputed I ad , ra king trength and train alu are h wn in Table 
8-1. The rati ured ra king I ad rang fr m . 1.21 , with an 
a erag of I. 4 and tandard d viation f .14, whit th a rage rati f era king trength 
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and tandard d iati n are 1.06 and 0.20, re p ti el , with the pr di ted alu arying 
twe n . 
Th r ults h w that th model perfi nn ali fa t ril . Th I ad- train diagram btain d 
with th m d I r na I G llow the te t mcasurem nts. Figur how typi aJ 
c mpari on betw n e perimentaJ and predi t d I ad- train r lati n ~ r m pan I . 
Figur -I to 8-1 7 how amp! 
m del . rack patt ms are repr ent d h r in a ymbols indicating th dir ti n f th 
minimum in-plan prin ipaJ tre . Th di tribulion and era king patt m r fl t th 
e peri mental racking beha i ur. Fore ample, mparing Figur 8-11 and -I indicate that 
the ob erved fmal era k pattern of pan I P 1- -16-1 .0-1 .5 Cc I db = 1.5) h w 
of more cracks c mpar d to pan I P2- -16- 1.0-2.5 (cc I db = 2.5 . Thi th 
influ n of a mall r c I db in d I ping more era ks t in lud main, 
plitting era k at th ultimat tag . AI , mparmg 1gur -1 and -15, indi at the 
intlu nc ofH (pan I P4- HU-16-1.0-2.5 ing th ra k compar d t 
tho e de elop in pan I P2- - 1 -1.0-2.5. 
8.5 ummary and onclu ion 
In thi chapt r, th aJibrati n and imp! m ntati n of a t n i n tifli ning m d I fl r finite 
elem nt applicati n mpari on b tw en the m d I nurn ri I 
prediction and th perimentaJ re ult of th RP-R panel , it i n luded that th 
imp! m nt in th I m nt pr gram i 
capable f pr di ling th beha iour f th t t d pan I . Th pr po d t nsi n- tifli ning 
22 
idealization realisticall r flc t th e pcrim ntal b ha iour of FRP-R pan I . d nth 
pre nted nurn rical anal i the foil wing main n lu i n can ummariz d: 
I. · RP-R h a great r ten i n tifTening ntributi n mpar d t 1-R . 
train ar und 
5 - I 0 tim th initial era king train b in rporat d in th ten ion stiili ning 
curve G r RP-R . 
2. Adequate nurn ri at re uJ can nJ a hie ed with th imp! m ntati n f r ali tic 
a igni fi ant ITe t n the 
entir panel re p n . Ln additi n, th pr per g ometric m d lling and uitable I ad 
imulation ar k aspect in acru ing elution con rgencc in n nlin ar anal is f 
concr te. 
Th m ared era king mod lling appr: a h i ucc fuJI utili d in m lling th 
RP-R pan I . Th tw -dim n ional ra k pan m r pre ntali n , al ulat d I ad 
train r lati n hlp , and stre 
ob rv d for th te t d panel . 1 h refi re, th anal i r uJ r mm nd u h a 
numerical modelling approach, that it can b u 
R with r n ble a urn . on the! s, it h uld b n t d that th I 
RP-
ffi t f 
r infer ing m h in initiating a di ret rack annot be notic d u ing lh mcared 
crack m th d. 
2 0 
pecim n 
P 1-GNU- 16-1 .0-1.5 
P2-GNU- 16- I.0-2.5 
P3-GNB-16-1 .0-2.5 
P4-G H U-16- 1.0-2.5 
P6-G H B- 16-1.0-2.5 
q ' i 
2 
Table 8-1: A ample of FE result 
Cracking Load, Ncr Cracking Strength,/.r 
(kN) (MPa) 
Exp. FEA cr 1-/:A Exp. FEA 
fer /·FA 
cr Lxp f er Ffp 
2 16.4 198 0.91 1.86 1.61 0.86 
I 3 198 1.2 1 1.4 1 1.68 1. 1 
126.5 11 3 0.8 1.06 1.05 0.9 
2 .5 273 0.91 2.49 2.30 0.92 
2 .2 258 1.10 1.77 2.4 1 1.36 
·compression· surface 
2 3 
ltimat Load, 
Exp. FEA 
627 77 1 
786 77 1 
90 60 
747 774 
575 480 
p 
i 
Figure 8-1: Concrete failure mfaces in tlte p-q plane (ABA QU. 2006) 
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Figure 8-2: oncretefailure uifac in plane Ire es (Kupfer eta/. 1969) 
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Figure 8-3: Idealization model often ion-stiffening re pon e 
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Figure 8-8: Comparison of model prediction to test result PJ-GHB-16-1.0-2.5 
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Figure 8-10: Stresses, S22 at initial cracking load for panel P1-GNU-16-1.0-1.5 
(at Ncr= 198 kN) 
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Figure 8-12: Stresses, S22 at initial cracking load for panel P2-GNU-16-l.0-2.5 
(at Ncr = 198 kN) 
Figure 8-13: Final cracks for panel P2-GNU-16-1.0-2.5 
(at Nutt = 771 kN) 
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Figure 8-14: Stre. se.s, S22 at initial cracking load for panel P4-GHU-/6-I.0-2.5 
(at Ncr= 273 kN) 
Figure 8-15: Final crack for panel P4-GHU-16-J.0-2.5 
(at Nult = 774 kN) 
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Figure 8-16: Initial crack for panel P3-GNB-16-J.0-2.5 
(at Ncr= 113 kN) 
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Figure 8-17: Initial cracks for panel P6-GHB-16-l.0-2.5 
(at Ncr= 258 kN) 
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Chapter 9 
UMMARY AND CONCLU 10 
9.1 Summary 
In the pr nted r search inve tigati n the beha iour of FRP-R panel und r uniaxial 
and biaxial ten ion was studied. For that regard an experim ntal program was carried out, 
which required a special te t etup to b de igned and constructed. The t t etup includ d fi e 
main compon n · nam ly an R reaction frame, fl ur mo ing wall hydrauli 
gripping system and measuring instrumentations. The te t etup can acconun date FRP and 
steel rein£ rcing bars. The t st etup d ign provided a imple luti n t the c mm n gripping 
pr bl ms of FRP bars. The test tup i de igned t accommodate different pecimen ize bar 
diameters various bar spacing and loading conditi ns. 
everal parameters were investigated namely, loading type (uniaxial r biaxial ten ion , 
c ncr t trength, c ncrete co er to bar diameter ratio bar pacing, reinforcement ratio, and 
bar type GFRP or steel). A total of twelve specim ns were t sted during th e ·perimental 
inve tigati n. Thi included ix GFRP-R panel made ofN . Th effi ct of th compre i 
trength was in estigated by testing four GFRP-R panel mad f H 
behaviour of FRP-R panels was compared to th corre p nding pan I reinforc d with te I 
reinfl rcing bars. 
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The measurem nts during the experimental program included the load, displa m nts and 
the strain d veloped under different loading cases. The changes in crack patterns, crack 
widths and crack pacing were inve tigated. The stre s- train relationship , and thu th 
tension tiffening behaviour were al o studied. 
A theoretical approach was propo ed to predict the crackjng characteri tic f GFRP-R 
under ten ile tre e . Th propo ed cracking model is based on the tre s transfer approach 
adopting the laws of force equilibrium and implicitly accounts for the bond- lip relationship. A 
comparison between the propo ed cracking model and the experimental data of GFRP-R 
panel was pre ented. The proposed model was also compared to other relevant crack pacing 
equations available in the literature. Finally the uggested cracking model was further 
validated through applying its olution strategy on experimental data of oth r relevant re earch 
investigation found in the literature. 
Based on the experimental results, a constitutive law was propo ed to idealize the ten il 
tre -strain relationships of G RP-RC panels under uruaxial and biaxial tension. Th 
proposed model was further compared with other constitutive model in the literature. Th 
model was implemented in a gen raJ fmite element program. The finite element model was 
d veloped based on the smeared cracking approach. The alidity of the propo ed model was 
e tablished by comparison with the te t re ults of the GFRP-RC pan I . 
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9.2 Finding of E perimental Investigation 
The main finding of the experimental inve tigation are summarized as f4 II w : 
1. Under uniaxial tension the GFRP-R panel transferred gradually from th uncracked 
tag t th tabilized cracking tage. B yond which the ultimat failure was reached 
by rupturing of the GFRP bars. nd r biaxial ten ion, crack d el ped 
simultaneously in both orthogonal direction and in the form oftw or three cracks (i.e. 
multipl cracks). Thi re ulted in a fast r transition fr m th initial cracking to th 
stabilized cracking stage. There was n ignificant change in th final cracking pattern 
beyond the initial cracking tage. 
2. Under biaxial tensi n orne cracks tended to fi llow relati ely inclin d pattern that 
were n t b erved in uniaxial tension. Th change in the crack directi n was attributed 
to the ariation of principal with the de elopm nt f crack und r biaxial 
tension loading. 
3. Th crack development under biaxial ten i n affected the magnitude of tr es in the 
GFRP-R panels. There was a decrease in cracking loads and tre by almost 25%. 
This decrease was mainly attributed to the effect of ten ile str in th tran erse 
directi n and due t cracks developed in an arbitrary inclin pattern a r ult of 
variation of principal tre se with the progre f cracking. 
4. nder biaxial tension, the GFRP-R panel exp rienced much I ten i n tiffening 
contri uti n than those under uniaxial tension. This reduction was attribut d t the 
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reducti n in the initial cracking loads and cracking strength und r biaxial tension. hi 
reducti n was al o attributed to the differenc in the mechani m of era k 
development under biaxial ten i n, which re ulted in a fast transiti n fr m initial to 
tabilized era king. 
5. Under uniaxial t nsil stresses once th cracking strength w exce ded, the concr t 
tre dropped to nearly 25 - 40% of the cracking tr ngth. nder biaxial ten ion the 
co ncr L tre dr pped to nearly 15 - 25% of th cracking trength f on rete. 
6. Due t th I wer bar m dulus of el ticity f FRP compared to te I bars ther were 
signifi ant reductions in cracking load and concret tre e . RP-R pan I 
cracked at Ncr nearly 10% to 20% of that recorded for steel-R pan I . Mor er th 
tensile train at which the stabilized cracking tage was a hie ed t; r FRP-R pan I 
aried between 2 00 to 8000 f..LS, which i near! 10 to 40 tim th initial cracking 
strain. For teel-R the stabilized train was in the range of 17 f..LS whi h i ab ut 8 
to 15 time the initial cracking train. Ther [I r , GFRP-R reached its tabilized 
cracking tage at a tensile strain of nearly two to four time that 
7. p to the rviceability de ign limit, which i c mmonly taken ar und 20 0 f..LS (I I 
20 1) th differ nee in mean crack width betwe n steel-R and FRP-R was{; und 
to be minor. Bey nd the steel-R tabilized cracking tag , crack widths were 
bvi usly greater for the GFRP-R because of the lower modul of el ticity of th 
GFRP bar. 
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8. The ize of the effecti e ten ion zone were £; und to b dep ndent n the bar typ 
u ed for reinforcement. The ize of the effecti e t nsion zone for FRP-R was 
almo t half the size of those that develop around traditional teel reinfi rcing bar . 
For the G RP type u ed the experimental e idence how d that the ize fan 
effecti e ten i n z ne for GFRP-R is ab ut ix to 
diamet r (6 - 7 db). 
en times the r inforcing bar 
9. GFRP-R under uniaxial tension experienced a significant increas in the ten ion 
stiffening contribution compared to steel-R at the same le eJ of stre which i due to 
the lower modulus of elasticity of the GFRP. Howe er the tension ti ffi ning was n t 
as ignificant und r biaxial tension due to the different cracking m chani m, which 
re ulted in faster degradation in the ten ion- tiffi ning contributi n und r biaxial 
tension. 
I 0. The brittle nature of H affected the development f th crack. Th initiation of 
maj r-through cracks was occurring at a faster rate compared to . Al , th re w r 
signifi ant jump in the tensile strain at the crack initiati n in the GFRP-R pan L 
made of H C. The e abrupt changes in the tensile strain had a higher magnitud than 
tho e ccurred in N panels. hi was attributed t both the brittle natur f H and 
due to the local slip between the G RP bars and surrounding concrete. 
11. The e of H compensated for the reducti n in th cracking load and tre se due 
to th use of GFRP bars when used with N . Th H impro ed th o erall 
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resistan e of the FRP-R . It almo t reached the sam era king I ad and tre of 
the corresponding N panels reinforced with traditional te I bars. 
12. The initial era k I ading and c ncr t incr d n arl pr portional to 
the in rease in the con rete compre 1 e trength. Thi was fi und t be alid fi r 
uniaxial and biaxial t nsion loading case . 
13. The u of H allowed a reduction in th total number f i ible cracks· e pecially 
the ec ndary and splitting cracks. Thu th us of H uld enhance th cracking 
characteri tic f G RP-R . 
14. The u of H re ulted in a higher tension-stiffening c ntributi n, du to higher 
cracking load and reducti n in tensile strain at the sam le el f I ading. Th 
differ nee between the pan I tensile re ponse and bare bar r pon was fi und t be 
mer ing nearly proportional t th incr in the concr t c mpre trength. 
15. In general, the use of H cau ed a reduction in mean crack width. nd r uniaxial 
tension, there was a minor difference in the mean era k width due t the fH up 
to Em = 4 00 to 5000 ~- B yond that, th mean crack width w r duced b nearl 20 
- 30%, which uld be attributed to the high r concrete compr i e tr ngth. nd r 
biaxial tensi n H allowed a reducti n in Wm by nearly 45% up t th tabilized 
cracking tage. Hence, the compres ive trength of concr t h a minimal influ nc 
on the chang in mean crack width within the practical rviceability limits (- up t 
2000 ~). 
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16. In rd r t impro e the structural a thetic and dela the tag f d elopment f 
plitting crac , it i recommended that J"i r FRP-R member ubj ted to dir t 
tensile tres b uld be d igned for a rviceability limit not greater than 50% of th 
ultimate I ad and the Cc I db ratio hould n t be le s than 2.5. 
17. Th re was an increase in the tension stiffening contribution du t the de reas in 
reinforcement ratio. The increase in tension tiffening could be attributed to tw main 
factors: (a) with a I w reinforcement rati there is a larg r c n r te area around th 
bar which r ults in a greater tensi n tiffening contributi n and ) the use f a 
mall r db enhances the bond transfer mechani m ofth 
tiffening contributi n. 
9.3 Cooclu ion of Theoretical love tigation 
The main con lusi ns and recommendati n of th theoreti al in e tigati n ar urnmarized as 
ti llows: 
1. The crack pacing de eloped within the R pan Is was 6 und to d p ndent on th 
mechani m of bond tre transfer from the reinforcing bar to the urr unding con rete. 
Thereti re, a math matical appr ach was sugge ted to predi t th era k pa ing in 
GFRP-R . Th propo ed mod I accounted 6 r the bond str tran fi r me hani m and 
surface characteri tics ofthe reinforcing bar thr ugh the calibrati n fth bond fa tor 
Kp deduced from pullout te ts. The re ults of such calibrati n w r u d t tirnat th 
tran fer length and thus to dedu th average crack spa ing. 
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2. The propo ed cmck pacing model was alidated using additional perimental data 
3. 
& m the literature. Th analysis showed that the prop ed cmcking model pr vid d 
reasonable predictions. Hence the pr posed approach i uita I 6 r predicting th 
cracking characteri tics of GFRP-R . 
- train constituti e relati nship was pr po ed for RP-R . Th main 
feature of them del was the inclusion of both th partial udden dr p f tre and th 
change in the tensile train after the cracking tr ngth i exc d d. hi was p rn rmed 
by assuming a bi-linear relation in the po t-cracking rang . 
4. The propo ed tension stiffening m del reasonabl r f1 cted the exp rimental 
behaviour. The cracking strength f caner te panel was incorporat d in th pr p ed 
mod I to account for the biaxial tension trength en elope. ing thi c ncept, th two-
dimen ional problem was reduced to a imple uniaxial pr blem. 
5. The pr po ed tension-stiffening model was implemented in a finit I ment pr gram t 
examine the behaviour of GFRP-R pan I through the n nlin ar finite element 
analy i . Th finite element analysis ad pted th meared cmcking approach. Th 
analy i r ult recommend uch a nwn rical mod Uing appr a h can be used t 
predict th beha iour ofGFRP-R with reasonable accurac . 
9.4 Contribution 
o th be t of author s knowledge, it i th first time to in e tigat th haviour f FRP-
R panel under uniaxial and biaxial direct t nsion. A1 it i th first time to d ign and 
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construct a test- tup that can be used to carry out experim ntal te ts n RP-R pan l under 
biaxial tension. Thus thi th is pre ents an original research topic in th field fFRP-R . 
Th the i pre ented a compreh nsi e in estigati n on th era king beha i ur f concr t 
panels that w re reinfi reed with multi-layers f FRP bars. Th m ligation show d in 
detai l th experimental cracking beha i ur and th tensil r pons . o th auth r 
know! dg thi thesis is the first to exam in the effi ct f reinforcing bar type on the iz f 
ffecti tensi n zon . 
The in e tigation was further extended to propo a th oretical and nurn rical appr ach t 
analyze the cracking and tensile behaviour und r uniaxial and biaxial ten i n. A cracking 
model was propo d to calculate the crack pacing fi r GFRP-R under dir ct t n i n. The 
model exclusi ely incorporate th bond stre transfer mechanism thr ugh a cotmting for 
urface chara teristics of the G RP reinforcing bar. 
Furth rmore, a c nstitutive relationship was pr posed t idealiz the c rnplete ten il 
tre s-strain rei ti nship of GFRP-R . A non-linear finite element anal i f GFRP-R 
panels was conducted to identify the key parameters for a ucc ful numerical computati n. 
Th propo d tension- tiffening idealizati n was incorporated in a finjt !em nt program t 
d monstrate i validity. 
9.5 Recommendations for Further Re earch 
1. It i re mmended to carry ut furth r experimental tudie n th influ nee of oth r 
te t parameters uch as different bar pacing and aggregate ize and other typ of 
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FRP 11 inforcing bars. The e studi s will help in impro ing th understanding of th 
cracking characteri tics of FRP-R . 
2. Further experimental studies are required to include the hear effi t along with 
differ nt I ading ratio in biaxial ten ion. It may aJ o be r commended t further 
inve tigate the effect of specimen ize on the tensile pr pertie of R , and thu 
establish a generic rationale that can b used in calculations. 
3. The us of HS with GFRP reinforcing bar is found t be pr mi ing in vercoming 
orne of the cracking problems of GFRP-R . Howe er, the brittl nature f H rna 
sugge t canying out a separate study to inve tigate the influ nee of fibr -reinfor ed 
concrete (FR ) mix type on the cracking mechanism of H r inforced with GFRP 
bars. 
4. The finite element meth d i a powerful tool that can be u d t pro ide in ight into 
th behaviour of concrete stru tur . Further experimental studie can help in refining 
the exi ting models so that they can be us d to predict the b ha i ur FRP-R 
tructure . 
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